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.him ·oufnext Tuesday and then dis-

.CU$§ .~.,g.further at their May
m ~....~--' ::• ."";;~,,· •,, -· ,

on

or not we're putting our emphasis teaching," Wilkinson told the Kiwanians.
Yesterday and in previous speeches, the
LEXINGTON, Ky•. - Former Gov. Wal- former governor - who has become a selflace Wilkinson will take his notions for proclaimed Pied Piper for campus reform higher-education reform from the civic club said parents and laxpayers are growing inluncheon circuit to the University of Ken- creasingly upset with the escalating cost of
tuc!w. board room next week.
higher education and the absence from unWilkinson said yesterday that he
.
dergraduate classrooms of senhas sought time Tuesday on the
ior, tenured professors, many of
trustees' agenda to explain why he
whom he says are doing meanbelieves UK is not immune to
ingless research.
changes it and many other univerli'il,i;,J~
During his Kiwanis speech,
sities have resisted for years. His
Wilkinson said information he
comments came after a speech at
has received from UK shows that
the Lexington Kiwanis Club.
one-third of the school's tenured
Since naming himself to the UK
professors teach nQ more than
board last December, just before
one course per semester and that
he left office, Wilkinson has deLllLJU
two-thirds of them teach no morecried the lack of attention to unthan two courses. The informadergraduate education at UK and WILKINSON:
tion further estimated that other
mare
other schools and what he terms a Wants
stress on
duties take up only 47 percent of
harmful overemphasis on research. undergraduate the average faculty member's
His self-appointment partially education. ·
time, Wilkinson added ',.
provoked passage by the General
He said he hadn't been able to
Assembly of a law that will reconstitute all determine how much of the tenured professtate university_governing boards tlils July 1 sors' teachingloads were at the graduate or
and possibly,-cost him·his UK seat.·,·
undergraduate levels. But "any way you
"Now whatever tinie. I- have- left on the add it up, undergraduate education· is not
University of Kentucky board, arid·a11 of us our first priority, and most people. tliink it
will agree that's not much,I hoJ!S I:can con-; ought to be," .Wilkinson sai,d/,,:,..,,,_
.._,,,,._,.
vince my' fellow trustees to· undertaltii" this'
He said he will ask fellow trust~sto hear
comprehensive effort to study and find out
why students are dropping out, what it is
college education should cost and whether

By RICHARD WII.SON
Staff Writer

a

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

"I'm nQt projJ9Slilg, anything other tJian ::that the, university undertake a thQrough examination of why
th~-things-are,so;-itthey are so,
. and recommend- steps to· correct
them,~ Wilkinson said He said he
believ~, tliat ·the trustees, most of
whom are his appointees·, have the
ultimate responsibility for dealing
with "broad policy areas."
He also predicted that any boardlevel debate will upset many UK
faculty members. "I'm sure we'll begin then to heat-·an the academic
freedom speeches and we'll be
smothered by the academy before
it's over," he said.
Trustee Chairman Foster Ocker_man said he could not predict what
action the board might take on Wilkinson's proposals.
Several other trustees could not
be reached for comment yesterday.
. But Marcus McEllistrem, UK's top
elected faculty leader, acknowledged that UK, like any other
school, could undergo reforms, And
. McEllistrem, chairman of UK's Senate- CouncH,: noted that a major
study of undergraduate teaching
was begun before Wtlkinson be- ·
came a trustee.
UK spokesman Ralph Derickson
-. said school officials had no comment on.Wtlkinson's remarks, since
theY; hac/;neither seen.a copy,of his
speech nor heard it.
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• .... ,., . 1,wuruc e o -. g er uca on,,.,.,.,
-•:WitM1is pays•as ii'.Universityof3
~? said yestei;day. .-.:__; ;"• C ··"' "The~average'J)niversity,otr;iili•~
Kentucky.,:trustee apparently, num, ~
Im not dumb enough not :.t,? . isville . professor teaches'·niile..';a'.',
bered;':former.Gov~,Waliace·WiJkin,,· understand that, but I also knew.it, week;. Ar, the\state's siic regional;'
son sa1d>yesterday, he would not gouc :"ll5 the only way t? start .a m~!,1- universities tlie average is·12 hours-',
to court to keep, his. board seat
mgful debate on higher education •. _ UK faculty.have criticized'.WiJ~.
Wilkinson's place on the board
refo';°.
.
kinson's charges, that they do not
was thrown into doubt after law' 1 want to get my ideas and,my . spend enough time teachlrig.:Thef
makers - outraged that he would
pr?posals mad~ and get a .debate argue faculty members work with
appoint himself to UK's· board gomg. about higher education re- studenis through ,lectures, research
voted to dismiss all 92 higher
fonn,,and ~en go about my busi- projects and academic counseling,
education board members who were
ness, . h~ said. .
,
,
Wilkinson said yesterday he
appointed. without restrictions by·a
\\'.ilkinson said he. will raise does not expect the faculty to emgovernors.
questions about reform when UK's brace reform measures. ·
·
Half of them would be reapboard meets T~esday.
"We'll begin to hear all the
'pointed after the law takes effect Smee leavmg offi~~- he has academic freedom speeches, and
July 1.
bl>l!'ted ,';"hat he_ call~ intellectual we'll be smothered by the academy
That setup is unconstitutional cloisters - university 12rofessors before its over," he said.
in part because it would undo a · ~horn he says are more mter~ted
UK Board Chairman Foster
governor's decision without just ~n byorkmg on :hat _hetsc~~side!'5 Ockerman Sr. said he could not
cause, Wilkinson said,
t u ~us researc proJec
an 10 comment on Wilkinson's plans be"! think anyone who decided to
eac mg.
cause he does not know what issues
challenge that clearly could be sueWilkinson said he wants UK's the former governor will raise at the
cessful in doing so ... but I do not
board to study the school's dropout next board meeting.
intend to challenge it," he said, after
rate, the time faculty spends on
He said, however: "There are
speaking to the Kiwanis club at
research projects and the cost •Of always improvements that could be
Springs Inn iii Lexington.
getting a college education.
made!'.
'.!:he sweeping proposal gained
. :;;;itter: ·Wilkinson a " teil',
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Chart shows changes and projected· savings in 1993-94 year:
University of Louisville employees were blindsided yesterday · by CONSOLIDATIONS
administration proposals to elimi■
School of Urban Policy with School of Business ....... $83,900 .
nate five, academic and service de■
Urban Research Institute with Bureau of Economic Research
partments and sharply cut back sev$30,000
eral others during the next three
■ Administrative structure of Preparatory Division and Center of
years to save $1.5 million.
Academic Achievement ................... , ......... $100,000
The proposals are in addition to
II Undergraduate advising functions .......... , . . . . . . $200,400 .
about $5 million worth of cuts being
planned largely by the university's
11 All undergraduate statistics instruction into new Arts and
schools, colleges and administrative
Sciences department ..................... _.. . . . . . .. . $20,000
departme\ltS.
·
TRANSFERS
U of L President Donald Swain
■ Kent School of Social Work to College of Arts and Sciences
declined to say how many jobs
'
$103,800 .
would be cut, explaining that some
■ Family therapy program to School of Education . . . . . $49,100
would be .transferred to other de-.
partments and that none of the proII Exercise Physiology and Health Promotion and Wellness
.
posals are final decisions.
Center to School of Education .................... $117,500 ·
Employees can comment on them
OTHER
for the next two weeks, Swain said
■ Discontinue respiratory therapy program . , ....... , . . $26,300 ,
at a meeting of U of L's faculty rep'
resentatives. He also said the discussion will be open.
discipline.
.
.. budget cuts also . require maintain•
"You're talking about open com,■ Shutting down the International ing high research and teaching
. :~:ti~tu~dtlili;o : :
Center, which has a half-dozen full- standards, Brandi said,
·;
1:
.night," said Ann Obergfell, assistant time employees and works.to attract
Swain said many students tell
professor·of radiologic technology. and support foreign students, by him they want more- mentoring
· · th s h001
June 30; 1993:
·
from professors, and the advising
H
15
·Allied
er program
m will
e cbe tom
'of
■ Consolidate'· math.ematics· and.· re~men
·
ts shoul....-provi'de.an·op;
Health, which
· apart by 'the administration's plans, statistics programs, sharply cutting portunity for that.
,~
with one program eliminated and-. back the engineering math· and : "I am concem~d about·liability,'!
three: others. cut bai:k•,.and trans- computer science department in the , .Brandi said, explaining that profes,
ferred to other departments.,.
Speed Scientific School. This will be sors not familiar with. all the gradu-:;
'Dtlriilg·tlie meeting, Swain lis- done in two stages, with math pro-- ationrequirements-maynotcorrecttened to comments by several facul- grams consolidated by July 1, 1993, ly, tell students what they need fci_r
ty representatives on the budget and statistics the following year.·
graduation.
·
·:,
plans, arguing against each one in
■ Consolidate the Preparatory m;·
He asked Swain if U of L would
tum but saying the debate can con- vision and the Center for Academic stand behind professors who face
tinue U!llil April 15, when he will Achievement, which support less- .legal problems because of such misstart making final decisions. (Deci- prepared students in different ways, takes,
·
sions won't be final until the April by June 30, 1993.
"I will stand behind professors if
27 board of trustees meeting.)
■ Redesign and standardize pay they are willing to go to a training
"It's insulting to ask people to systems by 1993 for faculty mem- class and be trained correctly'' as
comment on something this com- bers teaching summer or night advisers; Swain said. "I think
plex in Just two weeks," law profes- courses in addition to their regular they're trainable."
·
sor Ro):>ert Stenger said after Swain course loads.
After the meeting, Swain said he
had ·left the meeting, "Nobody
■ Require faculty to advise all would be open· to ideas and com,
heard any of it before."
juniors and seniors, cutting the meilts on the proposed cuts.
The ~udget-cutting proposals an- ranks and responsibilities of under-· · ''We are in the period now wHere
nounced yesterday include:
graduate · advisers in half. Under, the effects of _the cuts and the dis.
■ Eliminating respiratory. therapy, graduate advisers are staff employ-·· ~~n of them are more visible,"
which. has three-full-time faculty ees.
.
. he said.-.:., .. . .
..
!lle_mIM:rs.and about 14 students maJay Brandi, associate-professor of
All employees will feel their proJonng m the bachelor's
pro- business, told Swain he was particu~ grams should be maintained;: an4
gram; by.June,30,,1994.,liuiy concerned about. the advisiilg' there are reasons with whiclr'every
■:Eliminating the religious, stud-,· requirements. "SomQ faculty will be,., program-can• be, defended,·,_ Swain
i!!5,program. wbich · has one. full- advising 50 or 60 students," Brandi, said
time,. pi:ofessor, by, June 30, · 1993,- said
.
•
But there is a bottom line to sucli'
and-~asklrig other dep~e!'ts to · If may ~ impossible to do that . dis_~ions, he said: "W:e've got· to
teach·some classes dealing with the while teaching more classes as the Ccut. the .budget:": , . · .
_·, .•
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"H\l'll b_e wfili!lg;t!!•llllk the tough,

questions when they'~ hard Jo ·
ask," he said·
~
Emberton predicted that Gray," a ·
member of the alumni association's
executive committee, would be objective, provide ''well thought out"
views and be "a strong supporter of
whatever's best for Westerre"
Gray received a business administration degree from WKU in• 1971,
and Mercer, an accounting degree
in· 1972.
?

~,;::-.,.::,'\.•· ~.•,. :,; ..,

~

·• BOWl!.ING.GREEN, Kye~ Gov. Brereton Jones
yesterday-replaced two Western-Kentucky University regents· whose terms had expired and told the·
new boaril·ine111bei's "to coirie· into-the situation
. els"
WI"th -~n J1llll
.,.,.
·
. ..,
·
. The-new, regents, Howard· Gray of Lexington
and•Butns Mercer of Hardinsburg;_will be sworn
in today at. a special board meeting. Gray ~ president of'James N. Gray Construction Co. Inc., and
Mercer is· administrative services director for
Meade County Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.
Both are graduates of Western.
They succeed Danny Butler and Freddie Travis,
both of whom were appointed to the boaf!I by former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Butler and Travis had aligned themselves with
opposing factions in an ongoing controversy over
some spending accounts, a number of which are
controlled by Western President Thomas Meredith. Butler joined regents Chairman Joe Iracane
and Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd in pushing for
an audit and hiring former Gov. Louie Nunn to
supervise it. Travis, while voting initially to hire
Nunn, otherwise voted with the minority regents
faction led by Stephen Catron.
The spending accounts are being
reviewed now by a team from the
accounting firm Arthur Andersen &
Co.
Jones has asked Gray and Mercer
"to · come into the situation with
open minds, to represent the best
interests of Kentucky taxpayers,"
said Jones' press secretary, Frank
Ashley.
In ari interview, Mercer, 41, appeared to be following Jones' request.
"Generally, my philosophy is to
support management up until the
point I think management is not
correctly guiding or leading (their)
organization," he said. "Then I'm
for making a change. But as long
I'm convinced they're doing the
right kind of job, then I'm going to
support management."
Mercer also said he didn't think
regents should "micromanage whatever they're in charge of' - a reference to what some Bowling Green
civic leaders have accused Iracane
and Judd of doing.
Iracane and Judd have denied
that charge and said they wanted
only to ensure that Western spends .
-its limited money efficiently.
Mercer said he thought regents
should provide "broad-based goals
for the university, and look out a
few years ahead to see what direction the university ought to be going
in. They should be supporting efforts (to secure) adequate funding,
and also be making·sure every dollar is spent wisely for that university."
Gray, 42,. was traveling yesterday
and couldn't be reached for comment.
The appointments drew praise
from Gary Cox, director of the
Council on Higher Education, and
Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge
Tom Emberton, president of Westem's alumni association.

Gray, a former Glasgow resident,
is active in several professional organizations and on several boards
of directors, including Leadership
Kentucky, the Greater Lexington
Chamber of Commerce, Hospice of
the Bluegrass and TransFinancial
Bank of Bowling Green.
Former Regent Wendell Strode, a
Meredith supporter and vocal critic
of Iracane, is senior vice president
and retail banking manager of that
bank.
Mercer has been a member of the
Kentucky Educational Television
board, the Kentucky Bluegrass
State Skjlls Corp. board and the
Hardinsburg City Council.
His current memberships include
the executive committee for Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education, the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce Education Committee
and the Salmon P. Chase College of
Law Board of Visitors.
Campaign-finance records show
that Mercer gave $590 to Jones during the 1991 primary campaign and
that Gray gave Jones a total· of
$3,000 last year for the primary and
general election. Gray also gave
Jones' 1987 campaign for lieutenant
governor $2,000.
The regents' special· meeting,
called to award a food-services con;
tract, likely will place all food sales
except for concessions and vending
in the hands of a private outside
contractor.
Iracane said earlier this week that
the idea to contract out the cafeterias and snack bars was proposed
long before the audit controversy,
which includes questions about major losses in food services.
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October by former Superintendent Delmis Donta, who
resigned under pressure from
the state.
Branham was interviewed
last Wednesday. Timothy
Jackson,· an assistant superintendent in Oldham County,
was interviewed Monday, and
Dallas Blankenship, an assistant superintendent in
Cabell County, W.Va., was interviewed Tuesday.
Two other finalists :withdrew from the search:. ·
Nina Desantis, piesic!_eg!_~
I the Boyd County Education
Association, said she wasn't
surprised by the decision.
By ROGER ALFORD
Branham had been dubbed the
favorite because of his exOF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
pertise with the Kentucky
SUMMIT - A former depEducation Reform Act.
·
uty superintendent in __ the
"I'm going to have to put my
faith and trust in the decision
Kentucky Department· of Edmade by the selectii:m comucation has been named new
head of the Boyd County
mittee," she said.
The three finalists were
school district.
,,.•.··:-,'" ·., .
Dan Branham, who'now
selected from a list of 73 edheads a teacher training proucators from 32 states who
originally applied for the
gram fo~ the.. Kei:itucky .Educational· Development . Corp.;
position.
in Russell, was selected by .the·;
Hammers, who was handcotUlty school board. Tues.day
picked by Commissioner of
night. . ·-~r-·:Jl:.:~•;_;:,~~i1,':1.;;J;~,, · ·.
Education Thomas Boysen as
"A board·meeting will be set,
interim superintendent, said
he looks forward to returning
as soon 'as .fea,.sible:,:-_n,my~e--a~j
early as. ::piursday;_c;,i;-: l~ldaY,j
home to Rochester and resto set a· contract with Dr. ·
uming retirement.
Branham," .interim ;superin-.
"While I'm having a big
tendent Ray· Hamniefs said_.
time, I've 'enjoyed about all of
this morning. "The, board ,
this I can stand," he said this
wants to 'get'- .this done· be(ore ·,
morning. "The new superin1
spring bieak.".. . r_\-1~~ · . •' - ·-1
tendent will start work May 1,
Branham, who was m a.
and start his new four year
meeting in Louisville this
contract July l."
morning and unavailable for
comment, has not yet. accepted :
Hammers said the board had
the job offer, Hammers _said.
to choose between three top
Hammers said he expected
quality finalists and the deciBranham to call him today. .. ;
·sion was not easy.
The school board inter-;
viewed three finalists . for the ·
job, which· was 'vacated last:

Board
choses
Boyd
chief.
Branham·
is selected

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky

"All three of them are good,
and. they couldn't possibly go
wrong," he said.
Board member Jay Young .
Jr. deferred comment to
Hammers.
The finalists identified
several needs in the district
during their visits.
Blankenship said tlie most
obvious is to. heal divisions
within the district. ·
Some of\ the teachers . and
other employees "seemed ,'polarized, he said, apparently 0the
result of turJ_noil dw:ing:'fu._e
I administration of Donta.
, "They want t9: cljme: to' gether," he said.
-- :. ' .. ,
Jackson was the favorite.
among some teachers: 'at least
in part because of _his proclamation that if he was chosen
business as usual would end:
Branham, _a. former__ superin-.
ten dent in Martin County,
worked in the Department of
Education under former superintendents of public instruction Alice McDonald and
, John Brock. During Brock's
administration, Branham was
: deputy superintendent.
He was chosen ·from more
than 120 applicants to head the
Kentucky Educational Development Corp.'s . consortium
that sets up training for
teachers in 39 districts. People
from as far away as Georgia
and California applied 'for that
position.
·
Branham also has -~~rved as
superintendent in the Beechwood schools, and as a middle
school principal and assistant
principal. He has taught biology, chemistry and physics.
He holds a doctorate from the
University of Mississippi, a
master's degree from Morehead State University ana---a
bachelor'sdegree from Trevecca Nazarene College.
'· ·

I,·
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lfanel-rejects domed stadium downtowni
urges open facility near U ~f _L campus ~
By SHELDON SHAFER
Staff Writer
A 50,000-seat, outdoor football
stadium, paid for primarily with a
surcharge on tickets, could •be completed south of the University of
Louisville Belknap Campus by the
1994 season, members of a stadium
task force said yesterday.
In its final meeting after more
than a year's work, the committee
somewhat reluctantly rejected a
combination downtown domed stadium and expanded convention center, saying the cost of up to
$250 million might bankrupt the
community.
Instead, the task force recommended to Mayor Jerry Abramson,
County Judge-Executive Dave Annstrong and U of L President Donald
Swain that:
■ An open-air stadium costing
$53 million - not counting land-acquisition - be built near Eastern
Parkway and Floyd Street, north of
the planned extension of Central
Avenue east to tl!e fairgrounds.
■ The three officials name another committee to plan and ·find
funding for the stadium. It will
study the willingness of fans to pay
extra for tickets to pay off bonds
that would be sold to build the stadium; the initial public and U of L
response has been favorable. The
next committee· will try to find
$500,000 to $700,000 needed for the
detailed planning work. ·
■ Planning proceed separately for
the expansion of Commonwealth
Convention Center, focusing on the
area east of the center between Jefferson and Market streets. A new
ballroom and more exhibit space
are a top priority of downtown offi-

·

STAFF MAP BY STEVE DURBIN

cials; the expansion is to cost $40_
million to $60 million.
The task force recommended the
convention facilities be planned so a
25,000-seat basketball arena could
someday be built next to it. U of L
Athletic Director Bill Olsen said the
university has no timetable for moving basketball out of Freedom Hall.
U of L football Coach Howard
Schnellenberger said the stadium
''will certainly take care of our
needs .... We will have a chance to
fulfill our goal of bringing first-class
football to Louisville."
The 55,000-seat downtown domeconvention facilities would have required new taxes and extensive
funding from government sources.
The recommendations strike a balance between downtown's interests
and U of L's, said hospital executive
Henry Wagner, a task force member.
Abramson agreed that the cost of

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky

'Wellness Dorms'
catching on
CHICAGO - No booze,
no blaring music, no
tobacco -c- chewing or
otherwise. It's the new
generation of college dorms.
Here's the surprise: It's·
not parents pushing for the
new residences, but the
students.
Northwestern University
in suburban Evanston this
week began accepting

the downtown stadium was out of
reach. The task force's recommendations will permit the convention
center expansion and new stadium
to be built faster and for less money;
he said.
~
The 50,000-seat outdoor stadiun;I
would require buying 40 acres that
CSX is now trying to sell. Some old
railroad buildings and track would
need to be cleared. The detailed
planning will determine whether the
stadium should be built near the current site of Parkway Field, with
parking to the south on the CSX
land, or whether the stadium should
be on the CSX land and the parking
closer to Eastern Parkway. New
football practice fields and perhaps
a new baseball field would be built
in the area.
The stadium could be used for
high school football, concerts and
Derby Festival events. Football a~
tendance is projected at an average!
of 47,500 for U of L games.
.
To help cover the bond debt, the·
consultants suggested that 15,000
"priority seats" carry a $225 extra
annual cost - on top of the season-•.
ticket cost. Up to 4,000 other premium seats would go for a one-time fee•
of $5,000; they would be reserved'
for perhaps five to 10years.A$1 sur-:
charge would be tacked on nearly all;
tickets. Additional income could·
come from the sale of sky boxes. -'
About $8 million a -year in new:
state and local taxes generated by·
new jobs, ticket- sales and improvecr·
property values could be pledged to·
pay off bonds. Big government subsidies should not be required - en- •
hancing the project's feasibility, officials said.
Construction would take 18
months, which means it could be
ready by mid-1994.

Thursday, April 2, 1992

applications for its first
"Wellness Donn," where
students will live quietly,
free of alcohol, tobacco
products and illicit drugs..
More than 55 schools,
including Boston
University, the University··
of California at Irvine and
Lehigh University in
Bethlehem, Pa., now offer such housing for students,
according to the Institute
for Wellness in Muncie,
Ind.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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also;be ./ta)1 0~·Cll!l,ll!lff;.' the .\'su:,;
percartf\.allows;l)!)lii! llrcarte.pur~
chases now,,:nte mea!·plans,will be,
gOQd, at•. Western's ·:tw<> .cafeterias•
ands at the. fast,food. outlets,. Os-,
borne said.,.J .. ··· • ..
"!think this is goingto be a huge,.
gigantic.··step· for.., students,. faculty
and staff here at Westernt•said stu-•
dent:regeµt,Heather,Falmlen; wlio
se~:oroa1committee Meredith ap-.
pointed:a,year,ago•to.review West•
ein's,fooill services;, Shersaid· she
was impressed:byhow,!'Marriott ca-•
ters more towards what students actuallrwant,, instead "of., cramming•
something down their throats that
they may not want.,,. . ·
Other students, also interviewed
in the snack bar yesterday during
lunch, had different opinions.
"I thinli it's good because I'm always going off campus to ·eat instead of eating here because most of
the time it's the same stuff," said
Wendy Rice; a freshman from Prospect. "This will save me gas money."
..
But her companion, Lauren
Moore, a freshman from La Grange,
fretted about whether the change
would end up costing her more. .
"I'm on the track team, and we're
out of town most weekends. But
maybe with a five-day-a-week plan,
it will even out," she said. "I think a
lot of people like variety and would
be willing to pay more."
Lorenzo Lockett, a junior from
Fort Pierce, Fla., had no opinion. A
scholarship pays for his meals, and
in his view, '.'Food is food."

more· student·employees, he said ·
However, it. wasn't clear y~s_ter•:
day.c.what would· happen,.to:.West-•
; ."l\~}~ft)·~ -~.J.J.~JPJ~::_;:;~t
em's current food-service director;t
lly"CYNTIIIA• CROSSLEY :·.;..,~
Louis Cook. In an interview; Cook'
StaffJWriter:.;;,.,.,: \"~''"' ,_ ,.,,m
said his job situation• "hasn't beenr
-__ ,....... , ·~ ,..:;,. . f .:-,:l:, v:,~. ~:;~:;,~;0:-·,= ·vt· ~ J decided" and that he is Iiot planning
BOWLING,GREEN;'KyC:.:..:west+ , to,·.retire. His brother, Paul Cook;,
. em>Kentucky;:University's,regents·
Westem's executive. vice president:
voted, yesterday to t\UU, .oveF, operfor administration and technology;,
ation of .the school's:cafetenas and
has announced his own retirement,.:
snack bars to, Marriott, Educational
Louis Cook said his department:
Services, a division of the Marriott
submitted a proposal based on the;
Corp., for the next. five years.
same specifications. used by.the oth••
The contract represents· the first
er five private competitors, includ-.
time someone other than the univering Marriott. Asked for his reaction.
sity will run the food services,
to yesterday's announcement, Cook
which have lost nearly $1.3 million
said: "My goal has always been to
since 1983. Food service is one of
do what's best for the university." .
the areas being examined in a speWhen asked about Cook's situacial financial review by Arthur An•
tion, Meredith said, "I don't think
dersen & co.
·
it's appropriate to discuss actual
Marriott also expects to lose monpersonnel."
ey - but only during the transitionFor WeStern's students, faculty
al first two years, sl\id John Osand staff, the change should bring
borne, coordinator of auxiliary servmore flexible meal plans.· Students
ices at Western.
can still use the "supercard," a debThe agreement calls for Marriott
it card that allows them to deposit
to pay Western an annual rent of
money in an account and use the
$200,000, plus a 2 percent commiscard for purchases in Western cafesiori on net food sales. Osborne said
terias and the bookstore.
the commission fee would probably
But they will also be allowed to
be $60,000 to $70,000. Vending-machose from 12 different meal plans,
chine sales and concession stands
at prices ranging from $175 to $710
operated at sports events are not ina semester. For $175, for example, a
eluded in the agreement.
student will get "any 50" meals Iii addition, Marriott. will spend
breakfast, lunch or dinner - for a
$500,000 on improvements in the
semester. The top-price plan offers
coming year, ranging from buying
three meals a day, seven days a
new food-serving equipment . to
week,
turning the snack bar at the Downing University Center into a food
court consisting of outlets for Taco
Bell, Burger King, Pizza Hut, Sub. way and Dannon Yogurt.
··
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"That's excellent! . I love Taco
Bell. My son. even loves Taco Bell,"
said Rene Williams, a i\Jlllor from·
Fort Knox, on hearing the news
over lunch. in the snack bar.
1
Marriott also agreed to invest an'
additional $500,000 over the remaining four years of the contract
By Bill Estep
Louisville is the only other Kentucky college
on projects the company will deterSouth~entral Kentucky bureau
with fast-food outlets on campus.
mine after further market study, OsWestern Kentucky University students
The plan also contains something tasty
borne said.
will be able to get to fast food faster under a for Western - elimination of chronic defiWith the addition of Western,
plan approved yesterday to bring Pizza Hut cits in the Food Services Department.
Marriott will be providing food servand Burger King to campus.
ices to seven Kentucky colleges and
Food services at Western lost more than
universities. The others are the UniWestern's Board of Regents gave the $1 million in the last decade under the
versity of Louisville, Bellarmine ColMarriott Corp. a five-year contract to oper- school's management.
lege, Transylvania University, Berea
ate the school's food services. Under the
Under the new contract, Marriott will
College, Kentucky Wesleyan Colplan, Marriott will bring franchises for Pizza operate all caJ;eterias on campus and assume
lege and Brescia College, said Bill
Hut, 'faco Bell, Burger King; Dannon Yo- all risks.
Hamman, president of Marriott
gtl;l and. Subway onto campus, said Jerry
Educational Services in Orlando,
W!lder, vice president for student affairs at
Marriott agreed to spend $1 million to
Fla. Hamman said Marriott has
Western.
renovate facilities and to pay Western
food-service contracts with 435 col: ~ott pr~posed creating a food court $200,CJ!)O. a Ye:ir. ~ .rent and· a 2 percent
leges and. universities nationally.
. at .Downing. University Center for the fran.. co~ion. •'. : , •.,.,.S .. ,
.
For Western, "it's a win-win situ, ch!se5. The plan could. include other fran, " -.., )'fil~er 51!1<1 ~tu\l_e~ts f~ costs wtll
ation," Osborne said. " ... The venchisesrelease
and other
·-~llt\Y.~l~,tJie,.~e.
dor assumes all, the risk, The uninews
said locations on camp·
. us;;.a,,'
, -:- .
"'·- ~
~.... - :.;_± 1· •L ~, · ~__;_~:..:.1.~.·-~:.,_·_ ! , · ·
. Louis Coo . .
, ..· .:. ..... · • ' . . Mapiott ~!so
to provide jobs
versity cannot lose money in this·arrangemeht."'- . ·.~ .'
· ·
~~to/L~~~~ployees for a
However, it will· be of. only~"mi- • ~ces, .said
1
nor''·help0 to Western as•it tries to.
ih~f~bl~ express.,,outletii Iili~•~·:"ir-' Cook,,~owev°&-;,~d ~ott ~ll bring
cut $6.3. million• from its• budget,
-· ·Coo
• . . auports.
.. .
its\p~,djrect~r. He,;said he thought he
Western. President. Thomas. Mer- ,
.
k said he thought the·Umverstty·of-·- would stay-on,m.som_e other.capacity... .
edith. said• Toe. move will free up
money· for other. university"services,
such as the bookstore and health ·
services.
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MOREHEAD - Morehead.
State University took the occasion of its 70th birthday
celebration to honor a .retired
education professor Friday.
Mary -Northcutt Powell, described as a pioneer in elementary school · accreditation
in ihe southeastern U.S., was
this year's recipient of the
school's Founders Day award
for university service.
MSU faculty regent Alban
Wheeler said· Powell; who retired in 1982, was responsible
for "literally thousands". of
teachers who have "gone into .
the classroom with confidence
and skill."
Powell, chairwoman of
MSU's department ·o( elementary and early childhood
education from 1970 until her
retirement, -began· her career•·
at the school in 1955 when she• ·
served as a supervising
teacher at University Breck."
inridge SchooL'
Powell. said she- wa-s·,.
"pleased· and' proud: 'and:- honored" to receive the award:· . ·
She· thanked' what she said, was, ·a cadre of supporters.•'
during her career at MSU. She
singled out former MSU Pres-,
ident Adron Doran for his encouragment of her work.
"You can be sure this day
w!ll be cherished in my
memory," she told a crowd of
about 150 gathered at Button
Auditorium for the award
presentation.
President C. Nelsori Grote
presented Powell with a
plaque commemorating her
selection as the recipient of
the- school's highest service
award, given each year on
Founders Day.
_
Powell.spearheadl1(l an effort-.
that; resulted:. in Breckinridge-,
becoming the first elementary,
school in Kentucky to be accredited: by the, Southern Assa,·
cfati:on,- <if C_olleges·,· and"
Schools,r·'- :.-· .. · •-·· ,.,-.,,•.
. ~. MS,U gradua!e' with a·-.
doctorate from George Peab~-ody College, Powell was one of.
the developers of .the assoch

ation's comm1ss1on on elementary schools and worked.
with colleges- from 10 other
states to develop the commission's standards.
Friday's celebration also
served as a chance to honor
Grote and his wife, Wilma.
Grote .will retire as MSU president at the end of June after
a five-year tenure.
Larry Fannin, chairman of
the MSU Foundation, the
school's fund-rais.ing arm,
termed Grote's tenure an "era
of progress" for MSU.
The foundation announced
it will honor the Grotes with
an endowed scholarship fund
in their name.
The foundation pledged_
$5,000 to the. fund, which

Fannin said_ was matched by
an· anonymous Morehead'
donor.
Grote and three MSU alunini were inducted into the
school's alumni hall of fame
Friday evening.
The three other inductees
are:
► Glenn D. Leveridge, a 1970
MSU graduate and president
arid chief executive officer of
Liberty National Bank in
Lexington.
► Liz Everman, a 1977
graduate and evening news
anchor for Louisville's WLKYTV. ·
► Vic Carter, a 1978 graduate, now a reporter for Atlanta's WSB-TV.
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Conde named:
academic dean·
at Asbury College,
Herald-Leader staff. r~p.ort

WILMORE - Judith Sherrow Conde was appointed vice
president for academic affairs
and academic dean at Asbury
College on Thursday.
Conde, who takes the post
July 1, replaces Bonnie Banker,
Who has chosen to return to
teaching.
Conde has been ~th the
college for 15 years, serving as
professor of Spanish and chairman of the division of foreign
language. Since 1990; she has
been • statewide coordinator of
the National Spanish Exam,
Conde is a Danville native
who received· her bachelor's de-gree · at Bere:H:ollege and- her.•
master's and doctoral.degrees at the University of Kentucky,"·
She and her husband;' CliV
mente, have two daughters and'
live in ; ~ r u
· '

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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•. . Toe report says ~t, throughout
StaWWrite6'B:~t:(1tt,,fl i!tliliil f '.'er- . Comliined state fundiilg:and tu-, the region. dlirihg, the --1980s; · ~
.
,,; ..,:,i,~j 1m:-.-a;•l1iti;,1i:10'~i:;cs.-"' ition· and -fees, per, student: at, the·· share of public higher education
· FRANKFOR'I'r, Kyf:.i.~·Kentucky, University of, LouisvilJe··and•i Ken-.
.paid' by college· students and·
ranked)last ln:its,region:iiilfunding tucky's six regiorial:c.universities theiifamllies·rose; while the state's.
per. student' foi.stale}two-yeat col'· placed-the state in the middle,third · shares~ .
.
Ieges during the 1990-91iY,ear1' __-,. of the region's states in•support for·
BY,)99~9I;tli~. proportioi;i of col:.
A rte1•i1Sbutlieljl'Regioilal'Edtica< 1 comparable universities;, the report. Iege -~osts mer by_ tuition payments
lion Boam•reporl.ori'Jl51iSl>utliem• ·.sh9ws,
· -~c
iir Kenfuclfy matched the regional
statei,~ishaws,- thaf.''Kentucky;_ ·p~
Though hampered' by' tiglil' state, average;. 25,7 'percent;··The- state's:
vided $I;l153Tess t1illn !lief regional finances, Gov, Brereton Jone#and! -share drop!>¢' by,· 3:J percent in,
average of:'$3;231-'per;sftiderit at the General Assembly have acted,to: Kentucky duiiitg:·the' decade, a
public'ltwo-Y.ear';colleges,·Tuition correct the funding imbalance be- smaller decrease than· tlfe· 5.3' ~r:
and·feeS'foi':Keiitucky'residents· af tween the state's community:'col- cent.drop for the 15-state region." .
the 14' colleges of the: University of Ieges and universities:
.
The report also shows·that, given'
Kentucky Community College SysThe budget for 1992-93 cuts state· its financial means, Kentucky made
tern came to $640, about average for universities' funding by 5 percent a better-than-average effort over the
the region.
..
but leaves community colleges' decade to mainiain its support for
The report shows that the state funding unchanged. Funding' for higher education.
. ·
does a better job of supportiilg its both the universities and communiMeasured as a share of total rev•
public universities than its commu- ty colleges wiir increase by 3 per- enues, state and local funding for
nity colleges, but still ranks relative- cent in 1993-94.
·
colleges and universities fell l.8 perIy low in support for its flagship
These guarantees come atop a cent in the region and 1.3 percent in
university, the University of Ken- sharp funding reduction late last _the nation from 1980-81 to 1990-91.
tucky. ·
year, however.
In Kentucky, the decline was only
UK's state funding last year was
In October, faced with scaled- 0.7 percent.
$1,008 less than the regional aver- back revenue projections, then-Gov.
Even that relatively small decline
age of $5,784 per full-time student Wallace Wilkinson asked the state's represents a sizable loss of educaat similar universities. By contrast, colleges and universities to accept tional opportunities, however. The
UK's tuition and fees were $124 budget cuts that ranged from 3.6 board calculated that, if the state's
above the region's median for pub- percent to 4.8 percent.
budget share for higher education
lie universities of UK's type.
That funding reduction is not re- had remained unchanged over the
The total of state funding and tu- fleeted in the Southern Regional decade, the extra yield would have
ition and fees was 12th-highest in Education Board's report, which fo. reached $38 million last year the region. Only the flagship state cuses on funding changes during enough to fund almost 8,000 stuuniversities in Alabama, Mississippi the fiscal year that ended last June dents at UK or almost 18,000 at the
and W:.st Virginia received less total 30.
state's community colleges.
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who heads the faculty senate at1
Murray, which ~ 7,81~ ~tudents:;
· Hammack said, "I think that tlie
faculty generally will be very ~El
proving of. the. results /lf the' ,regents' ·meeting."
_.
He·said early·-attempts:.to··q,it
the budget would have turh~- ~~
ray into "Murray: Commumti-'•.'i'!j
lege'' or "Jock S~p}~-"
~:iJ •..:,
The umvers1ty, m Calloway_
County, is trying· to fu\c\:l}'llY!l~tq:
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By Todd Pack
t-lerald-Leader Staff writer·

Murray State University's.faculty was so outraged by a costcutting plan - one they contended
would help locker rooms more than
classrooms - that two weeks ago
they threatened to call a no-confidence vote on the school's administration today...
But tensions apparently: have
eased·on the ~pus
Western·_
Kentucky, and the vote now seems,

!n

unlike! ·'· . '

!

, '·'"Mok"§ip~ey has been set aside\
·ror.. acadenuC!I,. and· few-·- faculty
. · " -~-sch
I't
members,,~
--L.--~-?c<!,;,.
,,
ciiini{'1ocK
Suap - :· as. On!),pro,~r·
• ~- \--,, ·t~•+)U"N:·.ar,}~~u:,.:.:'2~J ·<~t,~ .
sor pu _11..o,~-1
r
- ·. ',•1·a"oei'v@y;'sliiprui&l')fthere!

"'be-!

le.

,

•

-. •

wii a-io-rortfic1.encevote: now," saidl

· •' ·, Hiimmacl<,Jf!llalllistciry'profes,\
·~ aii,t, fiifulty.!representatiyif;onl
the university's' Board' of Regents., I
· · Toe li&rd voled· Tuesc!a.Y . to\
restore:• some academic ·fiiiancmgj
and begin looking afways0 to'\:ut;
spending on athletics.
"They· finally listened to _us,"'
said·Ray 0mklfu; a music professor·

·n·

. _

.. ·.,,,,1l

sav~ Oct:~~ntllen-Gov. Wallace,
Wilkinson ordered the school to cut ·
spending 3.3 percent to help make
up for a state revenue shortfall.
The 1992-93 budget approved
by the legislature calls_ for an addi'.
tional 5 percent cut m the fiscal
year beginning July I.
To make up the difference, Murray's board has doubled studl;Ilt
activity fees and cut faculty salanes
{percent
. _ .
It might also lay off six to eight
professors. Professors fear some
.pro~ _r.ould lose accreditation
·or be ebnunated.
·
•• In addition, the board has asked
the state Council on Higher Ed_uc~,,.
tign to raise tuition 3.1 ~.t:,._,;;
•· . Murray's regents· are ~ !
;t<f approve a nearly-' $70: n@iQ!IJ
'.si)endirig plan for the school" n~.

:month. .
---:·
·-·,i: . .:.
·.. ·_ Of tlial:. money,-51' percent -~'
.f'·-'

•

.

·go to academic.programs.

·• "
:, '. The school's budget ·offic_e. a(
•first wanted to cut nearly $3 million·
-from the academic budget··
: · ~ That sent faculty into an· up-

"'rciar.

. ::

~ ..·•· The budget office now says the

_amount it cuts will be nearer

~ 000
said James· L Bootl!,J
,prci~t ~ . vice president for aca-!
and student'~- . .
..'demic
. ..
·. . .....·•
'. -In· contrast; Murray's athletics•
,budget;.will increase, from $2.~ '?!_!:,
/iQ11-this,school'year to $2.8 milliori,.
·riext; said Don Kassing, vice presic;
'dent
fur• university
relatipns:.:;
:ct0.." :
• •
• •
.
.
-:',. '

.

· - .' He' said'. the· athleti~i bu~(;
incltides~ !altPaY~'.: iponey. and, 11)-;::
'come frolll, ?ck~tl sales and,~~;

'Chibs.-., ·

~

•· . ,, · ·

· ,·

·-~.;. The sports cbiidget remains· .a~
.so~ point. at Murray.
. · : Conklin said the athletic departnreht has overspent its budget by
about $1 million over the last three.

years.
The faculty senate passed a
resolution last month calling on the
university to either abolish the f~!ball team or demote it from Divt•
sion I-AA to Division ill status. The
school belongs to the Ohio Valley
Conference.
' 7 National Collegiate Athletic Association-rules-say tliat.Di_vision ill

schools
schola,slrips.·
. . - .cannot.give
- ..·
' .......
.....
-~

·:::Eliminating footbair wo(!ld save'
a~t-_$800,ooo '!fyea?.'~<!!ta)riiig,it)
11>":0iwili>h·, ill.': wouldr.save: aboot,
$500

'ooo:·

,.,,_nklin..•,co<.d"''-·
I
~sat .,,..,,.·.--...s.-," ~ •,r;MI
!.'•••"'if,

'l;\;,,U

·\';;;¼,-uz:;1.
,!..__· _'-'
·E~J_'
·- z~n.t: !· ·..:-:.i.i'
UUi:Uu·mee~'-15
w~-1
.

-,~ ., tlie.

Moriii"'fftesidefu.Ronat<f\J.; i5jniit_;

f#',Gfuende!f~ Working-'•· wit!i:··all\
ovc:scb.ools·to come up with ways

t~!11~ney_ ~n all,spo~,!~\/~
;r • • -

'

• •~

•!c• • : ;

••~.::,

. • · "At least they're starting,-to.really look at the problem,~ Conklin'.

said.

$13,667
$9,710
$9,536

Transylvania.
Bellarmine
Georgetown

By Glenn Rutherford
Herald-Leader Louisville bureau

LOUISVILLE - For the last
two years, Money magazine has
rated Louisville's Bellarrnine College one of the 50 best educational
values in the country.
This year, the magazine also
ranked Bellarrnine among the top
20 private colleges and among the.
top 10 midsize schools - those
with student populations• between
1,600 and 4,000.
The 15 buildings that make up
the Bellarrnine campus. sit ·atop a
row of -hills on. land _: once. a
plantation--·that.rolls.ge!!tlY west-.
ward. to Beargrass C~_:;_ , ~·-. ,
· It's•a· beautiful. campus,,as mo,
-tonsis;on-Newlrur1f.Roaii'
But many who pass. liy never reaR
ize what a jewel of a college sits _on
the hills.
- .,
'
Even the. people at Bellarrnine
sometimes- take . the· school's·
national: reputation for academic
excellence. - .and value for the·
dollar - for granted.
Bellarrnine's' president, Joseph
''.Jay'' McGowan Jr. - only the
third president in the school's 42year history - says that when he·
came aboard a year and a half ago,
he found that "even the people of
Bellarrnine didn't know how good
the school was."
"Maybe it's the 'grass is always
greener' syndrome;" McGowan said
recently. "But they didn't really
know. To a, large degree,- part ofi
wliat I've dqne·is.siinply tell-l½l!ar·•
·mine iiooufeitself,'.'·'." . -. ,.; : .
·
•:;' .'.fhe':.school'si gro~gt national/ .
·re.1:uta1i'1'l.:~.is; ~;Ji~f~lonf.
smne,~o~,_11_µmJiel';l:i:,;:: ,;;,r-.1 . -.
• 90 percent'()!- i~• pie,'med stu-,
dents· get inttfthe meaical•school oft•

can'~

0

fueir·choit:e.·--:·r-- · -.,,-s;..1 f,-;;.- ·.,_i.~.

_;14 ~~t~ot·'i;'.

School with a mission
'A life worth living'

~-;

~;;i<l~tsgraduate within·five· years:·'-.:99, percent --of the~ students;
rank in the top' half of' thefr· high:
school classes.
• 82 percent have· what Money.,
magazine called "well-above average" ACT or SAT college entrance
exam scores.

What they are about, he said, is
providing education a firm, traditional liberal arts foundation.
"If we train an accountant, we
want him to be an accountant with
a soul," McGowan said. "We want
our students to be able not only to
make a living, but to make a life
worth living."
·
In doing so, McGowan said, the
relatively young school "stands
poised to become the premier private, liberal arts college in the
region."
Like the college he heads;
McGowan is young - 47, with--a ,
face, voice and demeanor thiitseem,
even younger than that. He· came to
Bellarmine from Fordham Universi,•
ty in New York, where he was dean ..
of students and where· his· son; Joe,
plays for the Rams h!isketball team.,
The chance to take the helm atBellarrnine "is an opportunity you'd.
wait a lifetime for," he said

An educational value
The school is small, with a ·
student population of 2,400. About
half of them are full-time students,
and of those, only 325 live on
campus.
By the region's standards, Bellarrnine is a bit pricey, although its
admissions office says its cost is
still 33 percent below the average
cost of private colleges nationwide.
Tuition, room and board and a
$100 activities fee come to $9,710 BIL
_academic. y~0_ __1}iat's... not• h~,,
when compared with schools such
as Northwestern University:· near
Chicago, Miami of Ohio, Centre .
College in Danville or Hanover Col-"
lege in Indiana.
·'·:·c.. -.;:,
But McGowan recognizes 'that.
in this part of the country; a college,that costs $10,000 a year is not
inexpensive, regardless of what
Money magazine· says.
What students get for their
money, however, is a student-teach•
er ratio of 15 to 1. The college also
provides an education that will
''help you think on your feet," said

Magre, Gleis and Bellarrnine
English professor Wade Hall agree
that the college has become a resource for Louisville, a solid piece
in the city's educational fabric.
"I think the new administration
is determined to make Bellarrnine
better known, less a well-kept secret," Hall said. "I also think Bellarmine has a mission, and that's
something a lot of schools don't
have."
·
The mission, as explained by
McGowan, Hall and others, has
been defined over the years by the
schqol's relationship:with the Arch. diocese of Louisville, and by the
hands of:i!S three presidents.·,
Bellamiirie was founde(rin'l950,
, and its- first -president. was Mensi-.
gnor· Alfred' Horrigan/who served:
as the. school's president until· 1973,:
when.Eugene Petri!C:moved into the:
job.'
,
..
Under
Petrik;. Bellarrnine·
strengthened its ties to the business
community and broadeneil and solidified its. financial base. "Petrik
had a· marvelous entrepreneurial
sense," McGowan. said. "Through
hiin the school expanded its business and nursing schools and began
offering adult continuing education."
Petrik spent 17 years at Bellarmine's president; McGowan was
installed in October 1990.
Much of the school's success,
Gleis said, "is perhaps a case of
having the right person in the right
place at the right time."
The. school might grow a little
in the future, its,p;-esident said, but·
not mui;h. Mctiomri ..\vould like to.
have. ~haiJ!l)lbo;o~:•900"stud~ts!
nn~l.j._cA,,,~ 'pus·.~ _·..•;:;:.,•-- ;- . ,
1·1m~a-·
••~'6,Y, ,'-4,U . . • ~ , . ,,.a
. •. •.l'I tliinldt's
"'rtant that Be],!
. .•. ...
llilJ)O
Janni;te,, remain, small,,~ lie. said"
"And. I think it's, important thatj
Belliinnine .retaiJ} its sense of pur-,
pose and its. mission..I know of nol
great tjty that diJe!!JIQt ha','.e,a great]
private,
liberal arts
institution."
'
.
• "'- '-·
-,":!"t,-":;\
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J)'l;j','h

'celeorafion.1'-j ·~~~
By JIM ROBINSON •
OF THE

DAILY INDEPENDENT·

MOREHEAD - A Morehead
State University professor who
edited a Kentucky bicentennial encyclopedia says the
soon to be published volume is
a "celebration of our people."
John Kleber,. an MSU histpry professor, said "The Kentucky Encyclopedia" will contain 2,200 entries of 100 to
2,500 words in length.
The book, of which only
5,000 will be printed initially,
also will contain entries on
places, things and events to
celebrate. Kentucky's 200th
birthday:.
Kleller · said,.. the boo!_!; portrays Ken~cky "as it .has-been
rather. tlia~--:(h~W!zit.. ,~):ipw.d ·

],,~•.ti,'\l!I

of qu1tt1n,r~~~erair~

And seemingly simple. tasks
like finding out the age of
.country singers Loretta: Lynn.
and Tom T. Hall proved to be
exhausting, Kleber said.
While accuracy was researchers' watchword, achieving it was sometimes impossible.

,:.;'R'· lfor,'•jnstance" researchers,

~"t'i:>i"tniii foui,,, different,:.};lirt~h-

l.:'rdat'es. f6rc,roiihtlstu~ ·~m;
~... Iiams,;,
:·r& .

a u:s~ senato't

,~KetituckY.<. 1roin1,,i879,85)Wftli:iJ
.·-.'.o_ ut(:c9nfl.fi!\atio_··l:1?iiti1i,,, all)'.-"!".•-_·'
ttheinr Kleber 'saiiYtieEl'filif ·
1;:.!'~·and
,~Ji¥>.co
, ..,_ta..

weht-1i1w<'th;'"th
-r:"_
,.'·' •·
·,
_ ·••.,;,;:c'lir~
·,· ,c
uu u,t,date,.
mscnueu.·
on ,w11;;:
liarii~1iiell.diitone,.Jiil°Y.'29,.JBtil'~
· Bu(Kl.etler, said ,he feels·. sat'i
" isfiedfwith tlie liook: lioth ·per-'
soiii!lly.·and. professiolially•., · . .
-''t'Tfi(f inscovery•t-'ma«ie
that'" t1fo, strength .of this state
lies me its- wonderful .and diverse. people,"· he said.

was•
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Union College's Gabriel named
Morehead State women's coach
From· AP and Special Dispatches

an assistant coach there.

Morehead State University named
Janet Gabriel its new women's bas•
ketball coach yesterday.
Gabriel spent the past two years
as head coach at Union College in
Barboul,'Ville. She succeeds Loretta
Marlow, who resigned recently after
eight years.
_
"Obviously our long-range goal is
to win the Ohio· Valley Conference
championship," said , Gabriel, who
was 8-20 and 15-14 in her. two seasons at Union.
, ·
Gabriel 32, from Atliens; Pa., also
was head coach at Missouri Southern State College fromjl988-90 and
before that an assistant at Oklahoma for three years. · · ·
Gabriel played three seasons at
Penn State and one at' Oklahoma,
where she received her bachelor's
degree in 1981. She· earned a master's degree from the University of
Pittsburgh in 1984 while serving as

have been-,..,
... ·_.;:-.!'Y~~>:.::--11:~.,~1.-.~·::.• .._, .,/•,-~•:; :<..~~--,t-r._,_ •

Kleber,·· who:'c'tllok;1,a,Hbre1h,
year sabbatical from Msu, to
oversee the project, told
MSU Founders Day audiencet
Friday that .while the, book'. is':!
not exhaustive, it' covers a fot~
of' ground, rartgihg\ frolli gov~,
ernors ,, and1senatorsHb1'r&P1
krtowned-Lexington prosti~te,;
Belle Breezing;~- , ·-'" • _, ,, •,~
Some .540 people wrote,selec-.j~
tions for the· book, which: was~
divvied up. into. 2s· separate •
topics ranging froms coal' to·
recreation.
"This was a gift Kentuck•
ians have prepared and given
to themselves," Kleber said.
The book, at $35 a copy, will
be available on June. 1, the
200th anniversary. of Kentucky's entry into the union.
Kleber said the project was
not without its trials. Internal

·an't

-A service of the Office of Media Relations1
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•By;MARIG".S<$\YERiif;:;.!a':i'tiiO';;: :('i,:il':'.v,~; Riise said In offerilig:bis:~port for tlie.ad~'a
Staff,Writer?Jli1 pio,~·l br.il\i.!mslsli\'ii,ff. ro cniinistralion.n ~'We haviVinade!!ilur/ivlews ~
.~2':~~;,f},•itii:ollll';~tirii~it1tl'J:/t';L1e-.i·. ·Im.own, and·I1think tliey:Iiilve bee'n:respond~a

-(l~~iKl;\'.i,,-.,:Thll ~iirtaycStatei,!Jnwf.ect:to-inta, posit!ve-,"!8-Yt.;l tlilnk,~zw¢~
.Yi!~.·Ja~fliall_ed:?.o!'f[:lllno,co.
· nfi_dencec-~~ to ao,at ti$, point_islmove ~n.~;- ··,,,,
.WW,on;·
. ,pte_.I ~ . .• .,_
,after,!?«;· History•pro.fesso_r.·Ken Wolf,!.whoAitsli.,_r
. " misesi tliafiJacademlaiprogm.iis- wouldi• proposed the•no-confldencevote:twolw~
~less 'ot the bnmt-'ottiudget_euts futced1• ago,. said· the' changes adoptedl.by,therre>4
· by a state-ievlinue shortflilli::. · . ·.
gents last week were "as much as I expect.;,
': Jnstead; .t!\e faculty-.~¢:10J'40·~:SIIP-_ ed when I made the.motion."·· ,
.
porHor;the,way, ~ admmlstralion hiis de"I support, what ·the- board; ~- done.'!;
tjdecf;to cut $:U!million:strom ihe:'univenij Wolf said. "lreallze ittook:sooie'courage to':
ty'~ liildget.
. . : . . .·
do it."
·
. .
··, "I· think: tliati we have' .worked our way
.Tun Booth, 11rovost,'and vice president for.,
through a, very diffiCl!it process with genu- academic affBll'S, said that some non-essen.ine, statesmansbipi'·· President Ronald .r. lial academic programs would.stillbe elimi•.
Kurth said after the meeting·at Mason HalL nated and that about four teaching posi•:·
The faculty delayed the-planned no-confl• lions would be cut.
·· ·'·
deilce vote two· weeks ago to give the adTaking less from academic programs
ministration more time to. decide how to cut means that more non-teaching jobs probMurray's $70 million budget. At that meet• ably will be lost. But Debbie Wagoner,
ing the faculty voted to ask· the adminislra• president of the staff congress, which repretion to cut academic programs less than the sents Murray's 800 staff members, said she
$1.3 million that would be required if all could live with the budget decisions made
areas of the university were cut in amounts so far.
·
equal to their share of the budget.
''We knew from the outset that we were
Last week the board of regents agreed to going to be hurt, because the goal of the
Kurth's proposals to cut an additional ·university is the academic side," said Wag$300,000 from non-teaching areas, -includ- oner, a payroll accountant "I guess we're
ing $150,000 from university relations and ready to take our share and get on with the
administrative seJVices and $50,000 from healing. The tension and division since the
the president's office. The regents also vol• budget began has done nothing but hurt the
ed'to support Kurth's. proposal to give .half university."
,
Qf a $200,000.utility discount offered by the
Kurth said that he didn't know how many
Tennessee, Valley Authority· to· academic staff members would lose their. jobs. and
programs. • · . •' · , • . · · . ,·' · ; ' that announcements about specific budget
, ~The· titne has come for. healing. and· a
·
period ofconstructive cooperation between• ·
~-all," political science·professor•Wmfi~lil'
yesterday
.
)
.
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.·l!iit&''Wlitild'~·made at'thci'ilext re"
1
gents·'meetliig;
.,..,, .. ,, - . lil'Mil
,. . y·t . . •· ' •;;.
_" Regents:.Chairinan: Ke · Harv
sliid 'so/ii'e"'/it the' iurmou":~un':l. •
ing,i~!!/1.~u~ge-h !=l)ntroveey. arose
frona•~derstanding of how se,veretlte ·cuts would:IJc!; The' regents'
'decision last·m:ontI{to ralse,student
'~~ :#4:~~~atµ!i)::_~aries by 2

·per,cent:·{o,r.:,~p.e ·y~·. significantly

1essened'th~dfre•impact of the cuts
bY:-administrators at the
start ofthe meeting; he said.
. . The no-confidence vote "may
, have been premature simply because of the early stage of the budget process," Harvey said.
·
· "I think in a university setting it's
to be expected we're going have
some fairly raucous debate and discussions. There's not anything
wrong with that. That's part of the

:predicted

environment. n

MSU Al<.Ltil v n.:,
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.Swain;
otb;~rs·promote higlle~etl,µ~~~ion . .
MIKE. ~R~WN · · · · ., · , ·
By

Staff Writer ... !
WASHINGTON - University of
Louisville President Donald Swain
joined the chiefs of 15 other statesupported universities yesterday to
urge increased public attention toward the money problems facing ·
public higher educat_ion.
"What I see going on right now
represents, I believe, a fundamental
shift in public policy" for education
fu11ding, said Lattie Coor, president
of Arizona State University and
chairman of the National. Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges, the group that
conducted the press conference.
Coor said competing demands, ineluding health-care and welfare programs, are taking priority over

higher education among state budg'-'<'.".tucli:Y'.~,''lii~er~~ti(jfr ~em
et writers, forcing an increase in·; CO!]!pe'tihg:__for· dollars'·-with·- the
student tuition and fees at schools · state's reform program for the eleacross the country.
, mentary and secomjary levels. But
It is an unfolding development he added; "What I do see is a need
with long-range implications far to better state the imperative. to supmore serious than just the immedi,· port higher education as part of the
ate spending cuts now plaguing · reform process." He said education
state universities, suggested Coor, should be considered "a continuwho said his school anticipates fur- um" running from kindergarten
!her cuts next year despite an up- through graduate school.
swing in state revenues.
Other universities represented at
Swain told reporters that U of Lis the press conference were Virginia
experiencing an 11 percent cut in Polytechnic Institute, University of
state funding this school year and is Maryland, University of South Flordealing with it by increasing faculty ida, Oregon State, University of Vir•
"productivity."
ginia, State University of New York
In an interview later, Swain said at Binghamton, Delaware State,
the answer to the funding problem Ohio State, Florida A & M, Universiis increased state revenues and a ty of Georgia, University of Nebras- .
higher priority for higher education. ka, North Dakota State, Ohio UniHe said he does not see Ken- versity and Mississippi State.
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State universities hurt by cuts

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8. 199:

UK names honorary degree recipients

WASHINGTON - Leaders of 16 state universities said yesterday that deep bud~ cuts are jeopardizing the quality of higher Herald-Leader staff report
education and closing opportunities for low-income students.
. A small-town doctor and a big"It Is time to sound' an alann. The moment has come to make .it~ time scholar will receive -honorary
clear that a crisis exists in higher education,n said c: Peter Ma- degrees from the University of Kengrath, president _of the National Association of State Univenities lucky at commencement in May.
and Land-Grant Colleges. "In allllost every state, our public uni- .
Dr. Claire . Louise. ·Caudill of
verslties· are coping with' unprecedented cutbacks In state sup-··
M?rehead,
who has 9lrfd for gener-'·
port;" '
.
. .
ations
of-~tern.Kentuckians,
and•
Magrath said cuts: ranged from 1 percent at the University of
Califomla System to· 15.4 peicerit at the University of Virginia. Guy Mattison· Davenport, a retired
Also; Magrath said;- studenl! are facing drmnatle increases in tu- UK professor and MacArthur felition, University officials discussed the problel!IS dunng a quarter• low, were approved for the honor-,
ly meeting of the association, which represent! 1-49 of the hutitu- festemay;- ,?Y the nUK Boaf!l of,

tlons.

·

rustees. . · . -..

·

..

Caudill, who will receive a
honorary doctor of science degre,
was commended for her "dedicatio
to medicine, her pioneering effort
in health care in the commoitwealt
. and her humanitarian efforts bor
out of love for those she serves."
Davenport, who will receive th
honorary. doctor of letters degre,
was cited, for his genius as .
creative writer, contributions as ,
schplar and high distinction as ,
teacher.
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Fundi'ng trim won't mean layoffs,
· · t t uK
d·
pay cu s a
pres1 ent -says
■

I

By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington remains
optimistic UK can absorb its latest
5 percent state funding cut without
layoffs or reducing salaries.
. - Biif UK must launch anuifeit:sive self-examination; Wethington
said yesterday,_~ .for the .
"devastating'!" financial implications';
over the long:term.· ·,: • ·. · .,\
.. ·.•~A-critical,look. at.adininistra,.,
live ·costs'' and'·overall staffing patterns will be· tlie · first steps in
adapting UK's strategic plan to the.
'new, fiscal tea!itles;;J:lie ·president
told' trustees ·yesterday. .. <!°
· But "everythingJs on tludable,'!
he said, including scaling back or .
eliminating programs.
Wethington said. it would be a
mistake to rush the long-term plan
into place because· people from all
segements of UK must be heard in

drafting it.
In the meantime, UK will continue to rely on a hiring freeze and
cutbacks in other expenses, such as
overtime and travel to cover the
,
$11.5 million cut in state funding
for 1992-93, he said.
After UK adopts its next budget
in June, it will be time to take a
deeper )oak at _how: to deal with.the
· .. the'fun-''-'-;.
"""" 1
permanen!. Iossm
.,...,.,u=c,
Wethington said. He said:lie:hopec! ·
a 'revised··strategic:\'plaii'~will"oe:
ready by this time next year.
;,
On top of cuts announced last,
fall,· the state budget .recently ai
proved by the legislature means UK
will lose more than $26 million, or
10 percent of the $262 million
supposed to come'.. from the state·
this ·year.
_
- The good~ riews;· Wethingtorr
said, is that- the cuts are from a
much larger funding base because
of the tax increase of 1990.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Still, such a large reductio1
, could be "devastating," he said. anc
"~very.partofrheuniversit;-willh<
pm~hed as a result of this budge
cut. .. - .
.
.
, I ~hmk everyone m the mstitu•
!ton will_ have to work harder frorr
the president to the faculty to th,
taff"
s_ · .
.
.
, We(hington said cruaal positi?~s still would be ~lied despite the
hmng fr~. H~ said his goal was
to let resignations and reassignprevent
layoffs,
-ments
~a-'·.·
-Wethington said tuition increases,'.'ough! to be a last resort''
fo~ dealmg wtth the cutbacks. He
~1d, student · fees- would not be
mcreased to ease the budget crun~h,
although fees coul~ go up to conttn__ue· or ~ d servu:es t?_ students.
Despite the current pmch; Wethington said he had no second
thoughts about the 20 percent average salary increase at UK during
the last two years. On the contrary,
Wethington said the better salaries
had s1!engthened UK's ability to
~ea! with ~e la~t crisis by re~inmg and, m the future, recrutting

r,
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w-r{kinson one among many with ideas for reform··at UK
~f}j::J,~
L~i:ke
~•. 'id-c"J "'ii ...
,-,•,..
1

d

··
11

11

,• . t~.-. ~~• on~• "' .
8

i.,.". _:Wal~ce Wtlkinsol! IS hopm~ for
1•.f!Ome;fiiirl)'..Jlllbstal!tive debat~' of
~.kl"l\S ~~ refonnmg the Umver·&..tl\ ,of ,Kentucky nl!!'t mol!th. He
ackiigwJf!li:es that will be his nextto-'last_ clia'itce to have a say as a

l

~tee.,-

, ,. , .

.

, 1_ ;- ~-' ut the ,fonner governor might
have to_ settle for a rundown of how
UK already is dealing with many of
the issues he,has raised.
~ · .Yesterday;' in response to Wil-

1

kinson's call for change, UK President Charles Wethington basically
told the fonner governor to take a
ticket and line up with everyone
else who has ideas for UK.
"I will be considering ideas
from all segments of the university," Wethington said after Wilkinson distributed a five-page proposal
to his fellow trustees.
Wethington said UK will launch
a major self-examination in July as
part of its strategic plan update. He
said Wilkinson's thoughts and
those from any trustee would be

welcome, along with everyo~e else's und~ fonner President· David_ Roin the UK community.
selle and revised in 1991 after
But Wethington told the board Wethington took UK•~ helm.
there was no reason to hasten the
Wethington said many of Wilplanning process in response to kinson's ideas already an! contained
Wilkinson's proposal.
in the plan - including a renewed
Wilkinson said he hoped his emphasis on undergraduate teachideas would be on next month's ing.
agenda and the board would reWilkinson also is calling for
solve to at least study his issues.
steps to lower the dropout rate,
Instead, Wethington said he will i!11prove accountabi!ity and eft:ecupdate the trustees next month on tiveness and curb higher education
progress UK is making toward · costs.
·
meeting the goals of its 1989 strateWil_kinson had a stonny relagic plan. The plan was adopted tionship with UK as governor. Ro-

selle's fans blamed him for not · pa~ a law_ that will purge and
offering the fonner president more replace iip to half the trustees and
support. Wethington and Wilkinson regents at the state's public univerare longtime friends, and Wilkin- sities by July L
son's board appointees were among
Wilkinson, who is a bitter politiWethington's strongest supporters cal enemy of Jones, said he will not
for the presidency after Roselle seek reappointment. "I think it's a
resigned in December 1989 to be- foregone conclusion I won't be reapcome president of the University of pointed to this board. I've never
Delaware.
considered otherwise."
Wilkinson ~ppointed hin_iself to . Wi,1kinson a!so disputed Weththe UK board Just befo'.e his tenn mgton s suggestion that UK already
ende? l~st year. L:;rgely m response is making substantial process toto W1lkmson's actton, Gov. Brereton ward many of the goals contained
Jones supported and the legislature in his proposal.
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--UK must .open NCAA response .· to public
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State Supreme
Court rules 6-1
By JAY BLANTON
Staff Writer

Jim Marchiony, a spokesman for
the National Collegiate Athletic As~ociation, ~aid: "We're disappointed
m the ruling. We obviously don't
agree with it." Marchiony also said
that such decisions could be detri~ental to future NCAA investiga(!ons. "It could make an investigation ~ore difficult to do, simply because ~ people feel that their names
are gomg to be made public, they

FRANKFORT, Ky.. _ The public.
has a right to see the University of
Kentucky's response to the NCAA's
allegations of improprieties in the ·
men's basketball program in 1988, may be less· Willing to speak with
the state Supreme Court ruled yes- . the N~ or (any) university."
terday.
.
Marchiony said it was too early to
The 3,500 pages include the uni- tell wh~ther the NCAA, which interyersi~s ~cripts and analysis of vened m the case on ·UK's behalf
•
mtemews with key witnesses that would appeal the ruling. , .
l~d to UK's response to the allega- · The Courier.Journal and its Blue!ions of recntlting violations and ~ bureau chlef, Richard W'tlson,
academic fraud.
·
initially sought the records and
The controversial, year-long in- were l~ter joined in the litigation by
vestigation resulted in a tbree:year · the Lexington Herald-Leader and
probation for the basketball pro- The Kentucky Post
Bill Hollander, an attorney for
gram in 1989; a two-year ban on
postseason play; a reduction of The Courier-Journal, said yesterday
scholarships; and a one-year ban on ~at the _ruling was a •,errific decis10n, _which coITeclly applies the exlive televisi(!n appearances.
. The thrust of yesterday's 6-1 deci- emptions in the statutes and finds
sion was that none of UK's informa- that they don't fit the university's
·
tion was exempt under the state's response."
Open Records Law, a contention
1n particular, Hollander said that
university attorneys had made in ar- the decision notes that the "reguments before the high court. The sponse is a legitimate inquiry in the
ruling apparently marks the end of operation of an agency of the Coma more than three-year legal battle ~onweal~ and that the11!fore no
between UK· and the state's three n,i:ht of pnvacy keeps it from being
. .largest newspapers over whether disclosed to the public."
the materials should be considered
Hollander said that detailed matepublic documents.
r!~ regarding NCAA investigations
"It is clear that the. university is a s\miJar to. UK's response have been
'public agency' and that the entire disclosed m Texas because of.an atresponse submitted by the universi- to!'lley general's opinion and in
ty to the NCAA constitutes a public Minnesota, Illinois and Tennessee
reco_rd," said the opinion by Special by court decisions.
Justice R. Burl McGoy, of LexingJon L Fleischaker, another attorton. "The contents of the· response ney for The Courier.Journal, said
are a matter of public interest, and that while. the case represents a fairrelease would not constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal ly specific situation,· it.could mean·
privacy." The ruling also refutes the that the court has a narrow perception of privacy for individuals inuniversity's contention that the revolved in the affairs of public agensponse was somehow preliminary in cies.
·
nature, saying that "the submission
A sll!all part of UK's response to
of the report to the NCAA by the
the NCAA was made public, but
university constitutes final action of then-Fayette Circuit Judge George
the university, an agency subject to
Barker ruled in March 1989 that two
the disclosure requirements" under
other parts containing the bulk of
the law.
the material leading to the response
UK spokesman Bernie Vondercould remain confidential.
heide said the university will not
The materials released initially
seek a rehearing in the case. "Now
were a summary of UK's response
that the ruling has been handed
.tp ,18 allegations of NCAA rule violad<?wn, we will, of course, comply
tions. Barker ruled that that portion
with the court's decision and make
of the response should be publicly
the NCAA response a public· docudisclosed since it constituted UK's
ment," he said.
final ~ r t\!. the Nc;AA. ·· ·
Vonderheide said UK Is satisfied
that the courts have. clarified ·state
law in the matter. "In fact, itshoitld
be pointed ·out that' the .university
jo~w.ith
newsp~~.rsjp.}iling .
~",1;;~-0.n-.,u,"a:;_,~oiif hei!
-A service of the Office of Media

But Barker said the two other sections, which contained all of the evidence collected by UK investigators
and an evaluation of that informa·tion, was exempt from the Open
Records Law because it didn't constitute final action and because its
release could prejudice · UK's defense.
The state Court of Appeals subsequently ruled in the·newspapers' fa.
vor, a decision UK appealed to the
Supreme Court early last year.
Chief Justice Robert F. Stephens
recused · himself from hearing the
case because he Is a UK trustee.
McCoy, the special justice .'!!lo
wrote_ the ~pinl~n, repl'll5ented Emecy Air Freight m a lawsuit brought.by . former UK assistant coach
Dwane Casey, a central figure in the
NCA;\ probe.. •
The· mVestigation was provoked
when an Emecy package sent by ca. ·
5tr to the father of UK signee Chris
Mills broke open in transit at ·
Emeiy's Los Angeles terminal. The
p~ckage contained $1,000 in $50
bills. Casey denied sending the
money and the Millses denied receiving it.
.
Other allegations charged 'that·
star basketball player Erle Manuel
cheated on his college entrance
~ - ~d that the university .gave
ille!lal inducements to basketball recrwts.
· ·
The NCAA later declared Mills in•
~~ble to play at UK and Manuel .
ineligible to play at any NCAA
school.·
Yesterday's opinion said that UK ..
spe'!t ~ore than $400,000 on its investigation and preparation of its
response to the NCAA Former state
Court of Appeals Judge James Park
Jr., a_ Lexin~on attorney, headed
UK's mtemaf investigation.
·
The investigation also led to the
resignations of head basketball
coach _Eddie Sutton, Casey, two oth-·
er. assistants and Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan.
.
.-.
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OK ordered to

release NCAA
inves!igation records
By Jamie Lucke
and Jerry Tipton
Herald-Leader staff writers

Four years after accusations of cheating rocked UK basketball, the public will
be able to get a detailed look at records
from the investigation for the first time.
The Kentucky Supreme Court ordered
the school yesterday to release 4,000 pages
of documents, including interviews with ·
witnesses.
Even if no big, new secrets are revealed
- and none is expected - the ruling could
have important effects.

Campbell said the most surprising aspect of yesterday's ruling is 'I
that it was ,written by Emery's
attorney, Buri McCoy.
:
McCoy was assigned to. the case
as a special justice because Chief
Justice Robert Stephens is a UK
trustee and had to excuse himself
from hearing the lawsuit because of
the conflict.
. Yesterday, Roselle, president of
the University of Delaware, said he
also doubted there would be any
shocking revelations,

"I think ·there was enough said
The court's 6-1 ruling strengthens the
during the time that there probably
public's right to know what is happening
won't be that many surprises."
inside tax-supported agencies of all kinds,
Then he added: "I· don't know;
said attorneys for the newspapers that
that's predicting the future. I alsued the University of Kentucky,
ways said I wasn't very good at
The NCAA's top enforcer said the
I
that.
I haven't gotten any better at
ruling would hurt future investigations
it':
.f
because witnesses can no longer be guaranI.
Roselle,
president
when UK deteed anonymity in Kentucky.
,
cided_
to
go
to
court,rather
than turn
In any case, the public will have to wait
over the records to three newspaa while for a peek inside the eight volumes,
pers, said he thought the issue had
UK has 20 days to release them.
·
been
handled well because . UK
The university said yesterday it would
avoided ·potentially expensive lawcomply with the Supreme Court order
suits by individuals seeking to
without seeking a rehearing. But UK did
block release of information about
not say when the documents would be
them.
. .
available.
The National Collegiate _Athletic
Association apparently has no re. Three newspapers - the Herald-Lead.
course
to stop the release. ·
er, The Courier-Journal in Louisville and
"I don't think we'd have much
The Kentucky Post in Covington - sued
standing to contest that ruling at
for access to the records.
this point," said John J. Kitchin, a
Yesterday's ruling came four years to
member of a Kansas City law firm
the week after it was revealed that $1,000
that represents the NCAA. !'We're
had been found in an envelope that broke
not a party to the lawsuit"
open at a package del_ivery office while it
In the· court opinion, McCoy
was en route from UK to recruit Chris
wrote that Kentucky . lawmakers
Mills.
passed· !lie Open Records Act "to
allow the. public to scrutinize''. pubThat revelation set off "a chain ·
lic agencies such as UK, -o: ·.
of events that led to the replace- ·
"The university spent over
ment of UK Athletics Director Cliff
$400,000 for the response (to NCAA
Hagan and basketball coach Eddie
charges) and the public has a legitiSutton and his staff•and contributed
mate interest in its contents," Mcto the departure of President David
Coy
said.
,
Roselle.
"The contents of· the response
· The records could shed new .
are a matter of public interest and
light on how UK and the NCAA
conducted the investigation. They
could answer lingering questions
, release would not-constitute a clearabout how hard UK defended itself:·
I ly unwarranted invasion of person. al privacy," .
~
.
and add some missing details.
'.
, Or, perhaps; the documents will'·'
. UK - backed by friend-of-the
provide a new cure for irnsomnia.
court briefs from the NCAA - had
"It'll put you to sleep. It;ll be_ good
argued · the r~ponse.. was exempt
bedtime readi!]g,'".. said . Joe Bill
from the Open Records Act because
Campbell, ·an attorney for Dwayne •
I
releasing
the documents would vioCasey, . the former assistant coach
late
the
privacy
of people who had
who sent the package to Mills. .
·
been
promised
·anonymity
in return
"I've read it all. I read, every
_f9r information: .
·
,
.
word," Campbell said.. "There's
. ..''. •:-: ' . .
nothing in there's that's not already
The court dec_idecl the public's
been made public··one way or the,
right to know outweighe<l"any·posother."
.
. sible privacy
- . ' invasion.
, _____ -· ·--- ---·
Casey denied. ;~ding:~o~ey· to ·
.
..
The
Supreme
Court
also
rejecj:Mills, saying the package· confained· ·
ed; UI{'s argument that the dbcuonly a videotape when it left him.
'ments
should remain secret because
UK told the NCAA it could:,not ,
releasing
tiieni' would .. discourage ,
determine the facts ·surrounding,the ·
·
ins~lliti<:>ri~'.
j'rom )"(laking:, self-criti- .
money, and Casey·,won an·undis-·
-cal •.studies
of.....theniselves.
·
••
••
,.:.':,.';,.
_, •• ...::.:_!!".t,.;;:.'~,
closed gish settlement from E!JliiY l
Worldwide Air Freight, the conipa:
ny,that was supposed to deliver.the.
package, · .:.,,,i
-.
. ··,·., ::"- .;
1
l
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Tom Miller, an attorney for the
Herald-Leader said: "What this
opinion is g~i!)g to do, i~ totally
deflate these, m my opm10n, specious arguments made by pu_blic
institutions that they have a nght
to not release documents that are
clearly open under the Open Records Act because somebody's feelings are going to be hurt or ~ome
private person is going to be affected by the release."
Bill Hollander, an attorney for
The Courier-Journal, said: "The
NCAA has no business promising
confidentiality if it's in violation of
the Open Records Act, nor does the
university."
Hollander said ,_rec~rds regi:rding NCAA investigattons· eqmvalent to UK's response already had
been released in Texas, Minnesota,
Illinois and Tennessee,
Under yesterday's court ruling,
the only records that would. appear
to be exempt are those involving
former player Eric Manuel's academic records or- the academic records of other individuals protected
fro!" release by federal la\¥., ·
However, the public is- entitled
to all details concerning allegations
that Manuel copied the ansy,,~rs on
his college · entrance exam from
another student's paper, Miller said.
, David Berst, the NCAA assistant executive director for enforcement, said .the court ruling was
unfortunate.
·
"That. kind of decision impairs
us significantly . . . We don't have
subpoena power. We have to rely_
on people to answer our questions.
The less willing they are to do that,
the less information we have. That
impairs our ability to go forward,
"It also affects what an institution and an individual will put in
writing. It affects the candor with
which they present information to
the Committee on Infractions (the
NCAA's judicial body). I don't want
to_ impair that either."
The Supreme Court affirmed an
appeals court decision for the newspapers. The appeals court had overturned Fayette Circuit Judge George
Barker's earlier ruling that the bulk
of the investigation was· exempt
from public view..
·

I

The'baily lndependenti Ashla_nd, Kentucky
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Markwood, who has been
at Marietta for 12 years, sai1
he has been a finalist an
twice a semifinalist for previous presidential openings.
He declined to name the
schools.
In a question-and-answer
session Tuesday with the
faculty, he made these

I

By GEORGE WOLFFORD

for the presidency of Ashland

~- ►He
~-~

t~:/.ea~~~ac~et::
~~~
'community college system.
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loq)ai ··Qi,
"ACC
- said
he his
wasInitial
visitin11"'Ash!
land for the first time ....,.make_~,i~{-!
him believe an ·emphas!s::•is.,;,'"''
'.;_nee\184:,p.n:;,;J~~~':4\~~{t~~
· ···r·:-!;;;:f!~·? :~,...- •y-:rf::r~~~~•~.X'.1· _.~··,=tJ~}·:.~J
The college.seems:comfi>rtahh!"',s~,
• with';its
:'hec• .,,•said~'>-but
recentil\'rapid,-'_'_'1~-c'
~-. -"•...A'!C r,•~r•.
'growth ..mayf have..i..,........--,a~./::it-., :
- student body. so large .it··needs:f'~f''1
added opportun~·t.,.for\;-; ~$.'•- 1

-~i.:-; ,·.··· -, -·,:~.L ~·,:.u_~.~,
1
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Community College told
·;;. -~ ► He agrees with the·prm• ·
faculty members Tuesday he · :,:._ ciple of teacher evaluations, _
believes in giving teachers a
,0: "but only as a part of the total··
say-so in the way the school
· process''. in determiU!ri&'. raise~_:.
is run, "but not to the point
\ and__te!lure.t~'' ·;.~Z- ,.,f.•.:ir~1,,.,<QiIJ::~,
where
it would be regarded
,· ·.~!""- · ·
;:s
a vote."
~,~-.! · ,,·:··· · · :· ···-·Stephen E. Markwood, vice
!}' · ► In his present position, he
president/dean for student
·, has had to make hard' deci•,
life and a professor at Marsions..:.. including closing two·
ietta (Ohio) College, said a
li'aternity houses·last year._ "I_
school's president should
decided 10 or·12· years ago--rd·
make all decisions "but I'm
rather be res~: thli;1:i poti,r
'd
ular,'' he said.... ', •, .. /:~' ,'.'· ·
no t afra1 of participatory
__ ,. _,,:;_.:, ,, ...._: •,,.!,' ,;,.,
management."
:-.:.l- -... ,- .... ·;f, .;,-:-:\·-~ k
•'•· ~r.i,.J".
- Markwood also said that a
:J! -► H!s'_"idea·'.o('ltigh•v~i iUfy.·:
college head should be highly
. extell!iS_ beyond"fthfi. campus;,,
visible in the community and
·
.. ' •
'.c · ··
told teachers he espouses
,,: and at Marietta he has chaired,
ac(!demic ,freedom, . ''within
:·"'Chamber.of
Commerce drives·'
limits of relativity to 'the
;
·the
past
two
years. He teaches .
material they ..teach."... _ ... _
. _leadership courses both at the ·_,
Markwood--ls~one of two :'.school and in the ~mmunity. {;\
applicants added to the list of
·'\;.,:;·~;::.. :,~.,11."-·•=·- .: ---'• ~:!·~·:~~~,,!-"'!°'.'',{',fr"'y(i::;:i!
those in the running for the
~► He -believes' that commu•.
position being vacated by Dr.
('nity
''colleges -~have'· ~e "wosft'l
Anthony Newberry, who has
..
impact~
in changing~llves:,_jn~
been named academic dean
-,,the' United States•:· because.,,
of the University of Kenthey deal with such ·a cultur·''.
tucky's community __college
system.
· · · :. ",,-, ·ally', diverse.
oL'stu·
;_ ·
•
1,.spectrum
-.' -~ ...... ,. i-,··-:•·••;-.\·•·
Today and Thursday Dr.
.d
..~~~l~~·".1:-;--..~~ .•.. ~' ~•J. ·"'i:f'_' ~-~'.(fai,·
.,•,_;•,;;,,\>
-·.
.
•
Jackie Addington, who heads
a consortium of colleges in
Atlanta, will be on campus to
look at the school· and talk
with staff and students.
Markwood and Addington
were added to the list of interviewees after Donald
Green, vice president for academic. affairs ·at Genesee
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Community College in Batavia, N.Y., withdrew from
consideration.
A local screening committee chaired by George
Livingston will choose three
fmalists from the current list
of seven. Those three will be
re-interviewed at Lexington
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2 fbrmer KSU officials sue

ffi~OIU', Ky. - Two forme ~
~ are seeking more than $7 ~entucky State University
agamsr the school.
on esch in their lawsuits
· The suits were filed in us o· .
.
f!. Lambert and MacArth~ Darbistrict Court last ,week by Charles
tional accreditation and effectn, y. Darby was director of institu
for university relations. Both ;~;:siJ;:~ert was vice president
ognarbyerKSU President Raymond Burse wh ~ the
1980s by
0

esrJr

was dropped last Septemb fro o JS now thel!' attorney
:olfe Jr.'s recommended list of a ~ former President Joh~
,,_:_!lOOard of regents refused-to approve ·ttivHe appointments after
u.n,u ct. 8.
- . .. .
I . e and Lambert were They ~ntend that ibeir evsluati
:ere qualified for their jobs. The sui~'!! w-: good and that they
eyare_~!a4_:,:, ,,z•,; 'le : ..~: -,~,•.,~ ey_~~~'~use
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Morehead State University
has hired Janet Gabriel to
energize a women's basketball
program that has been mired
in mediocrity.
Gabriel, 32, spent the past
two seasons as head coach at
Union College in Barbourville,
Ky. Union fmished 15-14 last
season.
Gabriel replaces Loretta
Marlow, who resigned re, · cently after eight years as
i MSU head coach.
j
"It's hard to make promises
!· at a time like this," Gabriel
:l .said. "I will promise, however,
\'. that our team will be consisti ent. I believe consistency
'1 leads to success, and success
:\ is what coaches want. It's
fil what players want and it:s
I what Morehead State Umver-

f I.,Ohici
sit:uai::u~d tl ~ualifyfor the
Valley Conference tour-.
., ij

/= l

nament this season.
·
A native of Pennsylvania,
"_; Gabriel _played. three seasons
· af Peni:i'Statil(l977-80) and one"
season at Oklahoma. She spent
~five_years.;is_ ~!Las_sisjantat _, -~
Oklahoma and Pittsburgh
fore taking her ,first head· _ :
coaching job at Missouri"':\ ';
Southern· StatacCollege,,-,,_,,;..;;." ,i
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Clock might be running out
on Western's footbaJI team
Tight budget forces some to look at athletics
By Todd Pack
Herald-Leader staff writer

IYouhave to
decide whether
you can keep
paying for
entertaining
students, the

BOWLING GREEN - The Hilltopper football team gathers in the
dying afternoon sun to practice
punting, throwing and catching,
getting ready for a season that
might never begin.
The Western Kentucky University Hilltoppers - who have consistently lost money and, lately,
consistently lost games - might
fall victim to state budget cuts.
Western's
problems
aren't
unique, but its proposed solution scrapping the football program might be.
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead
State and Murray State also are
looking at ways to save money in
athletics - fewer scholarships, less
travel.
But Western is the only state
school seriously thinking about
dropping its Division I-AA football
team.
The issue came up last month
at Murray State but died after the
school's president agreed to look at
various cost-saving measures.
Some Hilltopper fans are unhappy.
More than 2,000 signed petitions last week. Dozens wrote
school officials. One scratched a
message in a campus elevator:
"SAVE THE FOOTBALL TEAM
PLEASE!"
Jayne Petett, a senior who started the petition drive, said Western
would not be the same without the
Toppers' Saturday games in 20,000seat L.T. Smith Stadium.
"You think of college, you think
of football," she said.
The heart of the matter, however, lies deeper than preserving a
tradition.
It is about schools deciding
what is important - not just at
Western, but at Kentucky's other
universities.
If that means choosing between
an academic program and a sports
team, the schools should choose
academics, said Robert Sexton, ex•
ecutive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence.
"You have to decide whether
you can keep paying for entertaining students, the community and
alumni," he said.
The issue is greater at the
regional schools than at the state's
two largest universities, which have

community and
alumnl
I
- Robert Sexton.
executive director
of the Prichard
Committee for
Academic Excellence

profitable footbaJI and basketball
programs.
The University of Kentucky's
and the University of Louisville's
sports programs combined for a
$6.3 million profit in 1989-90, the
most recent year for which figures
are available from the s tate Council
on Higher Education.
In the same year, Western and
the other five regional universities,
including Kentucky State and
orthern Kentucky, were losing a
total of $7.1 million in sports.
The financial losses are covered
by taxpayers' money and s tudent

fees.
"That's an excessive amount of
public dollars," said A.D. Albright,
a former president of Morehead
State and Northern Kentucky.
orthern doesn't have a football
team.
"l think we get along great,"
said Jane Meier, Northern's athletic
director.

Football: the biggest loser
Except at Northern, the sport
that loses the most money at the
regional schools is football.
It has more players, more scholarships and more equipment.
Jack Harbaugh, Westem's head
football coach, said that has made
the Toppers an easy target.
"We're vulnerable," he said.
He said President Thomas C.
Meredith told him two weeks ago
that the budget review committee
would ask the regents to dump
football and several other academic
items.
Western, like the state's other
public universities, must get by
with 10 percent less money than it
had a year ago.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

At West.em, that's a loss of
more than $6 million. The school
has 15,700 students.
Western's faculty senate and its
chapter of the American Association of University Professors have
calJed on administrators to eliminate football. The student newspaper has editorialized against football; the student government has
gone on record in favor of it
Meredith, who heads the budget
committee, was out of town last
week and could not be reached.
Other members of the committee said they will not talk about
proposed cuts until after they give
the list to the regents this week.
Regents declined to say how
they would vote.
Western's football program
spent eight times as much money
as it took in last season, according
to a faculty senate report The loss
- $776,000 - is close to half of
Western's $1.6 million athletics deficit.
"Football is worth that much to
our institution," said Jimmy Feix,
Westem's former footba.U coach and
retired athletic director.
Feix, who started the letterwriting campaign, said football attracts students and gets publicity
for the university.
A faculty senate report finds
such claims "dubious,'' said senate
president Arvin Vos, a philosophy
professor who helped write the 52page report.
Vos said attendance at Westem's football games is declining, so
it would seem unlikely that students choose the school because of
its football team.

Fan Interest declines
Football's supporters say fans
began to lose interest in 1981, when
Western left the Ohio Valley Conference so the basketball team could
join the Sun Belt Conference.
"Football's been struggling ever
since," Harbaugh said.
When it was part of the OVC,
Western's football team had a
healthy rivalry with other state
schools, including Eastern, Murray
and Morehead.
The Toppers made it past rival
OVC schools before losing in
national championship games in the
NCAA's Division 1-AA in 1973 and
1975.
But when Western joined the
Sun Belt. the football program became independent.
·
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It still · played schools such as
Eastern, but the games didn't mean
as much because a conferen~
championship wasn't at stake, Fe!X
said.
,
Westem's football team, which
finished with a 3-8 record last year,
hoped to recapture some fan inter•
est by joining the Gateway Conference in the fall.
But Western is having second
thoughts about joining the ~~erence because of the budget cns1s.
The Gateway Conference is
made up of schools in Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa and Missori.
That means the Toppers would
have to make costly plane trips to
play some games.
If the Toppers remain independent, Harbaugh said, they could cancel some of the most distant away
games and reduce their schedule to
eight games.
The school could save more
money if it doesn't fill one of its
coaching vacancies and cuts back
on equipment.
Those and other possible cuts
would save about $100,000, Harbaugh said.
·
Western's athletic director, Lou ·
Marciani said he plans to take
those suggestions to Meredith next
week.
If the regents spare the football
team, critics say, the board must
take the money out of other pro·
grams, possibly academics. , . .
Harbaugh said he doesn t hke
such complaints.
.
"All I've heard is, 'You ain't
cuttin' my program! You ain't cut·
tin' this! You ain't cuttin' that' "
Vos, the faculty senate president, said faculty members want
the school to be focused on academ·
ics.
He said he is encouraged that
Western's budget review committee
is considering eliminating football.
"For the first time," he said,
"they are showi_ng that t~ey are
more interested m acaderrucs than
athletics."
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SAN ANTONIO, Texas Univ~ity of ~entu~ cheerleadi
ing squad won the College Cheerleading Charnp10nship yes_ter~Y- ;It was Kentucky's fourth.Division ~-A national cheerleading title_;,
The squads also won.in 1985, 1987' and' 1988.
The UK squad finished as runner-up in 1989_ and 1990. .
Two-time defending champion North Carolina State fimshed
second in yesterday's contest.
Other Southeastern Conference schools placed third, fourth and
fifth: Georgia was third, Louisiana State University was fourth and
Florida was fifth.
.
In the Division 1 cheerleading competition, Morehead State
University won the championship for the second straight year.
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Ex-publisher Black to speak at graduation
. PADUCAH - Creed Black, who has headed the Miami-based
Knight Foundation since 1988, will be the commencement speaker at
Paducah Community College on May 10.
Black began his newspaper career at 17 at the Paducah SunDemocrat. He worked for the Nashville Tennessean and the
Philadelphia Inquirer and from 1977-88, he was chairman and
publisher of the Herald-Leader, a Knight-Ridder newspaper.
Paducah Community College President Len O'Hara said, ·"We
were seeking someone with whom our students could identify and in
whom they could see their potential for greatness."
O'Hara said the "fact that the event is being held on Mother's Day
helped us convince him to come." Black's mother, Mary Johnston,
lives in Paducah.
Black is a former president of the National Conference of
Editorial Writers, the American Society of Newspaper Editors and
the Southern Newspapers Publishers Association.
Established in 1950 by John S. and James L. Knight, Knight
Foundation is one of the nation's largest private foundations. It
makes national grants in journalism, higher education and the field
of art and culture. It also supports organizations in communities
where the Knight brothers were _involved in publishing newspaper
but is wholly separate from and independent of those newspapers.
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UK receives gifts toward building
LEXJNGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky College of
Allied Health Professions announced yesterday that it has re'l:eived $655,250 for its "Blueprint for the Future Building Campaign."
.
The goal Is to raise $3 million in private contributions and receive $10 million in state and federal money. The university has
not received a commitment for the government money.
The money would be used for a building that would have
115,380 gross square feet of classroom, research and administra~
live space.

'Typical' UK salary
certainly is lot less
typical than $62,562
On the March 29 front page, it was
claimed that the ''typical University of
Kentucky professor gets ... $62,562."
In fact, the average salary for all
professors at UK (1990-91) was $46,298. I
expect the writer's figure refers to the
average salary of full professors only (who
make up 40 percent of all UK professors).
Full professors are the most senior researchers and educators at UK and usual·
ly have served in the ranks of assistant
and associate professor for at least 10
years before being promoted to the higher
rank of full professor.
For your information: In 1990-91, the
"typical" UK assistant professor made
$41,811. To proclaim on the front page
that the "typical" UK professor makes
more than $60,000 was both incorrect and
irresponsible.
SUSAN ROBERTS
jcxiogt:oo ,

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
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Anything influenced by Kleber is worth reading
I am fairly certain that Dr.
John Kleber does not remember me at all - at least not as
a student. I am just one of
thousands of students Kleber
has had during his more than
two decades as a Morehead
State University history professor.
But I remember Dr. Kleber
because he was one of the best
I love history - particularly
teachers I ever had. My only
American history. But the soregret is that I had him for
cial and intellectual history of
only one course.
the United States sounded
I did not plan to enroll in a
boring to even me. I imagined
course taught by Kleber. In
reading a bunch of dry docufact, I tried to avoid it. Kleber
ments written by early Amerhad a reputation for being exicans. As I remember ·it, there
tremely demanding, and on
was no textbook for the class,
the advice of other students, I
just a lot of assigned readings.
managed to escape Kleber's
During the first class meetclasses for several years.
ing, I was assigned to read a
However, during registrabook about the Christian
tion in the fall of 1969, I was · revivals that took place in the
forced to enroll in a Kleber·
United States during the early
course: "The Social and In1800s. Geez, I thought, this is
t e II e ct u al History of the
going to be even worse than I
United States, 1775-1864."
thought.
Who cares about a
I didn't want to do it, but it
bunch
of
revivals that took
was my last semester before
place
more
than 150 year ago?
student teaching and I needed
.
My
friends
were right in
three more upper-level credit
one regard: Kleber was dehours for a history minor.
manding. He expected a lot of
Kleber's class was the only
his
students, and he wouldn't
one open at the time I regisaccept mediocre work. Stutered. I had no other options
dents had to work to survive
· but to sign up for it.
his class.
uyou're in trouble now,"
But his class was anything
warned a fellow student. "He's
but
boring. All those early
going to work your rear off.
American writings I was
Forget about any social life
forced to read were anything
this semester."

John Kleber

but dull. For the first time,
people like Thomas Jefferson,
Alexander Hamilton, John C.
Calhoun and Ralph Waldo
Emerson came alive for me.
Kleber's class didn't teach me
when these and other early
Americans lived and died and
what they did - it taught me
what they thought. I found
that fascinating - so much so
that I started reading writings
that weren't even .assigned,
just so I could learn more
about these people.
I fell in love with Henry
David Thoreau during that
course. I found that what he
wrote in the 1840s was still

applicable in the late 1960s. I
became convinced that Thoreau would have opposed U.S.
involvement in Vietnam, just
as he had opposed the Mexican War, which, despite what
I had been taught in other
history courses, was a· totally
unjustifed war of aggression
on the part of the United
States.
· I have since cmne to regard
Thoreau to be something of an
impractical idealist, but I still
admire the !nan. One sentence'
Thoreau wrote - "the world
will be changed by one-man
revolutions" - has greatly
influenced my life and became
even more meaningful when I
became a Christian. I am
firmly convinced that all
Christians should be "oneman revolutionaries." The
world is changed not by pass-

ing laws, but by changing history. I plan to buy one, and
people.
· I recommend it to others who
I entered Kleber's class are interested in this state's
dreading all the work I would history. Anything Kleber has
be required to do, but by the helped produce· will be worth
end of the course, I had only reading."
one regret: It was my last
Jesse Stuart lwrote about
semester of regular course how a teacher lives on
work at Morehead State Uni- through his students. Kleber
versity, and I would be unable may not remember me as a
to take any more classes student, but he continues to
taught by this brilliant man. influence my thinking almost
There was a second part of a quarter of a century later. I
"The Social and Intellectual never used my !~aching deHistory of the United States," gree, but if I had taught hisand I would have signed up tory, I would have patuimed
for it in a minute if I could myself after John Kleber.
have taken it while student
By the way, I aced tJ:ie
teaching.
course, something my friends
said was impossible.
I mention all this because
Kleber has edited "The KenJOHN CANNON Is editorial
tucky Encyclopedia," a bicentennial project containing page editor of The
2,200 entries about Kentucky Independent.
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Finalist would
welcome staff,
faculty input
Hardin native
visits ACC
Br AMANDA STIIN
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
ASHLAND - If Dr. Jackie
Addington is selected to take
over the helm of Ashland
Community College, she
plans to call on faculty and
staff for their input.
Addington, the last of
seven candidates to be interviewed, spoke with faculty
for nearly an hour Thursday
as part of her rounds to meet
the school's staff and students. She said the faculty's
participation in running
ACC would be more than
welcome.
" It's impossible for anybody to know everything
there is to know about any
situation. And I like to have
all the information I can get
my hands on before I make a
decision," Addington said.
She sa id good administrators "hire good people and ·
trust them to use good
judgment. I'm not a hoverer."
The 50-year-old Hardin
County native heads a threeinstitution university system
near Atlanta. Before that she
was assistant dean at a
community college in Galveston, Texas, and director of
an extens ion campus near
Houston.
" People look at my university background, and say,
'But this is a community
college.' I tell them I have an
advantage in that I've always
known where I want to be
and that's at a community
college. They ' re exciting
places," Addington said.
Thursday's forum brought
out concerns about staff development, evaluations and
academic freedom, with faculty wanting to know Addington's philosophy.
Evaluations and development are inevitably linked,
she said.
"I like a system where a
person identifies the areas he
or she wants to be evaluated
in and then works on that,"

· " If you're objective about:1
opening a person•- mind, _
maybe it just needs to be done ,
a little at a time," she added.. ,
she said. "We're alwayi·-aa.h;. ,._ Addinaton. and Stephen ;
ing we should make our :\·· Markwood, wflc,,:_was. inter• j
course work competency- · viewed earlier this week, were
based, and yet we don't do , added to the list of candidates
that as far as our own perafter another withdrew hia
formances are concerned."
name from the running. Seven
Where a community or an
are vying fat the position that'1
individual has a value system
Dr. Anthony Newberry ia l\
that differs from an instrucvacatl.ng to become academic ~t
tor's, those beliefs must be redean of the University of Kenspected. Addington said, even
tucky's community colleie \
if academic freedom suffers.
system.,
"You have to look at peo- Three finalists will be rec> , I
ple's values and make sure
ommended by a local screen- •
you're not infringing on their
ing committee chaired by •'.
freedoms," she said. "EducaGeorge Livingston. The t1nal !
tion is certainly about opening
selection will be based on in& :
minds, but at the same time,
terviews conducted in Lexiwe live in a country where
ngton by a team headed by Dr. :
people are allowed to think as
Ben
Carr. chancellor ol the i
they choose and we have to be
community college system.
careful not to l.nftinge on that

JACQUELINE ADDINGTON

A••:
50.
AddreH:.Lawrencevllle, ~ · ,.

1

Ed■catlo11: Bachelor's degree,
University of Houston;
master's degree, Michigan
State University; doctorate,
' Michigan State University.
Experience: 198 7-present,
· chief executive officer of the
University System
Center-Gwinnett, in
Lawrenceville; 1985-87,
assistant dean of instruction
for business ·and community
education divisions of
Galveston Community College,
Galveston, Texas; 1982-85,

director of the Woodlands
Institute of the Unlversi~ ot..;.,••,:
Houston; 1976-82, assistant:"..
professor, head teacher
educator in the college of .
social sciences at the
.
University of Houston; 1981, .
assistant project director of
the industrial trades
competency-based education
project for Kellogg Community
College in ·Battle· Creek, Mich.;
1979-80, consumer affairs
management specialist for J.C.
Penney Inc. in New Y0f1c.
Penoul: Married, one child.
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In July. •
· ·
' ., " · · - Jones' nemesis Wallace wu,1
a, JIM ROIIINION ·' / .. _; ,y,•., _'.;;: : •AS-1974·cgraduate of "MSU, kinson- had anything to,-do',
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT·:....... . where he majored in sociol-. 'with his replacement. ' , :, .,l,, ·,::1
. . .
. • .•,
., .. ogy.,.. Jones Is a_.partner in
Regardless, Carr, a More')
'MOREHEAD - Gov. Bre~e- tJones Brothers Farming, He is head lumber company· owner~
ton Jones on Monday chose ,a · not related to the governor. :;, •: said it was time for., him,,fo,
Franklin County. tobacco ·and_
Jones 'said ;;this morning ,he · : ·move on, , ;; _. · , . _; ._ -_;,ii •? f
cattle farmer to replace _Walter · was "proud and. humbled'!, to ... •· "I've been on .the· boar<i 1
·Carr of Morehead on the
be able to serve his alma eight years," he said: "That's'
Morehead. State. University · mater. He· said'.:he actively :, long enough," / ,_ : .. _,, ,,., !.I
·Board_ofRegents. . , .. •,:·, sought the six7year appoint• ·/ ,, Jones,1 reappolnted_'a ·se~n4t
' ', Louis M. "Sonny" 'Jo&il, 1a9,
ment to the board,
,
. : ·. regent whose ~erm also. ex- '
'of Frankfort, is also president-.
_Carr, _whose four-year term' plred March 31. ·•.. · ., ;;;; :' 1
elect. of. the school's alumni expired March 31, said .. he
, William Cofield, former 1ex-'
assocfat!oil. He will become didn't know if his strong sup- ecut!ve director of minority ::
-.president 'of ·the organization·· port·,for former governor and· affairs for the state Transpor- ,
: i: •.1·••,, :' ·:.....:.......... 1
-'----L._~_.1~·,-1·1~~- .;.:•,.-,/•,'."':_;,..--•-·_ _,./·~:: :"• . .-'~/>~-/:·\,
:· . · ·
, · tat!on<' Cabinet under Wil·
Ttie Dally Independent, As~land, Kentucky Monday, April 13 , 1_99 :,; kinson; also will serve -~,~~:;
1
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, . Looking for. tin· ·easy't~'.'·read;.-. interesting , artd,, ac- ,.
_:curate·:guide to_ Kenti.i:"cl(yil
history?. Try ,.",The' Kentucky 1:
;,Encyclopedia-'' 7it•'.··com\·,1 ·.
'\
1pendmi.n pubhsheq_ as, part of,:
\ th!1 }~eptucky ,Bic!=),1):tenpial;;::-lj.
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·since 1985.y:•: i · •.)_•fl i ) · ,
. ,,_ - :.._,~•·!'.'.. - ., f ...:, ..'::~~~;-.ti~. •"';t..J
• --~·· ~ - · Jones1 and Carr are. bom
Democrats, State law.reiJ_u!res,
·, that state university boards be;
·~,,made ~P ·of equal numbers. of,
· Repubhcans and Democrats .. , i
Jones also serves as· ~::di:.
. rector,' of the First Nat10n_al, ,
; Bank In Woodford County."7' ,-;,J
1--.,.- ~~--, • . ';.,.: ' . ,,\ '~L.
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',• FRANKFORT_: Gov, Br~eton . :reappointed. by.Gov, Wallace'. Wil-',
'
•
, ,
• ,
"'- ki SO
1 1 ' •~,
.,~
·',, · ' '
• ,.·,.
, · J6iies'1s contiilunig to·appomt new-,; n n. •,
,n
i't~r•·.. ·,,
' ' memhers
. 'ty govermng,
. ', ;-,:-' ,The.,,_
· 1992. _;·'General..,,~•
• .C...C.bJY!
. ;to umvers1
, boards;'.ensuring that his selections,.',-·CID!-n~•i,the:,~eth,odc,of;;selecting
' are n_ominated_f?r seats' o~ce.'thf,, :.umvers\lf,~;goverruhg_ ,~s,- :a!,
,' selection process changes this sum-1 Jones'_ urgmg; But Jones has_contin-,
: mer. -,..:·,, '! ·, .- :?,(.! ,_,)'. ,t:: .,._. 1,.i,;!_" ued' to;use ;t)itf_,ol~. me~od -~J~i
i' . _The governor cin .Monday al>'?. ·•though a·ney:,~nr~n,.be/1t__pla~,!fl,
, po111t
- · edDemocrat Lo·
MJones of·----,twomonfhs::
· :'.·-- ,,_;:;
ws
, ,.-,. ,. On' J . - .,,-...
,,,11,•.,bmfir"
. ' 1'
30
.• Fu~nkfo~ty: tboarrlo
.. th~' Mforeheatsd ,JSta~: . :~( all
'and
, mv~1 .
o regen -· ones,:,:'10 ··,,Hi h '•Ed'· .. ,:· 'II beco _,
· who 1s not,related to the governor;,," ; n, g er., . ut;3~o_n
~e
·is a 1974 Morehead graduate and--( jva~nt_ :Three nonuna\i~:for-e(lch•
has been active in the university's·,,, :seat win_ be made :bY ;a• board thar
1 1
·
·. tion. He,1s-a
· fannerrt,-; ''le.
-has already
been·conftrJhed•l>y'tlie:
,,aumm-.assocra
ture,'.·-·l'·
_'· , ..... ,.r'-'".,".,,.
1
inFranklin·County..,-,,,i:- q " A'.·_.,gisa
.,•','."'"." ;;:N,;",'·,::'-.:
... 1 ,,.,-. ... ·,.,. ,. .,.:--._,._'·',ff·\-_,,! f'•)ones will•ch~:C/lle~of. the,
. _;Reappointed , t?; the Morehea<i; 'three people/a~. e,a~~ ~f/ti(sj~:,, i1
-.bciatp_-c,was,JV1lham, __Cofield .of, .year.terms;;-;.,• ,.. ,,_,.,,,1-:,-, ,.' ; 1
,'· Frankfort. ,'· ,, '
-c; , .· · ·, •) .-:'';'One•ofihose riommati'ohs has;to i
.·,,,,'.;Louis Jones·replaced1Walter)t·_, ,betrui old 1itiaro member;:.'fhus,:bi'· 1
.: . Cari-,.a Morehead r~identwho,has .'appointing'·jleople ·before~tlic 'neW'!'
· .1ieen 'on'. the-university's governing;': 'systenf,takl!S;effecfliJones'enstires'~
_, , board
;1984, appoin~ first, b~·:
hi~•choi~ ,wi1~'.be,nofuinate4,;
1;
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rsr·· ,._ b'dard~memBefsi
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_,:,, __ .. HERAW EADER,- ~EXI_N_G,TO,N,

~·

;: :,: Jones/c6hti ti'u~~--~~gtb~Jp~\~~
;. ,·/<Jr)
c
U,Q.IX~ 'ty;,, J-,,,,_.,,,;:d,;-" ;,,;·'1~--.ayne·;;,,,:-1·Cdll~l'.fud
-'•._""·1 :~2-;,,,;i
: '.Assciclat~d' Press;:, J g_ .,;'. ,,· ·:· ;i_ r.:- ,c;tv;~ ~

1rangmg ,.from .. ,100 .--to... 2;500-;
),words),(' Some· 5'40:, authors .,,
!,boi:itribtited to thirbook: · "}', ,;'i .,,
,,,,.,
, ' · ' ' · e.Z,n .. , ••• .,,,.._L.1 ... \.•(.,...,_ 1•~·'!~.'•J
. . ,"This· is a· gift Kentuc-kians··,.,_:
have prepared, and given·:.
· themselves/' si:iid Kleber. ,,?:.(; i,
., .. ·-The·.book.'do·es. not look a·t .,
· the . state's · history 'tlirough ~rosEl'Colored• glasses,' .Kleber 1
0
.. says it p·ortrays-the.state
, .,
, ~ .as';,·
;~--'.'it:~~b~;;'~tiittdfuiti
t
.
ho"'d h
b' .. "
,,
it
~,. ~'.s .._. ', ave . i ~,,."Still;>.t\
~;~,the;history,.professor,calls.the 't' ,
,, . book '.:;'.'a ' celebratiorC of: our.-',:
· h·epe
I d •,to/;
·
I " d says 1t,
,:,._peope,.:·::an
,·iconvi'nce· hiin that "the''
·

I
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l~t1t:·t~}tJ;~;~.~:~1-~Jt1i~~

>.,. _.,.,_,., ';
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,::(strength· of this state Jie~, in .1
___ its,_wonderful ,,and ..div:erse .:
:!'.! people/~•.- · : ':--_1· ,,.-:';.,: -:::J .!...,..• . j
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·WKU advised
to. hlke tuition,
pass. on football
By CYNTilIA CROSSLEY
and DAVE KOERNER

Staff Writers

WHAT'S HURTING WKU
Major areas causing financial problems:
. REVENUE DECREASES
■ $4.4 million less from state.
·
■ $96,000 less from football tickets.

INCREASED SPENDING
■ $388,000

■ $142,000
■ $100,000
■ $100,000
·■ $100,000

for
for
for
for

workers' compensation.
retirement system.
graduate assistants.
instructional equipment,
for Preston Center operations.

SOME OF THE SOLUTIONS
prove a sitw\tion that has really needed
attention, and- I really appreciate that."
Major readjustments:
In all, the regents must consider a list of
REVENUE
INCREASES
68 recommendations. The list was mailed
-to board members Monday evening, and
■ $1.3 million more from tuition.
they are scheduled to act on·it at a meet■ $155,000 more from alumni affairs.
■ $105,000 more from extended-campus fee.
ing set for April 30.
SPENDING CUTS
The $6.1 million shortfall is the result of
both a $4.4 million cut in state funding to · ■ $465,482 by leaving jobs vacant.
Western - part of a legislative effort to
■ $458,sn from student health service.
make up a state budget shortfall - and a
■ $437,976 for football program.
need· to find $1.5 million to cover rising. ■ $400,000 from lncentiVe-grant scholarships.
· fixed costs and to make some improve■ $300,000 from energy efficiency.
ments, including starting the graduate ac■ $208,673 from print shop.
counting program.
·
■ $200,000 from equipment spending freeze.
■ $157,246 from dupllcating·services.
· .What to do about football is "probably
■ $109,506 cut for central stores. ·
one of the most emotional" decisions the
■ $100,000 In telephone expenses.
regents will have to·make, Meredith noted
■ $100,000 for contlngencles.
in a letter he serit to the regents with the
budget recommendations, copies of which ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - were obtained by The Courier-Journal.
parking, plus NCAA enhancement monHe offered hope that the program might
ey," he said. _"There's some money we've·
continue this fall, provided Western Afu.
_never had before, like concessions."
letics Director Lou Marciani comes up
Football coach Jack Harbaugh, who has
wiih a way to do it.
·
a t;wo-year contract remaining with West. "If a plan can be put together for 1992- ·
ern, said he would not consider leaving if
93 that would require no additional institufootball were de-emphasized.
tional funds beyond those recommended
"I'm committed. I'm committed to theby the budget committee, then considerkids,
and I'm also responsible for the
, ation will be given to having a football
coaching
staff," said Harbaugh, who is 111 program for tl_le 1992 season," the letter
21
in
three
seasons at Western.
said. "This would require a much reduced
It wasn't clear yesterday whether Westprogram and possiblr increased private
ern could find enough private contributors
funding. I believe this could be accomto pay for soinething less than the the curplished."
rent program, which had a budget this
Meredith was traveling yesterday and ·
year of $525,479 and which offered roughcould not be reached for comment.
ly $300,000 in scholarships. If the regents
Marciani plans to meet ·with )'deredith
vote to suspend the program, football will
today and in an interview was optimistic
still cost Western money next year.
about football's future at Western.
·
According to the budget recommenda"We can have up to 67 scholarships,
tions,. scholarships would still be honored
which we have, in Division I-AA, but there.
through June 30, 1993; Harbaugh's conare some leagues with 50 scholarships and
, tract would be fulfilled; .and Western
some with no scholarships. . So there is
would have to pay penalties of about
flexibility," Marciani said.
$110,000 for brealdng its game contracts
The NCAA recently voted not to expand
.
·with
the other schools on its 1992 schedto a Division I-AAA and ultimately drop
' ule. In addition, the three assistant football
1
Division 1-M which would put all schools
coaches would remain on Western's payin _Division I-A.
roll until Oct. l,_ to give them time to find
"But I see different levels of Division I
other jobs.·
·
developing," Marciani said. ''There will be
a place for Western football, and there will
be schools wanting to play us."
Marciani also thinks there is funding for
Western football that has gone untapped:
''We are in the midst of drawing·.up a
new fiscal model and it will call for shared
income sources, a percentage· of the university budget, ticket sales, con~ions,.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A
Western Kentucky University committee charged with malting up a
$6.1 million budget shortfall has
recommended that the board of regents suspend the football program,
raise tuition and some student fees,
eliminate a variety of staff positions
and shut down some administrative
offices.
The proposals could mean at least
15 layoffs, ranging from secretaries
to university attorney Franklin Berry. The committee thinks that his
office should be closed and that the
legal: work should be handled by an
outside law firm. Berry, who said he
was aware of the recommendation,
declined to comment on it.
Also, an unspecified number of
positions that will be opening in the
next few months because of retirements or resignations wouldn't be
filled.
.
At_ the same· time, the 12-person
committee, headed by Western
President Thomas Meredith, recommended that the regents ,budget
money for a new graduate program
in accounting that will begin .this
fall and for the Department of
Teacher Education, in order-to
maintain the current number of advisers for students and to hire more
people to supervise student teachers. The graduate accounting program was recommended in Western
21, the university's long-range plan,
which assigned priorities to all the
school's programs and services.
The committee is· also proposing
that all faculty be given full-time
teaching loads and their "release
time" for research and special projects be dramatically cut back, and
that all administrators with faculty.
rank teach at least one class.
"It sounds like it will make more
people available for the. classroom,
and while I think some faculty will
be concerned about having less release "time, if that's handled judiciously, we can.probably absorb it,"
said Faculty Senate President Arvin
Vos, a philosophy and religion professor. "I think that's better than a
salary cut or losing positions."
When told that the committee
also recommended that .the regents
put an -additional $100,000 toward
instructional equipment, Vos said,
''That's.much
needed.Therep
r -A service of the Office of Media Relations- . . .' ' _._... ~;' ,, .. _._.
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Western Kentucky should consider
~ dropping classification, not the sport

m

Q) ~

Western Kentucky Univer-

C.. Ej sity should consider saving
Z
~ money by dropping to a
CO C.. i:;:; lower classification, r ather
~ CO ~ than abandoning its football
~ -C
program.
0 Q) ci Like every other public
G)

:::,

WKU is looking for ways to
:i cut costs. However, Western
CO § is the only university giving
~ serious consideration to
CJ)
dropping its football proSl) ~ ► gram.
,-+ ~ ~ While the University of Keno, CO '.: tucky's and the University of
Gu Q) ~ Louisville's sports programs
Q. l8 combined for a $6.3 million
N profit
in 1989-90, WKU and
the other five regional universities were losing a total
of $7.1 million in sports. The
financial losses are covered
by taxpayers' money and
student fees.
With Western facing a $6
million decline in state tax
revenue during the next two
years, a budget review committee is planning to recommend to . the Western
Board of •Regents that the
school's football program be
dropped. The reason is simple: While other university
sports also lose money, the
football team - which has
the most scholarships and the
most costly equipment - is
the most expensive to operate
and is the biggest money
loser.
However , the value of a
football team cannot be fully
determined by looking at the
ledger sheet:
► Ev ery tim e the Hilltoppers play a home game at
2 O, 0 0 O-s e a t L . T . S m it h
Stadium, thousands of fans
flock to Bowling Green to see
the game. Many of those fans
sleep in motel rooms, eat at
restaurants and do business
with service stations and retail stores. In short, a football
program is a boost to the
community's economy.
► Many alumni keep in
touch with their alma mater
through its sports teams.
Without a football team to
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Average pay
for UK faculty
closes in on
competition
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

For the third straight year, the
• ·, iversity of Kentucky gained on
·ompetition in average faculty
narrowing the gap from $5,016
~ee years ago to $648 this year.
The average salary of UK faculty members is $50,414 this year, up
10.8 percent from last year.
"We have done better in the last
last two years than I would say in
the last decade," said professor
JoAnn Rogers, chairwoman of the
committee that presented the salary
report yesterday. The report 1s
released each year by the UK
branch of the American Association
of University Professors.
Don Clapp, UK's vice president
for administration, said the gains
reflect the top priority UK gave
salaries after the legislature raised
ra.xes in 1990.
The report on salary improvements comes at a time when UK
faces its second 5 percent budget
cut since last fall. Employees are
expected to receive no pay raise
next year.
"Obviously we're pleased that if
we have to face a budget cut that
we at least go into it with our ·
salaries having been caught up
some in the process," Clapp said. "It
would be a much more serious
problem for us to deal . wi~ if we
were still as far behmd m our
salaries as we were.''
The midpoint of average faculty
salaries at UK and 11 other universities - the so-called bench mark
median - this year was $51,062.
UK's average pay was 98.7 percent
of the bench mark median.
That represents a 10-point gain
over the last three years. In 1988-89,
the bench mark median was
$44,620 and UK's average was
m .604. or 88.7 oercent.
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attract people to the -campus
alumni support for the uni
versity could be weakened.
and in light of the state bud
get cuts, alumni and community financial support wil
be more important than eve1
to the university.
► Football provides en tertainment for WKU students and a successful program can build student pride
in their school.
► Football can be an excellent recruitment tool for a
university. Western's Lady
Hilltoppers' recent appearance in the NCAA Final Four
provided positive national
television publicity for the
school that far exceeded the
costs incurred by the
women's basketball program.
The first time many young
people ever hear of a university is through a successful
sports team.
The university has another
option: It can drop the NCAA
classification of its football
program from Division I-AA
to Division II or even Division ill. That would cut costs
by reducing the number of
scholarships and fulltim e
coaches. Western also likely
would be more competitive
in a lower division, and a
winning program, even at a
lower level, could increase
fan support. •
A special study recommended several years ago
that Morehead State University cut its athletic costs by
dropping to Division II .
While that idea was rejected
by the MSU Board of Regents, we still think it has
merit.
In attempting to tackle its
budget woes, WKU should
guard against overreacting
by sacking its football program. While reductions in
the cost of the program are in
order, football is too important to the economy of
Bowling Green..- alumni support and campus life to be
el~ated completely.
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M~D;~Ah~~d M·SU regents pollile1
Joins WKU 1n . changes- Hig~er ACT scores,
•

bid to trim
budgets

-". _propose
·
d_.
8 t U d ent 1.ees

Staff, w1r·e reports

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

Morehead State University's
Board of Regents today will become
the latest to hear plans to ~t
millions of dollars from the1r
school's budget.
: The university must cut $4:9
million to ~ke ,11p for a loss, m
state flllldint. Morehead offictals
yesterday would n?t discuss any of
their recommendations to the board.
Morehead's regents will hear
the recommendations at 10 a.m.
today. Regents will act on them at a
meeting May 22.
western Kentucky University
has included suspending football as
one of 68 budget cuts recommended
to that schools's regents.
Western's Director of Athletics,
Lou Marciani, met for an hour
yesterday with President Thomas
C. Meredith to talk about ways to
save football.
Meredith said they made some
progress but he declined to talk
about specific proposals.
Marciani did not return a reporter's telephone calls yesterday.
· Wes tern's head football coach,
Jack Harbaugh, said last week he
and Marciani had talked about
cutting the number_ of ga!:1~ and
eliminating a coachmg position.
Westem's budget committee on
Monday sent letters to board members asking them to suspend football as part of a plan to deal with a
$6.1 million budget cut.
The 12-member budget committee also recommended raising tuition and some student fees, eliminating some staff positions and
shutting down some administrative
offices.
The group also proposed that
all faculty have full-time teaching
loads that the time allotted to them
for re'search and special projects be
sharply cut and that all administrators with faculty rank teach at least
one class.
Westem's board is scheduled to
act on the proposals April 30.

.

Br JIM ROBINSON

MOREHEAD - Better
grades and character an~ a
. thicker wallet will be reqwred
of incoming Morehead Stat_e
University students next fall if
the school's regents approve
proposed changes Friday. .
The board of regents will
consider proposals tha! w~~d:.
score -at least a 14 on their
American College Test to get
in, up from 12.
► Allow the school to reject
applicants who've been · con- ,
victed of crimes as adults, or
to impose restrictions on such
applicants.
► Raise a variety of student
fees and impose a new $10 fee
for graduation.
The regents also will be
asked to consider a 7 percent
hike intuition. The state
Council for Higher Education
has the final say on tuition
changes, however.
Tuition for in-state undergraduate students would go up
7 percent from $710 to $760 a
semester.
Porter Dailey, vice president
for administration and fiscal
services, said the tuition and
fee increase would generate an
additional $800,000 in revenue
1or the school.____
-The additional revenue
would help the school cope
with state budget cuts. MSU is
in the midst of paring 5 percent from its 1992-93 budget.
Budget administrators will
present a preliminary report
on the new budget to the
board Friday.
As part of the stiffer admission standards proposed, the
school would raise_ !he mi!!·
umum score on an admission
index from 300 to 350. The
score is computed by multiplying a student's high school
grade-point average by 100 and
his or her ACT score by 10
and adding the two together.
The scho.ol is also proposing
raising. the index score for
uncondi_tional admission from
380 to 400.
If the proposed standards
had been in place last fall, 97
of the incoming students

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

would not have been admitted
and 189 would have received
conditional admission.
MSU says it wants to raise
admissions standards for two
reasons: to slow enrollment
growth and to respond to a
recommendation by an accrediting association to raise
admissions standards or spend
more money for remedial
programs.
Since 1989, MSU has required all applicants to report
criminal convictions other
than minor traffic violations
that they incurred after the
age of 18.
Uhder the proposal given
the board for tuition hikes,
out-of-state undergraduates
would pay 4.5 percent more,
from $2,010 to $2,100.
The board is being asked to
increase the student activity
fee 50 percent from $60 to $90
a semester and double the
computer fee for full-time
students to $20.
Other hikes proposed: faculty and staff parking permits
from $30 to $40; rent for faculty and staff housing by $15 a
month; and facility rentals by
about 5 percent.
Season ticket prices for
faculty and staff to football
and basketball games would
be reduced 20 percent. All
other athletic admission
prices would stay the same.
Meal plan prices would also
be unchanged.
- D-ailey said Friday's budget
presentation would be "very
general" but give a more. accurate estimate of exactly how
much money MSU must do
without.
Dailey said some MSU employees will lose their jobs by
June -30, but he would not
speculate abo11t how many.
The board is scheduled to
give final approval to the new
budget at its May 22 meeting.
Dailey said one proposed
budget cut that was met with
a storm of protest will not be
made.

The school had wanted to
discontinue its dental plan for
. employees after 1992. But after
an outcry from faculty_ and
staff last week, Dailey said
today the plan will not be cut.
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Students ~angry oveJ!::proposed'
tuition increase at-Western
•.,
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By cyNTIIIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer
..
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - An infoi'mal survey yesterday of some Western Kentucky University students found mixed support for foothalf and anger about rising tuition costs.
Suspending the football program and increasing tuition and some student fees are among
the · recommendations Westem's' board of regents will consider to offset a budget shortfall.
·nave Mast of Sullivan and Jeff Linton of Russellville, two juniors interviewed in a lobby of
the science building, confessed they have attended few Hilltopper football games while attending Western.
"It's not (NCAA) Division I, so they don't get
the top-notch talent," Mast said. So the games
are "OK, not that exciting."
.
"It's just not_ as iinportant as other sports
around here," said Linton. "Basketball is king."
Then there were Eric Tandy of Madisonville
an~ Darrick Hall of Glasgow, two sophomores
who are very upset thatfootball might end.
Think of homecoming without football, they
said.
Wi!)l football, "that's, the one time this place
really comes alive. It's a big thing," Hall said.
Without football, "I don't think it would be
worth it," Tandy said.
And then there's junior Lisa Greenfield. "I
signed a petition (io keep the football team) b!l'
cause I felt sorry for them. But I think if something has to go, .let it be an extracurricular activity."
What really gets Greenfield is a possible
jump in her. tuition. She has been attending
Western under an "incentive grant .scholarship," an arrangement by which students from
border and neighboring counties in Tennessee
and Indiana pay in-state tuition to attend Western. If approved, the proposed budget plan
mailed to the regents Monday .will require
Greenfield and students like her to pay an extra
$200 a semester.
"I think that's absolutely ridiculous," Greenfield said. "I could have gone to school cheaper
in my own state. Unless they grandfather us in,
it's unfair. I'm a junior - where am I going to
transfer at this point?"
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the most important thing in Ken.
·'
,,-,_tucky.. They have,to keep the prices
On that point, Gree~eld h~~ a (of an education) down or' people
)ot of company.. A possible tuition aren't going to finish ch001 Th t'
increase was the topic thatbroughf
· .
s . • a. s
forth the most coinmerit from stu- . why our educa~on rate 1s so low in
dents.
· .·
Kentucky. I think you can go to
The proposal would increase U<::LA if y~u live in _Califo~a,
Western's tuition rates .6 to 7 per- .where theres more opportunities,
· cent, to $773 a semesfer .for Ken- cheaper th~ you can go to Western
lucky undergraduates and $843 a here. So I think people are going to
semester for in-state· graduate stu- leave Kentucky."
.
de_D:ts. Students paying out-of-state
So far, the regents.aren't ready to
tuition ~tes would see roughly a· 4 offer their views on the budget propercent increase, to $2,113 for un- posals, which they are to consider
dergraduates and $2,323 for gradu- at a. meeting April 30. They have,
ates.
.
..
.
.
however, been inundated by letters
. Doug ~il, a F~in•. Tenn., Jun- from football supporters.
10r hanging out with his fraternity
" d ,
·
·
brothers at the Kappa Alpha house,
~. 0!1 t really have a _reactton
said the increase represented .the yet, said regent Vice_ Ch~r;woman
cost of "a whole extra semester for Patsy Judd of Burkesville. I m conme. I'm going to have to come up cerned _about the whole budget piewith more than I expected. Rather lure, but as for specifics I haven't
than have two jobs, I'll have to go gotten that far yet."
with three jobs." .
Another regent, Burns Mercer of
That prompted his fraternity Hardinsburg, said he's read through
brother, ~on Hamilt?,n, .an Owens- the proposal only once. "I was glad
boro seruo~, to s~y, If 1t costs you to see it wasn't across,the-board
more, you re .go1!1g to be working cuts, that they were trying to put
more, ~d ~dymg less, and that priorities on certain areas. I was
means its going to take you longer pleased to see that"
to get out of here, and so it will cost
·
you more. Man, get me outta here!"
As for football, neither had decidAnother fraternity member Mi- ed yet what to do.
chael Hancock, a Shelbyville j~nior,
"I gue~s _my opinion is, we ought
walked up. "In economically hard to be willing to spend a certain
times, it'.s hard to.get the extra mon- amount on football. Now, whether
ey," Hancock said. "There's all this that's $1 or $500,000 I'm not sure "
money coming in from the lottery. Mercer said. "B~t somewhe;e
Where's that going? I. Jion't know there's got to be a happy medium,
~e~ _have t~ crunch us. .
. because I think football is an imporIt s pitiful. (Higher education) is tan! part of university life."
.
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The w~y uk ~d~ln\~tratot~·. s~laries'"are._ S:et 'is ~n outrag~

'By Lester Goldsteln :,; , '
.crede_ntiai{~veals insufficient qual- the best judges __; the faculty who
ost Kentuckia~s. con- ificattons even for appointment as a bear the burdens of administrative
actions - never are asked to evalutinually bombarded
regular assistant professor at UK.
with news about
Nevertheless, he's paid $158,000 ate their supervisors' performance,
although those supervisors insist
_scandals involving
(plus a package of perks a conpublic officials and corporate execu- gressman would envy), equal to the that students evaluate the profes·
·:··
lives, probably missed noting how
pay of about two and a half profes- sors.
The
trustees
who
want
UK
to
scandaloi.Is are the recently reportsors.
be considered superior wouldn't
ed six-figure salaries of University
But it would truly be scandalof Kentucky administrators.
ous if UK's trustees find him unfit _ dream of offerii;>g Wethington
But UK's faculty, faced with
If fired from the presidency, Weth- $75,000 a year, because how would
it look if, say, Virginia Tech's presisevere budgets cuts that lead to lost ington's contract specifies that he
positions, supply shortages for
would become an associate profes- dent makes $120,000? Add to that•
the psychological need for adminisclassrooms and laboratories, fewer
sor paid at well over $100,000 a
trators to pay close subordinates
teaching assistants,, larger classes
year, and perhaps almost three
generous salaries to ensure loyalty,
and neglected maintenance, are estimes as much as far-better-qualia practice that slithers down the ·
.n
dalized
fied, average professors. That's
pecta Yscan
· Let me explain what happens to tax monies in the administrative ladder, and you
have many bloated· paychecks. Givwhy.
commonwealth; and we are told
First, unlike·what happens in•
that this is "not out of line;" even
en that this happens widely in acathe corporate world, becoming a
th h UK'
demic circles, bloated benchmarks
university administrator is not an
oug
s budget is rarely adeexist
everywhere and keep adminis:
advance _ except in salary, Most
quate and is now sev~rely damtrators' salaries outrageous.
move into university administration aged.
Ho"'., about a simple fonnula? ·
from faculty positions, jobs with
What is a reasonable way for
Cap administrators' salaries at one
much greater demands; thus, movdetermining administrators' pay?
and a half times that of the average
ing to administration often is like
Presumably, by gauging perfonnfull
professor.
·
entering semiretirement
ance, as is done for faculty. Faculty
So why pay university adminis- perfonnance is endlessly measured
trators so much? (At UK, the top 50 by various assessments of teaching,
Lester Goldstein is a professor in
non-medical administrators receive appraising publication records, resalaries two to four times that of an searc\l grant panel reviews, etc. But the University of Kentucky's Thomadministrators' evaluations seem to as Hunt Morgan School of Biologiaverage faculty member, with topoccur in a black box. Remarkably,
cal Sdences.
·
most being $158,000 a year,) The
reasons for this are comple.x about which more later - but one
reason is a board of trustees full of
businessmen, Such people usually
assume that the bigger the title, the
bigger should be the pay - regardless of merit.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, APRIL 17, 1992
To appreciate how scandalous
administrators' salaries are, consider the compensation of UK's top
two honchos. Chancellor Robert Hemenway six years ago·was chairman of UK's English Department, a
job that pays the current chairman
$42,436 a year. Meanwhile, Hemenway "advanced" to the chancellor's
Concerning the article about adminisjob (and now does little scholarly
trative salaries at the University of Ken.
work or teaching) and to a $132,600
tucky: Do we really need to pay these
salary, three times that of the Engpeople $10 million? Are they really worth
lish chairman, Hard-working pro1t? I'm. sure they
so·.' but in these
fessors are puzzled as to why the
. think
recessionary
ttmes,
this
is• just another
chancellor's pay increased 200 per~pie of_ a waste of taxpayers' money.
cent, while theirs increased about
The public sector has no regard for
35 percent.
profit and loss. As a result, all government
Unseemly as is the chancellor's
agency deficits are growing out of control.
pay, it seems rather modest comSure, budget cuts have been ordered. But
pared to President Charles Wethinstead of cutting the fat, it's the low-level
ing\on's. We are told by administrapos_itions that get the ax: secretaries,
tors that these exorbitant salaries
mamtenance, etc.
are needed to keep UK competitive;
It is time taxpayers shake off complathat is, to ensure that our people
cency and demand rational budgets to fit
won't be enticed elsewhere. the lean times of the '90s. And that means
But has Wethington ever been
justifying-every
public position as necessought by another major university
sary_. _and making ;lill'e every employee
- at any salary? Unlikely. Examireceiving any pubhc funds earns their
nation of Wethington's academic
salary.
DOROTHY MCGUIRE
Lexington

M

•

There's'too much fat
in salaries paid top
positions at UK
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Morehead
may layoff
65, ·reduce
student aid
By Todd Pack
Northeastern Kentucky bureau

The board will decide on the
other proposals May 22.
Here are some of the proposed
cuts:
• The academic budget would
be cut by $2.5 million, or 9.2
percent.
Morehead would lose an estimated 25 faculty members, said
John C. Philley, interim vice president for academic affairs.
The university will schedule 10
percent fewer classes in the fall,
which means larger class sizes. But
officials are expecting a slight drop
in enrollment.
Funding for faculty research
would be· cut by half.
It also is considering eliminating money for the pep band.
• The university advancement
budget - which includes athletics
- would be cut $423,000, or 12
percent.
It would save $15,000 by cutting men's soccer, said Keith
Kappes, vice president for university advancement.
Kappes said soccer is expendable because it is not a sport that is
sanctioned by the school's athletic
conference, the Ohio Valley Conference.
A parent has pledged to cover
the cost of soccer, he said, but the
deal is not final.
Kappes said Morehead's most
expensive sport is football, which
costs about $700,000 a year. The
OVC requires schools to play football.
Other cuts in his division include eliminating eight jobs and
cutting the number of scholarships
in football and men's basketball.
• The student life budget would
be cut $560,000, or 10.5 percent.
That includes taking $275,000
from scholarships, said Mike Mincey, vice president of student life,
He said he does not know how
many scholarships that would be.
Morehead would be able to
continue funding $1.4 million in
scholarships to returning students.
It would set aside $500,000 for
freshmen and $48,000 for transfer
students.
The exact number of students
who receive scholarships was unavailable yesterday. About 70 percent of Morehead's 8,300 students
get some amount of financial aid.
Mincey said his division also
would save by reducing money for
student entertainment and limiting
the operating hours of the student
health clinic and swimming pool.

• The administration budget
would be cut $1.1 million, or 10.9
percent.
Dailey said the division would
save money by eliminating at least
13 jobs and using older equipment
longer.
All of the division vice presidents said they would lay off some
workers and pay others less money
· for doing less work.
After the .administrators read
their proposals to the board, Morehead President C. Nelson Grote
said, "We tried to handle the cuts in
a very sensitive way."

MOREHEAD - A plan to save
money at Morehead State UniversiGrote retires June 30, the day
ty calls for layoffs, fewer scholarbefore the budget cuts take effect.
ships and no soccer team,
His successor, Coastal Carolina
The proposals, presented yesterCollege chancellor Ronald Eaglin,
day to the school's Board of Rewas on campus yesterday to obgents, would cut an estimated 65
serve the meeting. The board- voted
jobs, including 25 in teaching.
yesterday to pay him a yearly
The total number of layoffs
salary of $115,000.
depends on how many people retire
Eaglin declined to comment on
or quit before the-start of the 1992Morehead's proposed budget except
93 fiscal year, which begins July 1,
to say "it will be a challenge."
said Porter Dailey, vice president of
administration and fiscal services,
In criticizing cuts in the acaIf the year began yesterday, he
demic budget Faculty Senate presisaid, about 44 people would be out
dent Robert Wolfe said, "The prinof a job and 21 job openings would
ciple function of this university is to
remain unfilled.
teach. We must take the things that
Morehead, like the state's other
are not directly related to instrucpublic universities, faces a 10 pertion and give them a lower funding
cent cut in state funding since last
priority."
semester, The school has to get by
Seaton, the board chairman,
with $5.8 million less than it had
said he had not had time to study
last fall.
the proposed cuts in detail, "but I ·
The school's total budget for
have no problems with them from
1992-93 is $56,9 million.
what I've seen. We've got to cut
The regents_ voted to ease the
something."
pain of the cuts by raising some
student fees for 1992-93, ·
Students will pay higher tuition,
parking rates, activities fees and
computer fees. Those increases will
net about $834,000,
The tuition increase was set by
the state Council on Higher Education in November.
The administration had recommended against raising student
parking fees by $5 a semester.
"Just a few dollars could make a
difference whether a student comes
here or not," said Morehead President C. Nelson Grote.
Morehead serves 22 counties in
Eastern Kentucky, Scme of those
have the highest jobless rates and
lowest family incomes in the state,
Board Chairman William Seaton, however, said it was unfair to
raise the parking fee for faculty but
not for students.
--There was no change in campus
housing prices, health fees or meal
plans.
The cost of attending Morehead
for a semester - not counting
meals and school supplies - will
go from $1,389 to $1,449 in the fall.
The increase in fees was the
only budget action taken yesterday -A service of the Office of Media Relationsbv the reuP.nt~-
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MSHjobs,
classes on
the line

Regents get proposal
lopping $6 million
Br J1■ ROIIINION
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University would cut
about 6.5 full-time jobs and offer 10 percent fewer classes
next year under a preliminary
budget presented to the
school's regents Friday. The
proposal lops almost $6 million from this year's $62.7
million opening budget.
Only about 45 employees
would actually be laid off, including 10 faculty members, if
the board approves the budget
at its May 22 meeting.
The budget would go into
effect July 1.
The remaining 20 positions
to be eliminated are jobs that
have been frozen open.
Regents said they were satisfied with the figures they
saw during a nearly two-hour
presentation.
"I think it's very equalized
across the board," said regent
T.T. Colley of Pikeville. " ... I
think it's very fair."
MSU President C. Nelson
Grote, who will retire before
the new budget goes into effect, said the fiscal blueprint
accommodates students.
"I think it is extremely sensitive," Grote said. "I think
we've dealt with it in a very
sensitive way. I think we've
been very humanistic. We
obviously have put the students first."
" It appears to be a satisfactory budget," said board
chairman Bill Seaton of Ashland.
The cuts were mandated
because of shortfalls in state
revenues that led the state to
cut 10 percent from state university budgets this year and
next.
MSU also is losing some
revenue because of declining
enrollment, bringing the total
reduction over the opening
1991-92 budget to an unprecedented 11.8 percent, Grote
said.
The presentation of the
proposed cuts was followed by
an emotional appeal by the
president of the faculty senate
to put instruction first on the
university's budgetary prioritloc:

"If this university is to continue to be the door of opportunity (for eastern Kentucky students), the tools must
be available to do that job
with these young people," said
Robert Wolfe.
The proposed MSU cuts are
not across the board.
Of the four divisions in the
sc hool - university advancement, administration
and fiscal services, student
life and academic affairs university advancement,
which includes athletics,
would suffer the largest budget cut - 12 percent.

While academics would suffer the largest overall cut $2.5 million out of its $27.6
million budget - it was cut
the least proportionally of the
four divisions - 9.2 percent.
Administration and fiscal
services and student life ·•
would be cut 10.9 percent and
10.5 percent respectively.
In addition, the auxiliary
budgets for the two divisions
would be cut 4.2 percent and
16.5 percent respectively.
Ronald Eaglin, who will
take over as MSU's president
July 1, attended Friday's budget presentation and said he
was impressed with the openness of the exchanges.
He called the budget he'll be
left with "challenging."

"(?bviously, rd loft to be
commg into a , •._...., wblN
we weren't tn decline" be
said. "But that's the fact ~ ~
matter and when I aet here I'll
pick up where we are and if I
want to make any modifications rll use the board and the
appropriate forums within the ·.
institution."
He declined to identify what
those modifications might be.
The proposed cuts include
elimination of the soccer program, a 50 percent cut in faculty research money, and
larger class sizes.
Eliminated would be: six of
60 full-time positions in university advancement· lB'of 285
in administration ~d fiscal
services; 17 of 87 in student
live; and 24 of 532 in academic
affairs.
MSU was able to soften the
budget blow some from increases in tuition and fees
~e. school will take hi an
additional $824,000 in new
~evenue next year from the
mcreases.
Tuit~on, set by the Council
on Higher Education last
November, will go up $20 a
semester for in-state students
to $670, and $60 for out-of-stat~
students, to $2,010.
Tho~e increases will pump
an estimated $340,000 into the
budget.
The board approved a new
fee schedule that raises the
student activity fee from $60
to $90 a semester. That will
gene~te another $360,000.
An Increase in the computer
fee from $10 to $20 will produce another $114,000 in revenue, according to estimates.

In the only change to the
recommended fee structure
!he board increased the park~
mg fee from $30 to $35 for
students, staff and faculty.
Administrators had recommended increasing the fee
from $30 for $40 for staff and
faculty only.
Overall, the cost to attend
MSU for the typical Kentucky
studen~ living on campus next
year will go up $60 from $l 389
to $~,449 a semester, not ' including parking and meals.
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By JAY BLANTON

Staff Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Faced with a shortfall
of nearly $6 million and the possibility of declining enrollment, Morehead State University administrators yesterday presented a budget plan for next year that would eliminate numerous jobs and programs and freeze faculty
salaries.
.
In addition, students would have larger
classes, fewer courses to choose from and pay
some increased fees.
Up to 25 non-tenured faculcy; members
would lose their jobs if the plan is adopted
next month by Morehead's board of regents.
About 20 salaried and 34 hourly positions
would be cut .as well.
"It's a very difficult 'budget," Morehead
President C. Nelson Grote said after yesterday's board of regents meeting. "It's a situation that this institution has never faced in its
history."
The school, in Rowan County, has a 22county service area, all of which is in, the Appalachian region. That means that Morehead
traditionally attracts some of the region's
most impoverished students.
Morehead and the other state universities
are struggling to deal with two successive
cuts in state funding. Former Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson chopped $30 million from the universities' budgets late last year to help offset
an anticipated $155 million revenue shortfall.
Then Gov. Brereton Jones proposed another 5 percent cut to the university budgets
for 1992:93.
.
These ,cuts - along with a $1 million ~p
in enrollment and housing income and more
than $800,000 in other fixed costs - will
leave . Morehead with a $5;887,000 shortfall
next y;,ar, said Ray Pinner, Morehead's budget director.~Morehead had an enrollment of
8,800 this year; it's expected to be about 8,400
next year.
Cuts are being made across all divisions of
the university, ranging from athletics and the
administration to academic affairs.
The board of regents will vote on the budget plan at its next meeting May 22. "Every
facet of the university .has been examined and
re-examined,'' Grote told the regents.
The regents did approve the university's fee
schedule for next year. A semester's
tuition,. which is set by the state
Council on Higher Education, will
increase $20 next year, to $670 for
Kentucky residents. Out-of-state tuition will increase $60 per semester.
The student activity and ·services
fee will increase $30, to $90 a semester, and the computer fee will
go up $10, to $20 a semester. The
student health fee of $35 a semester
and average housing rates, howev.er, will not increase.
Grote said yesterday that university presidents have talked about
proposing to the state Council on
Higher Education that tuition at all
state schools be raised moo year beyond what the council has already
decided.
Grote said he expected more discussions along those lines now that
the state budget has been passed by
the General Assembly. However, he
said he would have reservations
about.any proposal raising the costs
of attending school.

1f tuition did rise, he said, Morehead would try to cut student. fees
to offset any increase. ·
Here are some .other highlights of
the proposed budget:

■ A $275,000 reduction in the
school's scholarship program, to
about $1.9 million. That would still
allow the school to meet .scholarship-renewal ·commitments 'and provide $500,000 for incoming students, officials said.
■ Ten percent fewer .fall classes;
larger average class sizes; a reduction in summer-school offerings;
and a 50 percent cut in the university's contribution to funding for faculty research.

■ A $182,000 reduction in the athletic budget, including the elimination ·of the men's soccer team for a
savings of about $15,000, said Keith
· Kappes,. vice president of university
advancement. A soccer player's parent may donate enough to field the
team next year, Kappes said.
At the end of the meeting, Robert
Wolfe, chairman of Morehead's faculty senate, told regents that while
he knows the budget cuts will require sacrifices, the "primary mission of Morehead State University
... is for instruction."
He. urged regents to keep instruction as the school's top priority.

·ha~tJn.i:~~~~~e~~!
precious commodity that there~is"
~ educating the young men ind
women of Eastern Kentucky. To do
that job right, "the tools must be
available," he said.
In other business, the regen~ approved a contract for the school's
new president, Ronald Eaglin, who
takes office July l. • He will make
about $ll5,000 -next year.. Grote
who is retiring after five years at
Morehead, will make a little more
than $102;000 this year.
·
After the meeting, Eaglin conceded that his first budget represents a
challenge, but he declined to make
any specific comments.
The regents also approved an in1=rease in the minimum· entrance
, test scores _required to get into
Morehead .. Next year, students will
be. required to get at least a 14 on
their ACT, up from 12. Students taking the Scholastic Aptitude Test will
have to score a 400, up from 380.
Judy Rogers, dean of undergraduate programs, said the changes
would make Morehead comparable
with other schools. Western Kentucky University currently requires
a 14 on the.ACT, while Murray State
University requires 18, Rogers said.
Northern Kentucky and Eastern
Kentucky universities have no required minimum score, she said.

!Chairman of Western's regents dissatisfied with proposed cuts
-'
i: By CYNTIIlA CROSSLEY

~ Staff Writer
~

~
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Prox: posals by a campus committee try:i
ing to deal with a $6.1 million budg~ et cut for Western Kentucky UniverJ sity have left board of regents
~ Chairman Joe Iracane "a long way
:i from satisfied."
:i
In an interview yesterday, he said
he wants a special regents meeting
~ before April 30 to discuss them.
::i \ The 12-member committee, headJ

t

:.J

ed by Western President Thomas
Meredith, suggested suspending the
school's football program, raising
some student fees, eliminating a variety of staff positions and using a
tuition increase proposed by the
state Council on Higher Education.
The committee also proposed that
all faculty carry full-time teachjng
loads and that free time for research
be cut.
· ·
"I want to know the dollars-andcents relationship on some of these
issues," said lracane, of Owensboro.
.

"Some (spending areas) have not·
been looked at, in my opinion, and
I'm going to ask the question 'Why
are we looking at this?'. and 'Why,
can't we do that?' I think we're a
long way from the end of the road."
· Football is one such dollars-andcents area, lraca11e said. He said the
sport should also be considered in
the context of the number of students it brings Western's campus,
because, he said, every student
means extra dollars from the state.
But some sports programs do not

bring students to Western, and Iracane thinks that, aspect should be
considered in weighing the costs of
each program.
"I'm looking at whole athletic picture - not singularly at football, but
at !l,thletics in general," he said. "I
definitely thip.k it needs to change."
Iracane also .indicated that he
thinks more cuts could come from
the programs run by Western's Office of Student Affairs. That includes areas such as housing, counseling and testing services, admis-
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~1Blacks hired at colleges still at 11%-level
New laws may provide push . ..
for progress at Kentucky sch_ools

provide needed sparks for ~rogress.
.
. w~uld probabl~ say, 'Come ba~k next year' ..
Beginning in July, the. council will take, a Peterson said.
'
college's or university's progress in meeting
Other universities probably would get the
• Associated Press
equal opportunity, targets under consideration same response, he said.
.
PADUCAH - Kentucky universities are when reviewing requests for new degree proDeveloping a proposal for a new ·degree
doing a better job of recruiting and retaining grams, Peterson· said.
program could require weeks of work by faculty
blacks, but the progress is slow in coming, state
Under the Kentucky Plan for Equal Educa- mem~. ~eterson _sai~ they could certainly be
officials said.
tional Opportunities in Higher Education devel- upset if their work 1s reiected because the school
"The bare facts are that statewide, we're riot oped in 1990, each state university was asked has a poor equal opportunity report card.
doing a very good 1·ob," said Roy Peterson, what it planned to do during the next five years
K
k
.
..
to improve the perc·enta"e of black students
entuc Y un1vers1ties and colleges submit
assistant to.the executive director for education- ad_ ministrators, faculty arid
., non-faculty profes-• proposa Is ,or
' between 25 and 30 new degree
al attainment at the state Council on Higher SIOnals.
programs each year, Peterson said. Five new
Education.
"We
need
to
do
a
lot
more
than
we
d
· ed bY t he council
are doin_g."
Each also developed targets to reach by
egree proposaIs WI·11 be review
1994-95. _The first progress report will be pre- at a meeting Monday.
·
·
The council's annual report showed that 68 serited to·the council in July.
Larry Conner, director of the state Departblacks held administrative, executive or managePeterson said he thinks the law might give ment of Education's division of personnel servrial positions in Kentucky's 23 universities or The Kentucky Plan an enforcement boost.
ices, told association members that changes in
community colleges in 1990°91. This year, there
Murray State .has made about half of the elemen~ and secondary education also might .
are 78.
. progress it had expected to from 1987 to 1990 in lead to improvements in higher education.
. The percentage of_ black emp)oy~, pr?fes; . ~ntipg bacµel(!r'S _degi:~ to Jil_a~~s, ?-.(foi:<;lj1)8,., ., . H_e. sai~ infusion of b]ack culture and history
_s!o_nal and non-profess,onal; at ~~ states .umvei:-. _., ~ :the}~2 ann~l ·~epott:. \ . .,'\· · :··:' :., .' '•,''f-. ,':.',". • ';,mt9 .cumcula; .devel<?pmg teacher _education
stties also 11:lll! not changei:I d~.tl.ie last two. , .. The black.n911,faculty percentage also 1s,up •: progr1!ffis that emphasize all students mstead of
years, remammg at 11 percent.
. :'• · ··· . · · .. ;,_30'percent. ,.;' · ,...
·
· · · ·., . ·: .. · the-majority; and encouraging minority students
1. • "If we didn't have sei:retat;ies l!itd janitors,
. ·. '?ut ?Ver· the same years, the university . to_ ~me_ teac11:ers are ways to help recruit
you could walk on some,!)f the campuses in declined m the p~rcentage of b_lack undergradu- ,:l)llno?ltes mto higher education.
Ktntucky and qever ~ a . black" ':ll'Pl<?yee; ate enrollment; m the. r_eten~on of all b)a!=1<. · ·. . Ab!iut $400,000 has been appropriated
Peterson. tol<;l t)t~ Kentu~ky Assooation of. undergraduate students, and. m bll\ck admmt~' .. through a new minority teacher education law
Blacks m Higher Education. The conference trators and faculty members.
.
· :i· ·.1 that.allows the state to hire a full-time recruiter
enped yesterday.
..
.
.
If Mlll!'1y State..w_ere to ask for a new degree' ' pf minority teachers for Kentucky schools as
Some new laws, effective m July, might· program m July, given all those factors, we· well as to begin a scholarship program.

sions, financial aid and student
health.
.
The proposal before the regents
calls for the student health services
to collect enough fees to be self-supporting, and to not receive any fi.
nancial support from the university.
"I'm keying in, not so much in
academic ·areas, but very much in
stu<lerit-affairs areas, very much in

service areas," Iracane said.
He said he planned to ask his
questions "publicly - I'm not going
to do anything behind closed doors"
at the special regents meeting. No
date has ,been set for that meeting.
Told of lracane's remarks, Meredith declined to comment, except
to say that lracane had requested an
extra board meeting for discussioq
purposes only.
Meredith met with about 700
members of Western's faculty and
staff yesterday afternoon to go over
the budget-cut proposals. The proposal to suspend football "without
question was a painful decision....
It's a decision '_that llffects many
young people," Meredith said. "It is
a source of our minority male enrollment that 'we · will lose when
(football) goes away."
On the proposal that all faculty
return to full-time teaching loads,
Meredith said: ."This does. not less-

en our commitment to research and. ·
public service. We've still got to do ·
that. . . . It will mean stronger. demands on you; it means you have to.·
work harder and longe_r. That:
doesn't mean you haven't; but,lt's a·
time. that calls for extraordina1Y:.
moves on all of• our parts. We'll:·
have to do more, with less money."
There·.\vere few . questions· aftet-ward. __Several.people told'a reporter.·
, said ·,tliey hadn't '.,beard Venytlimg:,

,!,1J1;~1.w.u....r:tt::... ;.w... •.:..~aa '·•-i:tl-~
i new~. ,r1~u+¥-'~•·.". ;..r..:"' t.~~nl"i1ql

fleveral faculty oie~bers, int11t:1
viewed Thursday, before Meredith'S:,
talk, said they were willing to sup;.'.
port the plan for full-teaching loads
- and no pay increases ...:. as l9µg_
as they can. taking
·"look around·
and
. . th . .. .. ,.
other. areas .
ti.on. e. chin; ,
said John Reasoner, professof of
organic chemistry.
·
, ;,
"But If we have no teac;blrig ~
tants, 110 raises, no release time (fot'
reseafi:!t) a11d thinp ~rilll\ue as-~
•·in athletics," lie added, "I would lie..
' ups~t - and with good fe!IS(ln." ':.'

see

a
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Wave: of: education :refor,m !hits universities
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When the change takes effect
1t trains ,them· l>ecause of edµcation · from· those training •sessions 'colors
several years from·now -all prospechappeningJn sckpo!f ·9S.ire,s,ult_ of ' '
refunn., Of• the 1,~ teachers '.with II \fWKU:s· .teacher
i)ger' . tive t~chers,. will . be ,'~uired to
1
the 1990 ~ducation -reform, act.' . .,.,
undergraduate degrees· who gradu- ,;J!anl!ralz, associate.:'dfAA'!/l_i;t,t,t;he · study ·arts and SCJences, m. under. .
. · .• • •··•.· ·: \ r.. .
ated from July 1990 to June 1991,.j fg>llegeofEducation,··,.,,:,_•\
graduatesch90l,and,they"'.illhave
215 w~e fro"'. UK. ,
10 ~~_ve a maS!er's,.degree, to be
By Barbara Ward
·
·: · ·_;
; hi••\J3µt _any complete change•:m
Herald-Leader education .,;riter .
• 131'!dge said _UKs cl~sses are i f;tea~er,_training 'Y01tld be; premacertified to teach.
.
It's rtcit Jius.'_t tol-' kidilnym·;ote.
c:::==:!!!:c::::~:z:a:;;;-:;;==== !flcludmi: more l?UO~ti?n a1>?ut i i'/Jure,1:J'll!lkratz said. "If MY' dean
"It's the appropriate , way to
.
.
mte~ting \earnm~ -:-. m which : A_toldfj)ne he had comijletely , retrain teachers," Nystrand said.
Although k~tucky'.~ ed~cation
Within the last year, UK .has· phr~1cs \eachers _might mcorporate
his ~cl!,$.f:ti:ii~iin!( be' .
reform targets children in kinder- ·, established two large projects di,
wnting mto therr classrooms, for ,,cause of reform~l'd,:ask'h11ll,,wlien
Bridge of UK, however, disgarten through high school, the · rectly tied to refoµn: The· Institute
example.
.
. ,c, he's'•going, to' ddfiF~~lr,il'ieJliid.
agrees with doing away with under.aftershocks· are rippling all the way oCon Education Reform, part of the
_Many_UK classes alrea~y used •. :;'There;s~-~~~ th;ii'is.still in
graduate teaching degrees. "We've
up to the state's universities.
liege of Education, and a task. phtlosophtes of reform, particularly
the developmental stage," such as
never been willing to abandon what
force cif people in departments be~ th
d el0
tall
we feel is the best practi"ce "
And it's time fot that.to happen, , sides education.
,
ose C?Ocermng_ ev P'!1en Y
specifics on how elementary and
·
· " ·
some say.
•
I
appropnate .practices, ll!eanmg t!w,t
secondary curi-iculums •1 will , be
As Kentucky's education reform'
The education· reform niove- ,
As the state's flagship universi-:. chtldren ~hot,!ld learn things as they
changing, he said.
effort gets_older,_legislators' want to:_
ment nationwide, including in Ken- ty; UK is poised to contribute to: are ready.
·
· ·
•
·
· ·.- · .. ,
··
see universities play an even bigger
11,lcky, has been led - not by reform through research on learn,:
Richard Williams, principal of
;At the Uniih~il:}'.,_Qf Louisv\l,le,
role. ' ·
: ! ,~. " ,. ; · f ;
th
colleges - but by citizens; business I ing.
.
·
.· Nicholasville's Hattie C. Warner El~hich hnk~ rr~irt e '!1~m~~
0
. : "It's' absolutely· tl:\eir r~ponsipeople and politicians, said Robert
It's also working to
that the; ementary School, has used· UK to_
teac ers it turn out wit . ,
the changes .w~~e not. so d~matic.
b1ltty to take part,'' said state Sen.
Sexton of the Prichard Committee . backbone of the reform effort -: the , help train his staff about reforn1
David · Karem, D-Louisville, who
for Academic Excellence.
state's teachers - are equipped
changes.
·
The school has been ,a state
helped craft the reform legislation. 1
Colleges have "got to find some with needed techniques and infqrAnd he is pleased with .UK
~nter that studies teach.er educacreative and . aggressive ways to ination. ·
teaching graduates. ..
?onfor about five
'We were
"If I had ~ny criticism i~r high)
breakdownyearsofperceptionthat
'''In many cases, _the changes
"You.see a lot more harmony
m the refot'?,1 b1!5mess before the• · er education in general, it would be'
they are unreachable and that they require teachers who've taught a
between· the university _and public
law passed, ·said Ray Nysl!"and,
that I thought to some degree there
are out of touch,'' Sexton said.
long time to make changes in their
schools in terms of what they're
dl!a!I of the College of Education.
was a slow start This is a state-!
The University of Kentucky and. basic belief systeµi," said Connie A.
teaching and what we're practic-.
The biggest change at u·of Lis wide part to whicl:\ no in,vitations.
other schools in the state are trying Bridge, who heads the institute.
ing,'' he said.
a redesign of the teacher training were· sent nor should they have
·
to do just that.
. The university. has offered a
Around the state
program. The change is not a direct been sent." .
number of training programs for
-------result of school reform but will
Although -r~form is· well into teachers and principals.
Eastern Kentucky University
meld well with it,. Nystrand said.
toddlerhood, efforts at UK have not
turns
out
the
most
graduates.
with
. For example, elementary school
·had their first birthday.
teaching degrees, 344 in 1990-91. In
teachers are having to learn more
"The university never moves as .1 about ungraded primary classresponse to reform,- : it has made
fast as I'd like,"• said I Robert E. rooms, where children of different
changes in all of its teaching
1
Hemenway, chancello,r of the Lexages
are
grouped
together
and
learn
ington campus. ·
COT;ddition, ~o~e thar: 500 inthings as they are ready, not by a
It became clear to Hemenway standardized system. • ·
I service. training- workshops for
early on that UK should be a key
. "The University . of Kentucky , schools throughout southeastern
player•in the reform effort.
Kentucky have ·.been held at the
has been an invaluable resource for
Richmond campus since July, said
"Making students a priority is us," said Na.wanna Fairchild, who is
Keimetl:\ Henson, dean of the Colsomething that every segment ,of coordinating Fayette County's
lege of Education.
the educational chain has to be switch to primary classrooms,
Western Kentucky University,
involved in. . , . It matters to the which the reform requires.
which ranks second, also has held
university what's happening in kinUK, which ranks fourth in the
several hundred workshops for
dewirten," he said.
state for the number of teachers it
teachers and principals.
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'UK toid"NCAA"ii found

evidence. cash was sent
By RICHARD WILSON,
GIL IAWSON
and PAT FORDE
Staff Writers
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky, in its 1989 res
sponse to NCAA allegations against
th~ UK men's basketball program,
said there was "persuasive evidence" .to conclude that $1,000 in
cash was in an overnight mail package when it left the campus on its
way to the father of a recruit.
But university investigators said
they were unable to determine who
put the money in the envelope.
The cash was discovered when
the package popped open in transit
and the incident prompted the year'.
long investigation that led to severe
penalties against the UK program.
The university yesterday released
its more than 4,000-page response
in the wake of the state Supref!!e
Court's April 9 ruling that the document was not exempt under Ken_tucky's Open Records Law.
The Courier-Journal filed a lawsuit seeking the records and was
late~joined in the effort by the Lexington ~erald-Leader and The Kentucky Post.
A small portion of UK's response
had previously been · made public,
but two parts containing the bulk of
the material remained confidential
under a March 1989 ruling by thenFayette Circuit Judge George Barker.
A copy of the documents released
yesterday was to be available for ,
public inspection at the school's
Margaret I. King Library, spokesman Bernie Vonderheide said.
The university did not disclose· a
total of 25 documents and exhibiis
dealing with the other key violation
- the NCAA's conclusion that player Eric Manuel cheated on a college
entrance test he took in Lexington
in mid-1987.
The material was withheld in order. to comply with a federal judge's
Januaiy 1989 permanent restraining
order keeping Manuel's his academic record private.
But documents on a related allegation - concerning misleading:
statements given to investigators showed significant discrepancies in
the details surrounding Manuel's
transportation to and from the test
at Lafayette High School.
The university concluded that former basketball coach Eddie Sutton
may have wanted· the NCAA to get
false information regarding Manuel's transportation to the test.
The NCAA's Infractions Committee found UK guilty of 11 of the 18
charges leveled against the basketball program. The NCAA said the
penalties would have been more se,
vere had it not been for the school's
cooperation, which. then-President
David Roselle insisted upon.
Among the most serious violations was that assistant coach
Dwane Casey sent an Emery Air
Freight package with $1,000 inside
to Claud Mills, the father of Los Angeles recruit Chris· Mills.-After•the,
package,:broke1open ,in«translt.;at,

Emery's Los Angeles .terminal, Casey denied sending the money and
the Millses denied· receiving it.
Chris Mills was declared ineligible to !)lay for UK and transferred
to the University of Arizona.
In its response, UK cited "the
clear weight of the_ •evidence" to
conclude that the $1,000 was in the

package, which iils'o contained a
videotape being returned to Claud

Mills.

"Fl!rlhermore, there is no evidence that the money was placed in
the Emery package by any third
person after it left the university.
Therefore, there is credible and P.!lr.
/\A CJ 'if~-:;;>
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SCHOOL REFORMS.-INl'ACT
BY MICHAEL JENNINGS' .

.

_FRANKFO¥'f, Ky. - Apart from some the next two school years
·.
nunor embroidery, the 1992 legislature left
R ·
· ·
·
i!ltac_t'the landmark school-reform legisla- pl!e~1u:; all. e_leme~~ry schools to im-tion 1t enacted two years ago, But, because combining· ~~~ e;form law..-·
of budget P_.';O_blems, school funding didn't , grade in_to a sing!~ pro~en. _l'?thught tl!irdd ·
match the VIS!On of 1990.
.
l l
WI . OU gra e.
Merely sticking with the ambitious and eve s -: by the 1993-9 school year... ·
expensive reform plan in the midst of a re- . ■ Revise the process for removing :in-•
cession wasn't easy. To do so, legislators .competent ~r con:upt local school officials.
had to let much of the rest of state govern- ~e samile bdill clharifies ~e powers of school,,
meilt go begging..
.
unc s an sc O?I boards and spells out a.
They also .had to fend off the teacher lob- pthrocess
efforts ·to undermine
ecounfcils~r hand/ing
·
by, whih
c !lied .to delay a. testing program
· ·
· ·
.
··
that could,lead to the transfer or firing of
■ If the state sclilK!l·board agrees, alfow·
0
teachers at schools. where. students score
.Is ~
textl_>ook mime)'. to buy nonpoorly: Efforts to siphon money from re. ition
truetional ,matenals, such· as
forms mto teacher pay likewise proved un- computer _software. .
: .:
successful. •
·
■ Toughen ~ P!an for 3:i~ng misman- .
There were some scary moments·in the aged school districts .. by givmg the state
H~use, where teacher-friendly committees school_ ho~ ~wer to in~ervene in or ~e
tned to gut the testing program and deny over distrtcts with chrome problems,
funds for regional service centers for
■·AII~w l!te instructional use of excerpts
s~hools. But the Senate and an end-of-ses- fi:om histonc documents that contain relis1on conference committee restored gious references.
enough money to keep both programs via- . For the state1s universities and commu- ·
ble.
. _
.
ruty . colleg1:5, . the .legislative session .
Compared to the governor's budget re- brou~t conlinumg. financial blight and the
, quest, the final bud_get reduced _funding for prolDIS~ of better qualified, less political
cent~rs that coordinate social and health gove~ boards. . . - ••. . . . .
_.
·
seml;l!s for students and their •families.
l'f!e eight state universities will suffer·
Funding grew for a program of after.-school funding cuts next year, but the University·
or 51!mnter remedial instruction, and a de- o~ Kei:itucky Community College System _
du~on for stu~ents who spend part of the histoncal\y t~e most -under-funded part·: of'
day m a vocational school was made less Kentucky s higher-education system - will ·
drastic.
.
get lev~l· funding. In 1993-94, funding for·
In the end, every !llajor reform initiative th~ entire system will grow by about3 pergot some funding. The allocation from the c~nt. The Ge!leral funcl appropriation for
state General Fund. roughly matched the hi~her education shrinks from $702 million ·
~overnor's request, which even the Educa- this year to $689 million next year then
ti_on Department called liberal .under the rebounds to $711 million in 1993-94.'
crrcumstances.
:
. The sessioi:i's mo!!! ~portant piece of'
. F~r each of the next two years, all school higher-ed~calion legislation ends all curdistrtcts are guaranteed at least as much rent appomtments to university governing
money per student as they got the prior boards and -the state Council on Higher·
year._ That's a double-edged pledge, howev- Educa~on and give§ Gov. Brereton Jones
er, smc~ a recent revision of the student authonty to make new apP9intments.
count will produce a per-student funding
Jones must, however, .ensure continuity
reduction this .year.
.
·
_
by l'eappointing ·at least half the current
Nonetheless, '. many distlicts will get members of each board. His other appoin!110.re !Roney, thanks to full funding of an tees must come from a.slate ·of candidates
mcentive plan for districts that raise taxes. recompiended by a new screening panel.
beyond the required minimum.
..
. A bill that w~uld have revoked a health
. Acc~rding to the Education Accountabil- msurance. reqwrement that is highly unity Office, the General Fund budget pro- popular with college students easily passed ,
vides 1.6 percent growth in elemenlaiy .and the· House, . but never emerged from the
.secondary school funding in 1992-93 fol- Senate Health.and Welfare Committee
, lowed. by 4.9 percent growth in 1993-94 • At Jones' request,, the legislature set up
' when spending will total .$2.24 billion. ' !\Rd, funded a program to measure universiSchool _related bills that passed both . lies ..progress toy."ard ~oals in teaching, rehouses. will:.
. . ,
. .. .•
. search 31:1d p_ublic semce. A separate meas■ Ch8!1Jlel more .than $63 millio~ to '!re requrres the Council on Higher Educas_chool districts _f9.i:_1Ae purchase of educa- lion to_ clelay approval of any new lhigher
.lion~ technol?gy over the next two years, · edu~lion_ program·until·the _institu~on re_provided the•(~~-put-i;iip':lanl, ~ual\'ques~:lt ll!~ls;;_l~;.(or 1ntprovmg op-amount of money•... :; . ·· __ ;,,:/:'·~ . _ .po!IUnitie~_forJl!;ck: ~dents and faculty
■ Allow local school boards,to.
• 0 _members.,:..
_
·.
students to attend remedial instru~ ' ; In,the third branch of the state's educa. after school·or·in the summer:·An--amends···tioll!'1.system,._the...Workforce Development
ment,says schools·mov pro 'd '
.
:,Cab!R~t. Y!)CllliOnalceducators won JI guarfor t~che.r· ,_ ·· ·· '=~& YI, ~!119,l"!l time s"antee tliat· theiranilual<: · .-. .,.,tii · ·

~J-

1i:

·••,_;, •.,.... s~}1Y.~~ll.l!P;.\(!;jiylj,J nikel> would c,it1n.,,ffllffloti-l:f~;J;. ~;!

suasive evidence upon which to
conclude that the money at the Emeiy terminal on March 31 (1988)
was in the Casey-Mills Urgent Letter when it left the university on
March 30," the respons~ added.
While UK contended 1t could not
determine who put the money in the
package, it reported that Casey .~~d
"a substantial amount of cash m
Februaiy 1988. Casey contended he
was using the· money to pay debts
and expenses.
In its original May 1989 report,
the NCAA concluded that Casey
sent the money to Claud Mills.
Nearly a year later, in denying Casey's appeal of sanctions against
him the NCAA said that Casey
cashed a $10,000 check seven weeks
before he mailed the Emeiy pack- .
age to Claud Mills and later could
account for only $8,250 in "miscellaneous expenses."
The NCAA did not say who gave
Casey the checli, or that the $1,000
sent to Claud Mills came from the
unaccounted-for $1,750. But the
NCAA reaffirmed its earlier conclusion that Casey put the money in
the overnight envelope.
The NCAA noted that due. to Casey's involvement in several of the
allegations, if he seeks_ another
coaching job by 1994 he will have to
appear before the NCAA's infr~ctions committee to detemune
whether any sanctions should follow him to his new school.
UK's response to the Emeiy-related allegation essentially detailed the
route of the package from UK's basketball office to the Mills' residence
in Los Angeles. It detailed some
conflicting testimony by Emeiy employees at the company's Los Angeles terminal and telephone calls the
day of the package's deliveiy between Claud Mills and Casey, as
well as between Claud Mills and
Emeiy officials.
At one point, after be_in_g informed
that a package contam!'.'g mo'!ey
had arrived at the temunal, Mills
told an Emeiy supervisor that "he
was not expecting any money, that
he did not want the money and that
Emeiy should send it back," the UK
response said.
·
The response also said Mills became angiy when the Emeiy official
referred to the money as "bonus"
from UK.
.
But in a later call to Emeiy, Mills
wanted to know when his package
would be delivered and why Emeiy
had opened it.
.
According to the response, Mills
called Casey in Lexington that same
day and asked whether Casey h~d
returned two videotapes of games m
which his son had played. Casey
verified he had sent one tape the
previous day.
Mills also told Casey that someone representing himself as an E1!1·
eiy official had called him and srud
that $1,000 in cash had been found
with a videotape. The response a~ded that Mills had reported a senes
of "prank calls" from UCLA or
UNLV boosters but Casey said he
didn't take that information seriously, the response said.
.
Casey who was traveling ftom
Lexingt~n to Kansas City that day,
learned later in another telephone
conversation with Mills that the
package had been delivered.
UK began its investigation of the
incident on April 8, 1988, after a Los
Angeles Daily News reporter called
Roselle for comment on a story he
was preparing :about the;,paekage,
and .cash,c,Th1i'<next. dav UK I.aw..·

School Dean Robert Lawson, legal
counsel Joe Burch and Athletic Director Cliff Hagan met with Casey,
who denied sending any money to
Mills.
After an Emeiy official in Los Angeles confirmed that money had
been found in the package, UK notified the NCAA of the incident. ·
Manuel was found by the NCAA
to have cheated on the American
College Test and was banned from
playing for any of the 800 NCAA
member schools. He finished his
college career this year at NAIA
power Oklahoma City, guiding that
school's .team to back-to-back national championships.
After failing twice to score high
enough on the SAT to be eligibile,
Manuel scored a 23 on the ACT on
June 13, 1987.
The ACT later invalidated Manuel's score, and it was reported in
December 1988 that 211 of Manuel's
219 test answers were identical to
those of a student who sat next to
him.
A related allegation cites misleading information Casey, Manuel and
Sean Sutton gave about details surrounding Manuel's test. Lafayette
High School basketball coach Donnie Harville drove Manuel and Sutton - who, despite having already
achieved the necessaiy score for eligibility, was taking the ACT again
- to Lafayette High to take the test.
But Casey, Manuel and Sutton told
investigators otherwise.
Casey told NCAA and UK officials
on July 11, 1988, that he believed
Manuel went to the test site with
Sean Sutton. The two players testified the same thing the next day.
Harville, however, testified that
he. had coordinated transportation
to the test with Casey in two phone
conversations that week. Casey recalled only a single conversation
and said he "totally had forgotten"
about the arrangement with Harville.
On Aug. 19, Manuel reversed his
earlier testimony and said he and
Sutton went with Harville. In the
same interview, he said Sutton
drove himself, following Harville,
and that Manuel returned to Wildcat Lodge with Sutton, not Harville.
Confronted with Harville's testimony that he drove Manuel back to
Wildcat Lodge, Manuel said he
couldn't recall the travel arrangements.
·
Finally, in the same interview,
Manuel admitted that he "...
thought it was illegal for any of the
high school coaches to drive you
over to a test. That's why I didn't
mention it the first time."
On Sept. 22, Sean Sutton told investigators: "I had seemed to forgot
that Coach Harville came over at
the last minute while we were fixing
to get in my car and we went ahead
and rode over there with him."
Casey and UK basketball secretaiy Marta McMackin gave investigators information implying that
after hearing about the testimony of·
Sean Sutton and Manuel, Eddie Sutton wanted Harville to give the
NCAA misleading information.
Casey and McMackin said Eddie
Sutton spoke with Casey after Manuel and Sean Sutton gave their depositions. Sutton denied such a conversation took place.

Casey said Sutton wanted him to
speak to Harville before Harville
was interviewed by the NCAA and
to inform the Lafayette coach of the
testimony given by Manuel and his
son.
"If true," the university's response states, "Coach Casey's statement suggests that Coach Sutton
wanted Coach Harville to give false
and misleading information to the
NCAA, in order to cover up the erroneous statements made (by Sean
Sutton and Manuel)."
·
The committee's report also said
there bad been a "breakdown" in
UK's administrative control over its
men's basketball program. Other
violations included improper inducements to recruits.
The controversy prompted t!'e
resignations of Sutton, Casey, ass1Stant coaches James Dickey and Jimmy Dykes and ~agan. Ro~l:lle also
resigned later m 1989, citing the
basketball probe and its effect on
his presidency as part of his reason
for taking the presidency at the University of Deleware.
•
The response listed the coaches'
and Hagan's resignations among
the corrective actions taken by UK.
It said that while Hagan liad no personal knowledge of the violations,
UK · believed "new and stronger
leadership" was needed to administer the athletic program.
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·Education council
-will study raising
college tuition
By MICHAEi, JENNINGS
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Ken•
tucky Council on Higher Education
plans to take a fresh, hard look at
whether tuition rates should be· increased.
Because of dwindling state fund'
ing, ''you've got to address the tu•
ition situation" to prevent the erosion of quality, member Terry
McBrayer said before the council
endorsed a study of tuition and stu•
dent fees yesterday.
This is "a long.term (problem),
and we"re going to have to address
it in a-long-term way," McBrayer, of
Lexington, said.
·
Last fall, the council agreed that
tuition at the state's universities and
community colleges be increased by
from 2.9 percent to 4.8 percent in
each of the next two fiscal years.
Undergraduates will pay from
$350 a semester at community colleges to $840 a semester at the Uni•
versity of Kentucky and University
of Louisville. Council members said
they probably won't tamper with
_those rates but that they will review
1993-94 rates.
The state's universities have had
to endure back-to-back funding cuts
- by former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson last fall and by the General Assembly this year. As a result, uni•
versity budgets have been trimmed
back to about the same amount of
money for general operations next
year as they received in. 1990-91.
U of L President Donald Swain who, among the presidents, spoke
most forcefully for a new look at tuition rates - said there is a "gathering consensus" on his campus that
tuition rates should be raised.
In an interview, Swain said the
demands on state dollars in other
areas besides higher education will
continue to grow. He said universities have trimmed personnel and
programs to the point wliere the
only option is to ask students who
can afford higher tuition to pay it.
Part of the tuition revenues, he
said, can then be put aside for fi.
nancial aid for students who need it
most, thus preserving student access· to education while netting
more money for operations.
(Jim Howard, president of
U of L's Student Govetninent Association, did not agree with Swain.
He said U of L students are already
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facing as much as a 13 percent increase in costs next fall because of
higher tuition, a computer fee and a
fee for mandatory health insurwice.)
UK President Charles Wethington
urged that fuition increases be considered only as a last resort. But
council member Jack Rose, who
made the motion to study the cur•
rent policy, said that increasing student fees, as some universities have
done, is not a satisfactory solution.
"Fees have a. tendency to upset
people, maybe as much as tuition,"
while producing less revenue than a
tuition increase, said Rose, who is
superintendent of Calloway County
schools.
The council's finance committee
probably won't have the study finished before fall, said panel Chairman J. David Porter- of Lexington.
''l think there's a realization that
there are a lot of students who
could afford to pay higher tuition
who aren't" and that the extra revenue could be redistributed to needier students, Porter said- in an interview..
·
He . said the idea of graduated,
need-based tuition rates is "a real
popular concept around the nation
right now."
University presidents recited a litany of hardships wrought by recent
budget cuts. Western Kentucky University President Thomas Meredith
said his school had tried to "protect
the classroom as best we can, but
everything else on campus has had
.dramatic suffering."
Morehead State University President C. Nelson Grote, who retires
this summer, said he hadn't expected to spend his final year "cutting
the arms and legs off the university
I dearly love." Cuts in financial aid
and class scheduling could cause
next fall's enrollment to shrink by
some 400 students from last fall's
8,800, he said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

University
presidents
debate rise
in tuition·
By Mark R. Challgran
Associated Press

Students might be called on to
pay-higher tuition to make up some
of the money lost by state budget
cuts, some university presidents
said yesterday.
·
University of Louisville President Donald Swain told the Council
on Higher Education that the debate is quality vs. cost.
"There is a gathering consensus
that tuitipn ought to be raised "
Swain said.
'
Swain said fewer state dollars
means_ that _the quality of higher
education wdl erode. He outlined a
proposal that would increase tuition
by as much as 15 percent, with a
third_ of the new money going for
financial aid, for needy students and
the rest for general university use.
University of Kentucky l'resi-·
dent Charles Wethington said a
tuition increase is not an immediate
prospect.
·
"The last thing we want to do is
rush in here and try to solve this
budget reduction by a tuition increase," Wethington said.
The council sets tuition rates for
all public universities and community colleges. The rates are set well
in advance and already are in place
for the 1992-93 and 1993-94 school

years.
For the regional universities
tuition for full-time, in-state under'.
graduate students will increase 3.1
percent next -year and 4.5 percent
the year after. For UK and U of L
the rates will rise 3.7 percent and
4.8 percent.
. .
Students at regional universities
pay $670 a semester for tuition.
Students at UK and U of L pay
$840 a semester.
Swain said a further increase
could .be proposed for the 1994
school year.
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B y ~ ~ol(Ltf:~il!~), home oii'tlie'weekends.

.
"If the.~ ~business
community
- - ', ' .
•
.' . ·· .
· · .,t,. _ thinks th~ West~mhas been a suit-BOWLING GREEN, ~Y- .;,_- case college in_the past, wait till_ we
Western Kentucky Umversity - drop football here and take (up to)
needs_ to sell 5,000 season foot- six weekends away," Wesf said
ba!} ti~ts an~ 3,000- membe~- With football, "maybe 1,000 to 2,000
ships m_ the Hillt?PJl!!r ~etic students stay in town. Wait till they
Foundation to mamtaln its foot•
. th wh . · ally dri · "
ball program at the current level, see 1t en,_ en 1t re . es up.
foundation director Gmy West
West said Western will look to
said yesterday.
.
al~ and potential f~ living in
That's. 4,000 more season tick• Bowling Green, Scottsville, Frank·
ets and .1,500 more memberships !in, Russellville, Glasgow and even
than last year.
·
Nashville for support.
lt's a tall order, and one that
Season football tickets are $40
will have to be filled in the next each. The Hilltopper Athletic Foun10 days, since Western'S' board dation has annual membership fees
of regents is scheduled to act on ranging from $25 to $1,500.
a proposal to suspend the foot-·
''The people that think Western
ball progra_m as well as 0ther football means a quality of life for
bud~et-cutttng measures on our students, our community and
April 30.
!< 12-person committee headed- our area, if it means- · enough to
by Western President Thomas them, they n~ to come .o?t and
Meredith has offered a variety of buy season tickets and JOm the
proposals to help Western deal HAF," West said.
with a $6.1 million budget short•
fall, caused largely by a $4.4.mil•
lion cut in state funding. Aside
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from suspending football, the
committee has proposed raising
student fees, eliminating staff
positions arid using a tuition increase proposed by the state
Council on Higher Education to
make ends meet.
_ Westem's athletic departmen:t
has scheduled a news conference tomorrow morning to discuss its plans to raise the needed
support for the football program,
an
__ Y of th~ facts w~re bling to hide the truth about its
new - there had to
and !=banges that are being conprized basketball program long besidered to keep it alive this fall.
be new material in
fore
he came to Lexington. And UK
Western will have a new footthe
4,333
pages
that
1s
hardly
the only university ever
ball schedule since it has wiih):he
University
of
Kentucky
fought
to see its dedication to truth sacri- .
drawn from the Gateway conferto keep secret. But overall,. there
ence. West said the new sched~ced on the altar of winning athletule will offer as many home
was a depressing familiarity about
ics
teams.
games as possible with "natural
the
material
in
UK's
1989
report
to
In
this instance, happily, the
rivals" - such as Murray, Eastthe NCAA.
ern, Austin Peay and Louisville
. university remained true to its
- to boost attendance.
..
guiding principles. Former UK ·
. On page. after page; the report
West said the news about West,
recounted the same litany of details President David Roselle demanded
em possibly dropping its football
~d got a ~I and candicj investiga.
that
have beco,me standard fare irt
program has drawn anguished retion, a deos10n that was both ethisponses from people with ties to
stories about big-time college athWestern football - ranging from
cal
and practical. UK's candor
letics: An envelope full of cash.
players' parents to supporters of the
probably
saved the basketball proCheating on an entrance exam. Unmarching band.
gram
from
the NCAA's "death penreported income for coaches.
But few of those who have written
Coaches encouraging the efforts of alty" and made possible the team's
letters of support have offered new
return to prominence this season.
money for the program; rough)y
a self-appointed recruiter whose
$500,000 is needed tci keep it going.
motives were. nothing if not obviLooking over the report to the
"l hate to use a cliche, but the
ous.
And
from
every
corner
ofthe
NCAA,
though, you have to wontime has come where people have to
basketball
program,
duplicity
arid
der.
If
that
envelope hadn't popped
put their money where their mouth
finger-pointing and stonewalling in open in Los Angeles, would any of
is," West said.
West said football is battling
an effort to keep the truth from
the dirty secrets of the UK basketemerging.
·
Westem's long tradition of empha· ball- program ever have become
sizing men's basketball, and the fact
knowrt? And without such a drathat many Western students go
This drive to deny and obscure
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-Same old. song

NCAA ~rt:pairits UK in an unflattering light

M

is the most depressing thing about
the story of what went wrong with
UK basketball under former coach
Eddie Sutton. Not that the trend
began with Sutton. UK was scram-

matic incident, would UK ever
have faced the truth? You'd like to
thi~ so. But reading the re~rt?
you.d have to be a hopeless optimist to think it would have happened that way.
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By FRAN ELLERS and MICHAEL JENNINGS

Staff Writers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - At the same time the
Jones administration was Inviting m~mbers of
state university boards and · the Council on
Higher Education to apply for reappointment
last month, a Jones campaign committee was
asking some of those same people for con1:ributions tQ retire a $1 million debt.
Officials · with the adniinistration and Gov.
Brereton Jones' committee to retire the debt from
his 1987 race for lieutenant governor said yesterday that that was merely a coincidence.
But council member Jack Rose brandished
the two letters yesterday at a council meeting
and chastised Jones, who has crusaded for
tougher ethics laws for state officials, for being
hypocritical.
.
"He may end up being the worst example
we've had of abuse," said Rose, who was a
supporter of Jones' predecessor, Wallace Wilkinson. "I just think he doesn't play by his own
rules."
At least nine of the more than 100 people on
state- university boards and the Council _on
Higher Education probably got the fundraising letters, which weilt to more than 9,000
people who had given $500 or less to Jones
during the governor's race, according to Jack
Hall, the chief fund-raiser.
Those letters went out from March 18
through March 23. Also on March 18, the governor's office-sent application forms to current.
members of state university boards.
and•· members of the Council on
Higher Education.
A law .passed by the 1992 General
Assembly, and advocated by Jones,
reshuffles the boards this year by
requiring the governor to choose
members from a list of those recommended by a nominating panel.
Rose said yesterday that he did not
apply.
"The governor did not realize that
Mr. Rose had been a contributor,"
Jones' chief of staff, Diana Taylor,
said yesterday. "It has been clear,
however,. from Mr. Rose's statements that he doesn't support the
new approach to removing the in. . fluence of petty politics from the
process....
"It is the height of slllii1ess to suggest that the board appointments
are for sale and that the timing of
the letters is anything more than coin~dental."
The 1987 Jones campaign for lieutenant governor subsisteq in part on
a loan from Jones himself, and by
late 1991 his debt and interest had
grown to more than $1. 7 million.

~oiies has, '~f detemiliied""to: te:;~month 'Jones '.Jssiied'J'ait'-apii!~ ·
.coup the clelit,_i~Itlio~,h~~~ l!!'k-af!er i t ~ dlscoverecr;ttiat_'so111e'':
personally solieiting ~l!tr/P.),!llons, fund-rai$g letters.::b.ad'-.,gone
·· . J!all said after checking campaign state m!)ritempfoyees., Tbe law prorecords-yesterday that.about:eight hibits merit employees from·~
.regents or trustees (of a total of 100) solicited for campaign contriliuprobably got one of the fund-raising tions.
· ·
;:
letters.
-< And _last year, former Attorney
The sole criterion for sending the ~neral Fred Cowan's campaign for
!!!tiers was· a t9mputer-generated lieutenant governor suffered a blow
list of people who contributed $500 when it became public that a fundor less to Jones in last year's prima- raising letter had .gone to a Lexingry and general elections,.he said. He .ton architect who had been subpoesaid he had not been asked to cull naed to testify in a case that
any ilames from the list because of Cowan's office was investigating.
possible conflicts. ·
Asked yesterday if the governor
In the letter, Hall said that the should be more diligent In avoiding
. debt had been reduced to a little· potential conflicts, Taylor replied
more than $1 million with the help that the governot's office is not and
of a fund-raising event on the eve of will not, be involved in fund-~ing.
Jones' inauguration.
·
Kevin Hable, who is secretary of
''We are now making niajor ef.' the governor's Cabinet and also a
fort .t~ retire the remaining debt, member of ·the Council on Higher
and 11 IS our hope that you will help Education, did not attend yesterus," says the letter from Hall. ''We day's meeting and referred ques,
would' like you to consider making a .tions about the governor's fundcontribution equal to what you. con- raising policy to Taylor.
tributed in the governor's race."
But Hable ·said, "Gov. Jones
This isn't the first time a mass would not have been so insistent on
m8!Jing has _caused problems for changing the system if he had w1111tsomeone trying to raise. money ed to play political games with the
while holding state ,:iffic;e. Last appointments." ·
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UK ruling is vidory for public

T

he people'~ rig~t to know
won a maJor victory before the Kentucky Supreme Court.
The state's highest court ruled
that the University of i<:entucky's
entire 4,000-page response .to
charges by the NCAA is a public
record that must be made available
to the people.
The university claimed various
exemptions from the open records
·1aw, including a provision for confidentiality to prevent invasion of
privacy. The Supreme Court said
public interest outweighed privacy
considerations in this case.
The university paid 'a Lexington
law finn more than $400,000 to
·conduct interviews and compile the
response to 18 NCAA charges, and
the court ruled "the public has a
legitimate interest in its contents."
We agree. The investigation involved violations of NCAA rules
on academics and recruiting by the
UK basketball program It led to
Eddie Sutton's r~ignation as coach
in March 1989 and the banning of
two players - Eric Manual, who
transferred to Oklahoma City Uni-

versity, and Chris Mills, who trans
ferred to Arizona
The Wildcat basketball program was put on probation for
three years, including a two-year
ban on post-season play. The ban
ended this year, when Kentucky
lost the NCAA East Regional title
game to eventual national champion Duke.
The importance of the ruling
goes far beyond gaining public
access to the response. UK's basketball program has served its probation, the coach and players involved in the investigation have
departed, and the response has lost
much of its news value.
However, the decision sends an
important message thattax-supported government agencies.cannot
conduct their work in secrecy. The
decision is a major victory for
access to public records, and that's
good news - not just for journalists, but for all Kentuckians. In a
democratic society, the interests of
the people can only be served when
government operates in the open.
-The (Ashland)
Daily Independent
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Athletic group
may give U of L
$400,000 boost
·

By BEN Z. HERSHBERG

Staff Writer
The University of Louisville Athletic Association plans to make an
unprecedented donation to the administration - $400,000 in the next
fiscal year - to help ease the
school's budget crunch.
.U of L has been ordered by the
state to cut more than $5 million
from its budget for next year, which
begins July 1.
The athletic association is a semiindependent organization established in 1983 to insulate U of L ·
from athletic-program losses. It is
funded primarily by football and
basketball ticket revenue, payments
for the broadcast of athletic events
and contributions. .
_The ~ti_QI!_ l!as paid U o~ I,.
for tutoring of athletes and other
academic expenses and has given
· $3 million toward the new Student
Activities Center. It also is contributing $5 million for land acquisition
to support construction of athletic
facilities.
The $400,000 gift will be proposed today by1 association director
Bill Olsen at a meeting of the
group's finance committee. This will
be the association's first attempt to
help with a direct contribution toward university operations.
How the money will be provided
from the association's annual operating budget, which is $12.9 million
this year, isn't clear yet, said Kevin
Miller, the association's unit business manager. Miller said he is
looking for ways to do that.
Olsen couldn't be reached for
comment yesterday.

.. · · It also- wasn't clear where the
money will go.
"I'm sure the faculty will be vecy
grateful," sai<! Jacquelpl Reid, ass_ociate professor of nursmg and chllll'woman of the faculty senate.
•
Last fall, when the state ordered
its first round of budget cuts for
higher education, about $3.6 million
from U of L's operating budget, •the
faculty suggested looking to the athletic association for help, Reid said.
U of L · President Donald Swain
was reluctant to do so then because
the athletic association and the university had tried t<i keep their fi.
nances independent.
In hindsight, it's good Swain
didn't tum to the athletic· association then, Reid said, because the
contribution to be proposed today
by the association. would not have
been available.
Robert P. Benson Jr., chairman of
the board of trustees, said the proposal is "a one-time thing" so it
can't be relied on to help with future cuts. But it will help next year,
"It's a credit to our athletic department that they understand"
U of L's need for financial help,
Benson said.
Benson said he didn't know how
U of L would use the funds.
Swain couldn't be reached ,for
comment yesterday. Trustees familiar with his proposals to modify
budget-cutting plans were reluctant
to· discuss them.
Arno Spatola, a chemistcy professor and a director of the athletic association, said he had heard some
discussion of plans for the group to .

help U of L in its budget crunch.
Spatola said he had no details of
those plans.
Spatola said it's fortunate the ath:
letic association was made self-supporting years ago, because. few universities' athletic programs now pay
for the.mselves.
Some schools facing budget cuts
are deciding whether to eliminate
sports programs. A Western Kentucky University· ·study group has
even proposed eliminating the football program to save money.
As for how the money should be
.spent, Spatola said, ''My preference
would be for the money to go to the
libracy to buy mane fraphs and
books/' The U of L libracy has· too
little money to buy the materials it
needs to support research, he· said.
The contributions will also be. an
important symbolic gesture, Spatola
said It may not cover a great deal
of the budget cut, but faculty members will appreciate the help, he
said.
Even symbolic help from the athletic association will help morale, he
said. "Some of us feel ·like we've
been kicked while we're down."
The administration has ordered
more teaching by U of L's faculty
and recently discussed asking faculty members to advise students mote
and take on other duties. Payments
for teaching. extra courses in the
summer and evenings may decline;
Spatola said.
University plans for budget cuts
will be discu~sed by the trustees' finance committee this morning.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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__ . During th_e same year, universities ,.
-' supported 69 1
percent of, all foreign ,
graduate'students., Of all U.S. citizens, c
42;.peq:ent re¢ei".f!i ·such ·aidt, ' .l -:'";-0,.
· · Without'-µelp, bla/:k ~caii,stu-, ..
dents who entec. graduate programs . ·
·must .I>aY ,for 'their education them,---.
selves,, whicli generally, means;taking:c
out-- loans., By the·,time·,they,•:liave,,.·
·' re&ived.-their degrees they-end up·far: ,;
- deeper--.. in.debt_ than· do,eithi;r-:white
_s!t!~eittsccjr foreign students;, .. :.:·. ... ·,_

said,"isthatthereissomesortofa
plan or conspiracy or whatever to
favor foreign students over American minority students."

The numbers
Overall, the number of white
Americans getting doctorates has
decreased as the total number of
students shrinks and as other professional options, such as business
school, become more popular. Some
groups, such as Asian-Americans,
Hispanic-Americans and black
women, have been making modest
irtcreases, while the number of
black men earning doctorates has
plummeted.

- "':'Iii•lljiiiftiber;tif impiiitiiiffields,:
__ all;U.S:;univehrlties.~'do--iiot:
award even>a-sirigle'·doctorati:to if
'bJack:Amencanstudent:whilegra<i-''
uatirig'dO?.ellS of foreign students;
In 1990, for example, foreign students earned 86 doctorates in "applied mathematics, &5 iri molecillarbiology; 63 in elementary particle
physics, ·33 in oceanography and 37
in philosophy.
Not .·a single black student
earned a doctorate in any of those
fields that- year. And no Ph.D.s in
ecology, geology or biophysics were
received by black students in 1990.
Black students feel discouraged
from even applying to l(raduate
schools, says Frank Newman, president of the Education Commission
of the States, a Denver-based research and .policy advisory group.
· Newman. made the analogy to
students going out for the college
football team - who are told the
coacii•. thinks they are talented, but
not .good enough to have a scholarship.-:

ask

"If minority students
about
possible research assistantships,"
Newman- said, "and are told 'You're
good stucient, but not good
enough to be supported financially,'
they get the message, and in many
cases they don't even_ apply.",

a

Meanwhile, the black students
see many foreign students· getting
research · and teaching assistantships, often coming to a university
with such aid guaranteed in advance because they have very high
test scores and recommendations
from professors overseas.
"Graduate school is cloning,''
Newman said. "If you're a physicist
or a mathematician, and some grad
student comes from Taiwan who is
superb in math, · you get really
excited,''· he said referring to senior
professors. ''But- if he comes from
Detroit, he may'be excellent, but he
may need coacl;tlng, help, assistance, and that's a whole different
game for the professor."
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cut about 65- full-time positions.
That works out to about 81
employees - including as many as
25 non-tenur~ faculty members Who would be out of work.. The
school bases its cuts on the number
of positions, not the number of
workers; in some cases, two ormore
people work part-time and share a
single position.
In addition, the administrators
urged the board to cut
•Two part-time temporary positions.
• Five "fixed-term" positions.
The people now in those positions
were hired only for a set length of
time. Their terms all expire by July.
• Twenty seasonal part-time positions. These are mostly summer
jobs that have not yet been filled.
The exact number of people
who would be put out of work has·
not been settled.
By eliminating all those positions, however, the university
would save $2.8 million, said Porter
Dailey, vice president for .administration and fiscal services.
A reduction in state higher education spending has forced_.M'.orehead to cut its budget by $5.8
million in 1992,93.
,
The Board of Regents will decide on the proposed job cuts and
other cost-saving measures May 22,
Faculty il,nd staff are upset
about the proposed job cuts, saying
they are unfair and could hurt.
academics.
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.~'at.Morehead'State-Unii·,
versiqi .probably '.will .ruif halt:
'Rowan Couiity's'.'progn!:ss,':busi0
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. ''It's-going to hurt, of COtJrse; i
but' it's not •going to Jiill'' us " :
said Briini
.Hood•;
..: ,.riff'
....
,. ' miula
.... _ger_
·PeKay's TV· and Appliam:es: . :.;
· Rowan is one·. of "the few
Eastern Kentucky, "counties' .to'
gain populatiomin the 1980s." Its'
economy. 'is steady, ,and "there'
have . been: no major, layoffs,
except those·coming at·the uni-,
versity. -., ,:: •",
.:..:, :,Y'
· Morehead, the coilhtf,s lar1h
est employer. with l,lQO people,:-might, dismiss more than "100_
workers because of state.budget ·
cuts,
, ·
•-·_ ..,:_ .. ---"Any time your _iargestsin'
gle employer sees fit to i:ut jobs,
that's a concern, but we're- not
going. to have ,to roll up the·
streets or anything," saidHardin, executive director of the
Morehead,Rowan County: Cham,
ber of Commerce.
-- .. , ,
Last Ftiday, university administrators recommended that
the school's , Board 'of Regents
"

-

• '

• • i')'

'

•'

Dean ·

"It doesn't seem to have been
done with any seniority," said Teresia Parker, president of the Staff
Congress. "I know of people who
have been here 12 years who are
losing their jobs, and people who
have been here three months, doing
the same job; who aren't."
Dailey said administrators want
to cut unneeded positions,- no matter who is filling them. Laid-0ff
employees would get first dibs for a
year on any' positions that come
open at the university.
The cuts are big news on campus, but in town, people are less
worried.
Ben Franklin store owner Jack
McBrayer said, "It'll have an effect
on us, but We won't have to lay
anyone off because of a lack of

business."
Morehead Mayor Larry Breeze,
a Realtor, said, the expected loss of
jobs is bad, "but it's not going to
wipe us out."
·
The county's No. 2 employer is
St Claire Medical Center with 700
people. Sealmaster Bearings-Morse
Industrial Corp. has about 350
workers, and the county's lumber
mills_ employ about 400.

.
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FLEMINGSBURG - Earlyne
Saunders, 80, Lexington, formerly of Fleming County, former Morehead State University dean of women; sister of Billy Saunders
Pinehurst, N,C.,died Monday. Serv'.
ices 11 a.m. Friday, Boone-Nickell
Funeral Home. Visitation 4 p.m.
today.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Wednesday, April 22, 1992

Rowan doctor honored
for work in health care
By.JIM Ro&INl!ON

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
MOREHEAD - Longtime
Morehead doctor Louise
Caudill, who helped found St.
Claire Medical Center, was
honored Tuesday by the
Morehead-Rowan County
Chamber of Commerce,
:rhe subject of a recent book
entitled "Rowan's Progress,"
which detailed her efforts to
bring health care to Morehead,
Caudill received the Ora L.
Cline outstanding member
award at the chamber's annual dinner.
Cline's widow, Edith, presented Caudill with a plaque.

.

Mrs. Cline said the award
service award and a key to the
was special because Caudill
city of Morehead.
had cared for many members
While acknowledging the
of her family.
university's impact on More"Tonight, I can't think of a
head, Grote said the commuperson in the world I would
nity is equally important to
rather give this award to,"
the school.
Mrs. Cline told a gathering of
He said MSU uses Morehead
about 200 at the Carl D. Perto help recruit students.
kins Center. "She's not only "One of the things we almy friend, but a friend to all
ways tell them is the commuof us.
nity wants to serve students,"
"Tonight, she's our No. 1 he said.
citizen and we're proud she's
Incoming MSU president
ours," said chamber President
Ronald Eaglin and his wife,
Larry Fannin.
Bonnie, .also attended the
Retiring Morehead State
dinner. Grote and his wife,
University President C. Ne!Wilma, introduce them to
son Grote also was honored
chamber members during a
with a: special community
reception before the dinner.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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plan's··.
t0 Iay Off.
·30' ,cut .J!. . loo
.
other jobs
L'

.

·

By BEN Z. HERSHBERG

Staff Writer
The University of Louisville plans to lay off
more than 30 people by July 1 and eliminate
100 other budgeted jobs by canceling vacant
positions, by retirements and cutting hours.
The job cuts are part of $6. 7 million in budget savings approved yesterday by the finance
committee of the U of L board of trustees. The
cuts will be submitted Monday to the full
board, which generally follows committee rec.
ommendations.
"The changes will be painful and far reaching," U of L President Donald Swain said at
the end of the finance committee meeting.
"There will be fewer classes, larger sections,
fewer choices for students and somewhat less
time for research."
The number of people affected by the cuts is
larger than the 130 jobs to be eliminated, b,ecause many people work part time .at the university. The cuts apply to full-time positions,
including at least 7 faculty by 1993, with the
hours of several people combined to
equal· one full-time job in some
cases. The number of individuals af.
fected couldn't be determined.
The decisions answered many
questions that have hung over the
campus like a threatening thunderstorm in i'ecent months - giving
·some people relief from anxiety,
leaving others in despair.

,
·j$~~,>:;s'l:,~..,2$'◄l.~~~-~~

~~o~=~m:fb~;:r.;
office that be bad backed away
from proposals April 1 to take away
faculiy status from libarians who
badn',t yet received tenure.
He relented on that plan because
of strong opposition from about 40
g~;,ans and.other faculty inemBut the finance committee rejected .Swain's plan to let librarians already on the payroll retain faculty
status and have an opportunity to
receive tenure, which allows faculty
members to remain in a position for
their careers.
Dale Billingsley, vice chairman of.
the facullS' senate; said many of'his·
colleagues were outraged· by the
idea of taking away faculty status
from librarians who were trying to
win tenure.
·
, "To change the status .is simply
unethical," Billingsley said.
The trustees asked to receive
more information about the plan for
librarians before the full lioard
meets Monday afternoon.
Libarians were reluctant to comment.on the budget proposals yesterday, because they were confused
by the developments and feared retaliation.
Other decisions approved by the
finance committee yesterday were
more clear-cut.

For .example, the committee approved plans to cut the equivalent
of eight positions 'in the Speed Scientific School. And the equivalent of
nearly 15 positions will be cut from
the College of Arts and Sciences by
July 1. Most of those - H.5 - will
come from the ranks of part-time
instructors or from reduced pay for
extra summer or evening teaching
by full-time faculty members.
No department was more despair· Despite opposition by faculty
ing · after yesterday's announcemembers, Swain said he was still
ments than · the university libraiy,
determined to standardize the way
where employees were put through
colleges in the university calculate
a wringer of hope, doubt and loss
pay
such extra teaching. That's
within a few hours.
expected to heavily affect arts and
,-,------~-===~---~-~·--, saences, where the
faculty teaches
POSITIONS TO BE CUT
many
extra
courses.
Full-

for

time

Academic unlis
Allied Health
Arts.& Sciences
Business
Dentistry
Education
Law school
Library
Medicine
Music
Nursing
.
Preparatory Division
Speed School
Urbari & Public Affairs
.

.

equiv.
,2,5
14,8
3,3
6,7
8,9
2.5
7.6
11.8
0.6
1,3
1.3
8,2·
4.3

Amount
$83,201
514,500
147,100
272,600
265,020
127,293
198,500
718,768
18,600
33,900
24,046
416,600
160,150

Total

73.8 $2,980,278

Support unite
President
Planning & budget
University relations
Provost
.VP .research/graduate
VP administration
VP student affairs
VP alumni & development
VP info. technology

2.4
1.1
2.3
3.1
1.0
31,0
5.5
2,0
8.4

Total

56.8 $1,348,365

University total

75,697
36,950
42,500
79,933
30,386
674,811
114,300
43,077
250,711

130.6 $4,328,643

The area hit
hardest by the
budget .cut are the
operations
managed by the vice
president for administration, which
include people who
maintain. grounds
and buildings, operate facilities and
provide many other
administrative
services.
That department
faces 18 layoffs or
retirements and
will lose 12 vacant
positions.
Many of the university's non-faculty· employees already have been
notified, informally, that they will be
laid off, said Jenny
Madden, chairwoman of the staff

~nate.·.i'""•• ..

::.-·,\.'t'~::::.,r~:;;.·· ,.,

':: .:~=·•~
':••~g:;;.....,.,.
"-~~~-::
·"'·",."!!Y"l"!""'e~><All,BY
·""Ma'difai'satd:C'Aitd'liejll. ~Cle~
will be available from the uruversity
only if they can pay for it, Madden
said.
1 -., ,,..,. ,, t.~ltkd'Ot:{

"I'm relieved it's not more layoffs," Madden said.
On the other hand, she's disappointed the cuts donlt affect administrators as well since she thinks the
university could save money from
their ranks.
Other' plans announced yesterday
include:
·
■Merging the Kent School of Social Work and the Division of Allied ·
. Health into a new College of Health
and Social Services by June 30. ,on
April I, Swain proposed canceling
plilns for the new college and cutting many programs from allied
health. He relented because the faculty of the departments presented
plans to create the new . college
while preserving much of the respi·ratory-therapy program which
Swain had ·proposed cutting and
still saving. nearly $260,000.

Members of the departments
couldn't be reached for comment
yesterday afternoon.
■ Retaining
the International
Center. Swain had proposed shutting it down and transferring its
work to other administrative and
academic departments. Because of a
strong outpouring of support by students and members of the community, he decided to retain the center.
But he proposed studying its operations in the next year to develop a
restructuring plan· that will' save
money ,and improve effectiveness.

"It's good to know the physical
structure will be here and the commitment to international programs
will be here," said center director
David ijersbberg.
■ Cutting

the university's .advis-

.ing budget by 10 percent, or .

$120,000, in 1993-1994 rather than
the $200,400 Swain had pi:oposed
April 1.
■ Move the religious studies program, including its remaining faculty member, into the division of humanities in the College of Arts and
Sciences, rather than eliminate it.
Provide funding to hire .part-time
teachers or use full-time faculty
members from other departments to
offer a good selection of courses
and continue offering a religious
·studies minor.

"The changes will be painful and
. far reaching," Swain said at the end
of the finance committee meeting.

ot ~'/65,000 to $790,000 for next
ye.ijr's football team. Last year's
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'--': ··'.U ~:,·-;··:;i~a-, ,-,,iJle~
to.get ~hool; .fans
to save football
By Bill Estep
Squth-central Kentucky bureau

BOWLING GREEN It's
fourth and long for the Westein
Kentucky University football program, but officials yesterday called
a play they hope will snatch victory.
from the jaws of defeat
A university budget committee
recently proposed suspending the
money-losing football program, The
proposal was among several to
reduce spending at Western bY: $6.1
million because
of state budget
cuts.

However,
athletics director Lou Marciani said yesterday that the
budget committee will recommend that the university give the football program
$450,000 in next year's budget.
Westem would have to spend about
that much to honor scholarships
and contracts with coaches and
other schools, even if the team does
not play, Marciani said.
Western President Thomas
Meredith said he thought the board
of regents would approve $450,000
for football.
·
- That's not enough for Western

footoall budget was $925,867.
. Harbau~~Ja1d he is trying to
work out a schedule of four· home

and five

awlJ.Y~!:"~es: ,The

team

played 11 games last year; finishmg'

3-8.

''.

. If the team is to play, the'school

to-l<eep playing at the NCAA Division 1-AA level this fall, but Marciani also announced a campaign to
raise priyate money for the football
program by selling 5,000 season
tickets. That would bring in
$150,000 for the program, Marciani
estimated.

wtll have to raise the extra money
- more than $300,000 - from
ticket sales, concessions, guaranteed payments for playing other
teams and corporate sponsorships
Marciani said.
'
He also urged supporters to join
the Hilltopper Athletic Foundation.
The private foundation, that raises
money for athletics at Western, has

proposed giving the- football program $60,000 for football scholarships, Marciani said.
Spending on football has been
Western sold 1,400 season tickcontroversial at Western in recent
els last year, so selling 5,000 is a
tall order.
.
years as state money for. higher
education got tighter.
Football coach Jack Harbaugh
Faculty members have comsaid he thinks Hilltopper football
plained that the football program
fans will come through.
loses money _ $776,000 in 1991
"l'll be most surprised if we
according to a Faculty Senate esti:
can't sell 5,000 season tickets within
mate _ and that university money
a month, month and a half," he
used to subsidize the program could
said. "What I've seen are people
be better spent on academics.
that want to help, they just need a
The Faculty Senate endorsed
detailed way in which to help, and I
elimination of football.
think that's been outlined for them
Opinions differ on how much
today. Buy season tickets."
the football program loses.
The university president urged
Supporters . of· the program,
Hilltopper supporters who have gothowever, argue that it provides
ten free season tickets in the past to
opportunities for students to attend
pay for the tickets this year. Mercollege. It also enriches the social
edith gets free tickets; but gave
life of-the campus and community
Marciani a check yesterday for two
and proVIdes economic benefits for
tickets for him and his wife, Susan.
the community, they say.
Gov. Brereton Jones said he
Marciani said the campaign to
ordered two season tickets and
sell season tickets amounts to a
called on others to support the
. referendum on Hilltopper football,
team.
"The only way we fall on our
_ ~ciani said_ he and football
face is if, after a week, nobody's
officials are shooting for a budget
buying tickets, which we doubt,"
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1992
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Hilltopper fans urged to-buy ,tickets,
contribute to save football program
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky, - Standing before a red banner that proclaimed, "Save WKU Football 1-8005-BIG-RED," athletic director Lou
Marciani and Western President
Thomas Meredith yesterday urged
football fans to buy season tickets
and contribute to the Hilltopper
Athletic Foundation.
"It's time to step up to the table,
take charge of this thing and make
sure we can have football for next
year," Meredi9i .said dutjng a press
conference held in the bleachers at

L T. Smith Stadium.
-Because of a $6.1 million budget
shortfall, ·western
sell 5,000
season football tickets and 3,000
memberships in the athletic foundation to maintain its current football
program next fall.
Yesterday's event was designed to
push ticket sales prior to a scheduled vote by the university's board
of regents next week on several
budget-cutting measures - includ_.
ing a proposal to suspend the football program.
The press conference did not provide much infonnation on changes
being considered in the football program to increase its viability.
Marciani said afterward that he
and' football coach Jack Harbaugh

must

~NII wnrLrinO' nn

':I

nina....tt,a.,.,.a 1n..t..._

pendent season with four home
games. Marciani said the schedule
would include a home game with
Eastern Kentucky University and an
away game at Murray State, two of
Westem's natural rivals.
Harbaugh also said negotiations
were under way on an away game
at Southwestern Louisiana. He said
the Louisiana school was offering
Western a guaranteed game income
of $80;000. However, it would cost
the team about $35,000 to fly to
Louisiana, he said.
Harbaugh also said Western
might play some Gateway Conference teams because Westem's withdrawal from the.conference had left
open dates in their schedules ..
Western must schedule at least
nine _games; otherwise it will lose
$70,000 in NCAA scholarship money, Harbaugh said.
Even if the football program is
suspended, Western will honor foot•
ball scholarships and Harbaugh's
coaching contract next year, The
university also will have to pay penalties for breaking its fall game contracts and for leaving the Gateway
Conference - a total costs of about
$450,000, Marciani said,
H Western can raise about
$790,000, Marciani said he believed
the football program could be
saved, The current football budget
is $920,949, including student aid,
...............

.. ... :.-1 r ... ....:.1- r,,____

.,..__ ,._

em's director of budget and planning,
Marciani's plan to raise the money includes:
■ Selling 5,000 season tickets,
which he said would bring in
$150,000.
II Raising $450,000 in contributions to the Hilltopper Athletic
Foundation and donating $60,000 of
that to support football scholarships.
■ Increasing concession-stand
sales, corporate sponsorships and
game guarantees,
A ticket application ~tributed at
the press conference yesterday of•
fered three season-ticket prices for
the proposed home schedule - $50
for a reserved chair, $40 for a reserved bench seat and $20 for a reserved bleacher seat, plus a $2 processing fee.
Memberships in the Hilltopper
Athletic Foundation range from $35
to $5,000.
After mentioning that Gov. Brereton Jones had called Tuesday and
bought two season tickets, Meredith
wrote out a check for his own two
season tickets, which he previously
had received free as an athletic
foundation member.
"H you're in any kind of position
to get free tickets, don't take them
anym~":•". Meredith s~d._ _"Buy
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~thfefic association to help U of L deal with cuts
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville, looking for ways to
cut $5 million from its budget for
next year, may get a $400,000 gift
from the school's .athletic association.
·
The donation would be the first
attempt by the University of Louisville Athletic Association to help
with a direct contribution toward
university operations during · a
budget crisis.
How the money will be provided from the association's annual
operating budget, which is $12.9

•

million this year, is not clear yet,
said Kevin Miller, the association's
unit pusiness manager. Miller said
he is looking for ways,
The state has ordered U of L to
cut more than $5 million from its
budget for next year, which begins
July I.
The athletic association is a
semi-independent organization established in 1983 to insulate U of L
from athletic-program losses. It is
funded primarily by football and
basketball ticket revenue, payments
for the broadcast of athletic events
and contributions.

The association has paid U of L
for tutoring of athletes and other
services and has given $3 million
toward the new Student Activities
Center. It· also is contributing $5
million for land acquisition to support construction of athletic facilities.
The $400,000 gift was proposed
yesterday by athletic director Bill
Olsen at a meeting of the association's finance committee. .
'Robert P. Benson Jr., chairman
of the board of trustees, said the
proposal is "a one-time thing" so it
cannot be relied on to help with

future cuts.
"It's a credit to our athletic
department that they understand"
U of L's need for financial help,
Benson said.
Benson said he did not know
how U of L would use the money.
Arno Spatola, a chemistry professor and a director of the athletic
association, said the contributions
will be an important symbolic gesture. It may not cover a great deal
of the budget cut, but even symbol:
ic help will aid morale, he said.
"Some of us feel like wt!v.e been
kicked while we're down,"
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Group to investigate Lees College dispute
By Frank Langfitt

is a professional organization that and Schools, which visited campus
focuses on protecting the rights of in mid-March. Herald said the trustJACKSON - The American faculty in the nation's colleges and ees and administration were committed to following the southern
Association of University Profes- universities,
If the association decides that association's suggestions.
sors has deci<:ied to investigate the
ongoing dispute at Lees College in Lees College has violated the associThe professors' organization
ation's policies, it could blacklist the
Breathitt County.
said
it decided to investigate after a
The move could result in a school; In that case, the association year of complaints by some faculty
would
infonn
its
41,000
members
of
significant reduction of applicants
members about Bradshaw.
for faculty jobs at the school, which probien)s at the college, most likely ·
has struggled with high turnover cutting Lees faculty applicant pool.
The president has refused to
However, such a decision would not comment on specific complaints,
for the last several years.
The dispute focuses on com- be announced earlier than June saying the internal matters of a
private college should remain priplaints by the faculty that college 1993, Kreiser ~d.
The college said yesterday that vate.
President William B. Bradshaw has
restricted their academic freedom it welcomed the investigation,
The association's decision to
"If there are problems, we do
and role in governing the school.
investigate
comes two months after
to know," said Susan Herald,
B. Robert Kreiser, an associa- awant
John
DeMarcus,
a representative of
spokeswoman for the school.
tion official, said yesterday that the
its state chapter, said he was asked
Lees is also awaiting a report to , leave campus while he was
group will begin investigating in
May or June and will issue a report from its accrediting agency, the conducting a local inves~gation
during the winter, The association Southern Association of Colleges into faculty complaints.
Southeastern Kentucky bureau
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National academic g·roup
also probing Lees College
By IVONNE ROVIRA
Associated Press
A national academic organization
will investigate problems at Lees
College, which .has already been investigated by the group's state
chapter.
And this weekend, the Kentucky
chapter of the American Association
of University Professors will take up
the matter of the tiny two-year college during its annual meeting in
Loui,sville.
Since William B. Bradshaw became president in· 1988, the private.
college in Jackson has been
wracked by extraordinarily high
turnover among faculty and staff
members and allegations of infringements of academic freedom.
The national MUP, citing the
"significance for the broader academic community," will set up an
ad hoc committee to investigate the
college, according to a letter to
Bradshaw dated April 17.
Results of the investigation will
be published in the AAUP's journal,
Academe, the letter said.
Robert Kreiser, the associate secretary of the national MUP, was
not available to elaborate on the
committee's composition. But the
letter said it would.be "composed of
persons who have had no previous

involvement with the particular
·matters of concern."
.
The state MUP chapter began its
own investigation of the college in
February. During a visit to the campus, an investigator was ejected by
the college's administration.
A woman in Bradshaw's office
said he would not be available for
comment. The college issued a written statement claiming it would be
"fundamentally inappropriate" to
comment on the pending AAUP investigation until after the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, ·an Atlanta-based regional
accreditation agency, releases a report on its. visit to .the school last
month. The agency looked into the
feud as well as some other matters.
But the letter specifically states·
the two investigations are independent of one another. •
Lees spokeswoman Susan Herald
said she could not elaborate ·on the
statement.
·
Lees College will also be on the
agenda of the state AAUP annual
meeting, which begins today. Tomorrow, at least seven Lees faculty·
members will participate in a discussion on academic freedom at the
college, The presentation will be followed by a question-and-answer
s~on and, possil>ly, a proposal for
action.
,
,
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Article about UK
administrative pay
gave wrong picture
: The first line of the March 29 article,
'.' Aclrninistrative salaries at UK· 'not out of
\ine,' "was misleading. I consider myself a
''typical" Kentuckian. I have been employed by the University of Kentucky for
seven years. My salary is not $20,100; try
$14,100. I didn't want anyone to get the
impression that UK staff employees make
$20,100 a year. (Could this include "professional staff'?)
--~
: I do not have a college degree and the
expertise many administrators and professors have. However, if it were not for staff,
~dministrators and professors would be
working double time to accomplish their
jobs. ·
: Technology has helped the staff considerably. Most profey;ors now have computers. This enables tl\em to type their
9wn publication materials and leaves the
staff to prepare 'the professors to teach.
The staff person dittos the syllabus and
collates 10 pages of the syllabus for 250
students signed up for the course. The
professor, on the first day, hands that out,
along with other materials. In my position,
that is one of many responsibilities.
I meet that deadline faithfully, and
that is done by every staff person in
departments across the university. I like
my job. However, because of the crunch, I
feel we should all (administrators, faculty)
pull together. We are here to serve the
students, in order for them to get an
education so they don't have to try to live
on a "typical" Kentuckian· salary oi . . . ·

•

.

· '.CAROLYN' A.G. PROVENCE

Lexington
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Helping out
While WKU may discontinue football,
athletic fund comes to aid of U of L
. The inequity in.support.for
beginning to be seen on naathletic programs at Kentional television.
tuckY:s~pubHe--lllWeflsiti.es«·i&••-"•.,;,.w-estern'-"sold·-urrly- ·abour
brought clearly into focus by . 1,000 season football .tickets
the way two schools are relast year, and the Hilltoppers
sponding to state budget cuts.
regularly play before sparse
Members of the Western
crowds at 20,000-seat L.T.
Kentucky University Board
Smith Stadium.
of Regents are considering a
At the University of
proposal to ·drop the school's
Louisville and the University
football program in response
of Kentucky, athletics are a
to a $6 million decline in
big business, earning a comstate revenue during the next
bined profit of $6.3 million in
two years. WKU athletic
1989-90. U of L's Athletic Assupporters are attempting to
sociation has a budget of
raise $500,000 in an effort to
$12.9 million this year.
save the football program.
On the other hand, athletic
·
programs at the five regional
In contrast, the University
universities lost a total of
of Louisville's Athletic Asso$7.1 million during the 1989ciation is considering giving
90 fiscal year. Those losses
the school's academic pro.were· covered by taxpayers'
gram $400,000 · in · athletic
money and student fees.
profits to help offset state
budget cuts. The athletic asAs stated earlier in this
s o c i a t i o n i s a s e m ispace, WKU regents should
independent organization es- ; consider other options before
tablished in 1983 to insulate
dropping the school's football
U of L from athletic-program
program. Despite the finanlosses. It is funded primarily
cial losses incurred by the
by football and basketball
team, football is important to
ticket revenue, payments for
Bowling Green's economy,
the broadcast of athletic
alumni support and student
events and contributions.
recruitment.
·
The University of Louisville's .basketball team regularly plays before• sellout
crowds at Freedom Hall and
on national television. The
school's football program has
showed· marked improvement
and regularly draws large
crowds at home. It also is

As for the University of
Lousville's Athletic Association's one-time $400,000
, "gift" to the general fund, we
think "it is only proper. All
profits from ticket sales and'
television appearances
should go to help academic
programs.
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$80,000 a year not bad
Taxpayer abuse and disregard is becoming so commonplace and widespread
that it is hardly noticed. For example, the
Warren County school board fired school
Superintendent Randy Kimbrough. The
board's reason must have been valid, as
no lawsuit resulted. Kimbrough was paid
$69,400 a· year. But, not to worry, as
Kimbrough is a member of an exclusive
fraternity.
Without the loss of a singles day's
pay, she was hired by Thomas Boysen,
state commissioner of education, to become deputy education commissioner for
management support services (whatever
that implies) to the tune of $80,000 a year.
Not bad, eh?
Here we have fired a bureaucrat being
supported by an overtaxed citizenry at
$80,000 a year in a job that has nothing to
do with education, rather bureaucratic
mumbo jumbo, and in no way can serve
the interest of taxpayers in a state where
the per capita income is less than $13,000
yearly. What's going on here, Frankfort?
What are you doing -to us?
Every time we look up, some Frankfort tinhorn is touting an education package. A few days ago, Paul Cook, an
assistant at Western Kentucky University,
retired, earning $92,500 a year at a school
where the football program is about to be
scrapped for lack of money. Is there any
wonder a lack of money exists when we
· permit bureaucrats to feather their nests at
our expense and constantly reach for
bigger sponges to soak up forever more of
our tax money?

JAMES LYLE
Bowling Green
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29 states sliced
their budgets for
higher education

physical facilities at his 4,400-stuThe cuts are smaller at the U!
dent university and the facilities of versity of Nebraska at Omaha, It!I
the Pueblo public schools.
percent budget cut was to con
That will save the salacy of one largely from eliminating the depai
director of physical plant for the ments of speech communicati<
systems, Shirley said. And ·the de- and classics, English Professor Li
partments" will. make an undeter- da Pratt saicl ·
mined amqunt of other• savings byThe cuts would eliminate the jol
bringing together custodial crews, of 17 tenured professors, Pratt sai
carpenters and other employees,
And they taught large numbers ,
This year his faculty members students in areas many facull
- By BEN Z. HERSHBERG, Staff Writer
also are teJlching 250 high school members felt were critical.
,. _
students in their public-school
After many vocal ...:.. and widei
Twenty-nine states cut a total of $1.75 billion from their classrooms. The stud~nts take publicized - protests by faculty o.
higher-education budgets last year, wiping out two years C!)urses .for which they receive col- ganizations, the .administration 11
of increases for inflation and expansion.
lege credit, speeding up their uni." lented and asked a faculty commi
· That means fewer teachers and classes, and, at many versity careers and .lowering costs, te~ to recommend other budg,
schools, much larger classes and higher tuition. .
. tlisip,se,!!iglj.."lchp!)lJ~ers ~ i!t; cuts, Pratt said.
For many students, that translates into a taking longer
ose· coiirses. ·
~· ·'
The decisions included cuttin
to get the classes they need to graduate, said Robert
The budget-cutting moves ·will money for many part'time instruc
Sweeney, a policy analyst with the American Association help the university meet its state- .tors, which;.meant larger classE
of State Colleges and Universities in Washington, D.C.
ordered 3 percent budget cut this · taught by full-time faculty member.
The cuts mean that, for the first time in 32 years, annual year and'provide money to improve Pratt said, Cuts also reduced bud!
state spending on higher education declined nationally, . programs in the future, Shirley said. ets for such expenses as telephone
said Edward R. Hines, senior staff member with the Center
The cuts are bigger and the ten' in some faculty offices and fo
for Higher Education at Illinois State University at Normal. sion higher at the 24,000-student maintenance and cleaning,
The center has collected budget information since 1960. University !If Missouri at Columbia.
"My office waste can is emptie
Higher education is being squeezed because a national
Plans were made there between only twice a week now,". Pratt saic
recession is cutting tax revenue in many states at a time of late December and early February "and forget about cleaning th
increasing costs for Medicaid, welfare, primary and secon- for $6.4 million in budget cuts from floor."
.
dary education, and prisons, Hines-said. And it's easier for the school's $220 million state ap, · · But the· university's faculty an,
politicians to cut higher education than the other pro- propriation over the next five years. students, by and large, support th,
Planners are working now on· -decisions, since they rea)ize th,
grams.
$4.1 million in additional cuts state is short of money, Pratt said
The national budget crisis in higher education is reflect- they've i·ust le_·limed that the school
An economic recovery will eas,
ed in Kentucky, where in the last five months state govern- must make by July 1.
.the
financial · pressures reqllllllll
ment has ordered two cuts totaling . The choices of where academic
about 10 percent from the higher- cuts are to be made
left to a such decisions, Sweeney said. Bu
that doesn't mean lost·faculty mem
education budget - which is about
$680 million .this year.
faculty committee, said Robert Lo- hers will be replaced or courses re
Kentucky's public universities are gan, chairman of the faculty coun- stored. Faculty memoers can't be
now decidJng how to cut their bud- cil; which represents the school's rehired_ and student_s brought bacl
gets by the start of the new fiscal roughly l,500'full•time professors.
that easily, even if the money il
year July 1. Some of the more sur- . Loo~g at ,enrollme~t and other available, Sweeney said.
prising ideas include eliminating the information,. the committee recom"Cuts could mean long-term damfootball team at Western Kentucky ~ended cutting.a respected commu- age," Sweeney said. "It's not cleai
University and declaring a fiscal ruty-development p_rogram an~ a when conditions will stabilize.''
emergency at the University of Lou-1 pro_grapi_ m_ J?hys1cal. education,
isville to justify administration plans which w_il_l eliminate at least 15 facto lay off at least seven tenured fac- ulty positions.
.
·
. _
ulty members.
_. Although there IS SO!fie oppos1The steps being t~en at other tion to the plan, he b'elieves man;r
, universities around the country are f~culty members support the dec1simi!ar, in many ways, to the me1!5- smns because th~y were made by
ures being debated in Kentucky.
the facultr ~o~ttee, not the cen"Thete's only so much you can do ~ administration alone, Logan
in the face of .this," Sweeney said. said.
"It's not business as usual for any
Many faculty membe~ also are
of the universities." .
~oncerned about a policy estabIn most cases, the budget cutting lish~d by the board of curators, (the
has been accompanied by co'ntro- eqwvalent ~f . re~ents or trustees).
versy and bitterness, Concerns gen- that (he uruvers1ty must cut back
erally center on who takes the big- teac~g b_y graduate studei:its and
gest hits, how hastily the cuts are part-t!Me instructors, bo~sting the
made and who decides what to cut. teaching loads of t~e full-time faculRobert Shirley, president of the ty. The curat~rs said they must han. University of Southern Colorado in die at le_ast rune hours of cours~ ·Pueblo thinks he's found some ways about mi:ie hours of cl!15seS a week
to innovate while cutting,
1- i:ooucmg research time.
''We've got an alliance with the
~e the U of L faculty, the ~islocal school district here," Shirley so~n teache~ resent the spi:ed with
said. By combining forces with the which _they ve b.~n r69urre~ to
public schools, he expects to save 1!1ake ~cult deC1S1~ns, smce 1t l:ft
money and improve what students little time for analys1S, Logan said.
are getting from the state education And many professors are concerned
system.
.
t~at large _~ition increases ·and
The alliance extends to combin- higher admissmn standards planned
ing the departments that operate by the adDlllll'!trati_on will limit acand maintain buildings and other cess to the uruvers1ty.

was
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¥,KU bu·dget cuts raises, rm·ses tuitl~o.: :.: ·

'
.. . ...
~\:t-··, . . _. .,.·.•~; ~
penses amftravel by 5 percent aiid -$60 increase; re~d~~t. 'i:nicitiite,
· 1forces deferme!'t of equipment pur- $740, a $20 increase; and non-resi•RICHM_DNI!, KY,, - Eastern Ken- chases and mamtenance projects.
dent graduate, $2,220, a $60 inttlc_ky Uruvers1ty's0(boa~d. of regents . The budget reflects a plan "de- crease.
a~proved a $1~7-1 million budget signed to help protect the . quality of
The regents also established a
f<l)',_-.~e _upconung:•fisc~ year that our,programs, services and person- Master Teacher Development Prod~e~n t mclude. pay mses for the nel, E~ President Hanly Funder- gram to help implement the Kenf~ty and st~.
burk said.
·
tucky Education Reform Act.
::I;he budget 1s 10 percent lower . The regents also incorporated
The program the first of its kind
titan the ~ount initially appropri- into the budget
tui~on schedule in Kentucky, ~ emphasize the
a~d for this fiscal year, which ends set by the Council on Higher Educa- professional development of "posiJuge 30.
.
.
tion. Tuition next year will be: resi- tive, enthusiastic, high-energy"
~o layoff~ _are plafl!1ed, but 1~ ad- dent unde_rgraduate, $670 a semes- young teachers, said Kenneth Hend{!ion to failing to give pa)'. l'alSes, ter, a $20 mcrease; non-resident un• son, dean of EKU's College .of Edu!¥ budget reduces operating ex- dergraduate, $2,010 a semester, a cation.
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EKU board approves reduced budget
RICHMOND ~ ~~tern Kentucky University's board of regents
app~oved a $107.4 mdhon b_uc_!);l~t for the coming fiscal year that does
not mclude a pay raise for-faculty and staff.
.
The. new budg~t is 10 percent lower than the amount initially
appropnated for this fiscal year, which ends June 30.
Besides not giving pay raises, the budget reduces operating
expen~ and travel by 5 percent and defers equipment purchases
and. mamtenance projects, It will not require any layoffs.
• '.'This basic continua?on budget reflects a planned expenditure of
available resoll!ces designed to help protect the quality of our
pro~s, services and personnel," EKU President Hanly Funderburk said. '
·
The regents also established a Master Teacher Development
Program to help carry out the Kentucky Education Reform Act.
Model Labo
Sc
ratory hool at EKU will recruit eligible teachers
when positions become available in the school.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., MONDAY. APRIL 27, 1992

Bowl ·1ng Green lawyer to sue
to Save Weste. rn footbal I team
:

.

Associated Press

BOWLING GREEN - A Bowling Green lawyer has told Western
Kentucky football players that he
will file a lawsuit to try to keep the
school from suspending its football
program.
The players met with lawyer
Kelly. Thompson Jr. after a scrim.·mage last week and voted to have
him pursue action against the
school on their behalf.
Thompson told the players
Thursday night that he would seek
a restraining order against Westem's regents, who are· scheduled
Thursday to consider a budget
committee's recommendation to
suspend the school's Division I-AA
football program.
Coach Jack Harbaugh had asked
Thompson to meet with the players
and explain their legal options. But
he said he regrets the outcome of
the team meeting.
•
"This is my fault," he said. "I
took a real chance when I did this.
This is not what I wanted to
happen."
He also said he would take

steps to head off legal action
against Western but did not say
what those steps would be.
Thompson, the son of former
Western President Kelly Thompson
Sr., said the committee pursued a
bias against football players and
that suspending football would
break promises made to players
when they signed their national
letters of intent to accept an athletic
scholarship.
Thompson said he wants no
more than 10 percent taken from
the $920,000 spent on football in
this fiscal year.
He said that if football is suspended, he will move litigation to a
federal court and argue that having
no football means a drastic drop in
scholarships and enrollment for minorities.
Regents Chairman Joe Iracane
said Thompson's statements were
unfortunate.
"It's a shame that a person from
town who knows nothing about the
issues involved has to come up
there and continually cause an uprising," Iracane said. "I'm sorry his
name has been brought into this."

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1992

Branded and outlawed
Louisiana Tech University has suspended a campus fraternity
for branding its initials into the flesh of its members.
.
A school committee this week suspended Delta Kappa Epsilon
because branding violates the school's anti-hazing policy, Jean
Hall vice president for student affairs, said Thursday.
fumdy Dailey, fraternity president, sai~ branding is voluntary,
and his group would appeal. The fraternity was placed on probation in 1990 for hanging two dead cats on a Christmas tree.

Lawyer ~ells team he'll• ~ue
'to keep WKU football alive

·BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -A Bowling Green lawyer told Western Kentucky University football players he would file a lawsuit to try to keep the school
from suspending its football program.
The players met with lawyer Kelly Thompson Jr.
after a scrimmage last week and voted to have him
pursue action against the school on their behalf.
Thompson told the players Thursday night that
he would seek a restraining order against Westem's board of regents, which is scheduled next
Thursday to consider a budget committee's recommendation to suspend the school's Division I-AA
football program.
Coach Jack Harbaugh had asked Thompson to
meet with the players and explain their legal op!ions. But he said he regrets the outcome of the
team meeting.
"Thisismyfault,"hesaid."Itookarealchance
when I did.this, This is not what I wanted to hap-

pen."
He also said he would take steps to head off
legal action against Western, but he did not say
what those steps would be.
· Thompson, the son of former Western President
Kelly Thompson Sr., said suspending football
would break promises made to players when they
sign their national letters of intent to accept an
athletic scholarship.
He said if football is suspended, he will move
litigation to a federal court and argue that having
no football means a drastic drop in scholarships
and enrollment for minorities.
Regents Chairman· Joe Iracane said Thompson's
statements were unfortunate,
"It's a shame that a person from town who
knows nothing about the issues involved has to
come up there and· continually. cause an uprising,"
Iracane said. "I'm sorry his name has been brought
into this."
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. SUNDAY, APRIL 26, 1992

Berea board gets new chairman
BEREA, Ky. - David s. Swanson of Cincinnati was igstalled as
chairman of the Berea College board of trustees yesterday.
Swanson, a trustee since 1985, succeeds Kate Ireland, chairwoman for the past five years.
College President.John B. Stephenson said Alice R. Manicur of
Frostburg, Md., and Fred Dupree of Lexington were elected alumni trustees. Manicur, vice president for student and educational
services at Frostburg State University, has begun her term. Dupree, vice president of Dupree and Co. Inc., will join the board in
October.
Re-elected to six-year terms yesterday were trustees James
Bowling ·of Darien, Conn.; Billie Davis Gaines of Atlanta; and
Juanita M. Kreps of Durham, N.C.
Swanson was senior vice president and a direct9r of the Procter
& Gamble Co. when he retired last year. He has degrees in chemical engineering from Yale University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Ireland, a trustee since 1971, will continue to serve on Berea's
board. She is an officer of the Frontier Nursing Service.
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·c•.o··n _em· ns· _
.head .of Lees·
By Ivonne Rovira

'

Associated Press

WUISVILLE The state
chapter of a national professol';!
organi,,ation have voted unammously to condemn Lees College's
president and board of trustees.
At its annual meeting Saturday,
the Kentucky Conference .of the .
American Association of Umvers1ty
Professors based its vote on an
investigation it conductecl in February into the southeastern Kentucky
college.
.
.
The investigation looked mto
the tiny, two-year college's ex~ordinarily high ~over and !nto
allegations that mcluded nepotism,
infringements of academic freedom
and firings of faculty members and
staff on whim.
During the investigation, John
DeMarcus history professor at
Northern Kentucky University and
a member of the state AAUP executive committee, was ejected from
the campus at the order of college
President William B. Bradshaw.
· Soon thereafter, the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, the regional accrediting
agency,-also paid a visit to ~ which is in Jackson, about 8.5 m!les
southeast of Lexington. The group's
team looked into the bitter facultyadministration feud, among other
things.
J. Phil Smith, the chairman of
~• board of trustees, reached at
home Saturday, said he had no
comment on the state AAUP's condemnation.
The national AAUP wrote
Bradshaw this month tliat it was
also launching an investigation of
Lees. Robert Kreiser, associate secretary for the national AAUP, attended the Kentucky annual meeting,
At Saturday's meeting, several
members of the Lees faculty recounted allegations that erupted
almost immediately after Bradshaw
became president of the private
college in 1988.
·
Faculty members said about
130 employees had left the college
during Bradshaw's tenure, with
thany remaining just a year before
moving on. College spokeswoman
Susan Herald acknowledged recently that nine of Lees' 27 faculty
members have been at the college
five years or longer.
Faculty members also pointed
to a faculty handbook crafted, except for one page, entirely by Bradshaw. That booklet notes it can be
changed at any time and that none
of its terms are binding.
At Lees, "you have a new definition of tenure. It's annually renewabie," said Jim Wilde, associate
professor of communications at the
college since 1990.
Faculty members say Bradshaw
has stretched the period before
professors are considered for tenure
from the standard seven years to

tlibu('~1f;ntra~~tp~n_tioµiil_-.do!__;V~\!1~
e aw,wu,, . qon ·WO .. cooperate
'th tn ',__ ti',<'"'!'' •'·•·UP'"'' <PU(t,J
nini_ Bradsnaw. incluci&!
-~'Thll\1lo~"AKOP~iv;;;i~
tees of tenure-and academic free--,· ti'oncou
· '' 1·d..even
, -· ··tua·.II;>'J'"·a·to'
, ea· ·::.'!
UlCUd.·'dom only, m-1992-93-contracts•-of,r.
...
r•=
...•
;.,
Ii
·t··,
t··"'!i'.,
I",.,:,~.'
.. , .. - --. .. 1 · U)g Lee> on " s o sc oo s· war
fered to mstnictors who sued, Lees, , •.· 't · · 0 co · 1· ·
· 't!i'' "· • ••'"'
last
fa~'-terp~ed-r:ri:.ce -~lilishet~,
ra s w
· so _ ... · s, the national AAUP's Journal, Acadaug;hter, Rebekrui, t? teacli,speech, deme _ would circulate among the
despite her_ n?t meeting the South- AAUP's 41,000 -members.
em A5;5ooa(!on of. Colleges and·
"It's a newly established saneSchools reqmrements for the post. tion for systemic governance viola. "Lees is your schQOI," W~de tions," Kreiser said.
said at the state A,AUP meeting.
"By virtue of bringing (the situ"The problems that are at Lees ation) to the attention of the general
College could happen to you. • , •
academic community it would
. "If the AAUP can't do some- make prospective facu'ity members
thmg, then nobody can."
think twice about going" to a school
Meanwhile, Kreiser said an ad on the list.
hoc committee would visit Lees in.
A determination of whether
late May or early June. He said the' Lees is in compliance with AAUP
national investigation would be in- standards wouldn't come until the
dependent of the state's.
November-December,· issue at the
A statement released by Lees earliest, Kreiser said.
College on Thursday about the
The AAUP also can censure
AAUP investigation promised co- colleges and universities at its anoperation with the Southern group nual·national meeting.
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Lees College president, board.
censured by professors' group·
By IVONNE ROVIRA
Associated Press
· The state chapter of a national professors' organization voted unanimously yesterday to condemn the president and board
of trustees of Lees College..
.
The Kentucky Conference of the American Association of University Professors, at
its· annual meeting in Louisville, based its
vote on an investigati9n it conducted in
February into -the Jackson, Ky., college.
The national organization already has announced that it too will investigate the
school. Its associate secretary, Robert
Kreiser, attended the Louisville meeting.
"The kind of systemic problems that have
been charged.against the administration are
quite serious," he said. "... It's an institution in obvious great distress."
The state probe looked into the tiny, twoyear college's extraordinarily high turnover
and into allegations that included nepotism,
infringements of academic freedom and firings of faculty members and staff on whim.
During the investigation, John DeMarcus, a
member of the state AAUP executive committee and a history. professor at Northern
Kentucky University, was ejected from the
campus at the order of college President
William B. Bradshaw.
·
Soon thereafter, the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools, the regional accrediting agency, also visited Lees. The
agency's team looked into the bitter f~cultyadministration feud, among other things.
J. Phil Smith, chairman of Lees' board of
trustees said yesterday he had no
comment on the state AAUP's condemnation.·
The national ·AAUP wrote Bradshaw earlier this month that it was
launching an investigation:
• •Kreiser said an ad hoc committee·
· from the organization will visit Lees
in late May or early June. ·
Yesterday, several members of
Lees faculty recounted allegations
that erupted almost immediately
:after Bradshaw became president of
·the private college in 1988.
Faculty members said about 130
faculty and staff employees had left
during Bradshaw's tenure, with
many staying just a year before

• moving on. College spokeswoman
Susan Herald acknowledged recently that only nine of Lees' 27 faculty
members have been at the college
five years or longer.
Faculty membeis also pointed to
a faculty handbook crafted - except for one page - by Bradshaw.
The booklet says that it can be
changed at any time and that none
of its terms are binding,
.
At Lees, "you have a new definition of tenure. It's annually renewable," said Jim Wlide, associate professor of communications since
1990.
- Faculty membeis say .Bradshaw
has stretched the period before professors are considered for tenure
from the standard seven years to
nine. Bradshaw included guarantees
of tenure and academic freedom
only in 1992-9f contracts offered to
instructors who sued Lees last
spring, faculty members said._ ~
Bradshaw also hired his daughter,
Rebekah, to teach speech even
though she didn't meet the accreditation agency's requirements.
A statement released by Lees College Thursday on the state AAUP
investigation promised cooperation
with the accrediting agency but
made no mention of whether the administration would cooperate with
the national AAUP.
~ -The national AAUP investigation
eventually could lead to including
Lees on a list of schools that aren't
in compliance with AAUP practices.
That list - published in the national
AAUP'.s journal, Academe - would
circulate among the organization's
41,000 members.
That would bring the problems to
the attention of the academic community and "make prospective faculty members think twice" about
coming to the school, Kreiser said.
A determination of whether Lees
is in compliance with AAUP standards wouldn't come until the November-December issue at the earliest, he said.
The organization also can censure colleges and universities at its
______ ,
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KSU regents approve 1992"'.'3 budget
calling for no faculty raises or. layoffs
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky State
University's faculty will get no raises
next year and will have to pay any iiicrease in health-insurance costs.
On the other hand, the university's
regents are planning no faculty layoffs
·- although some vacancies will. not be
filled.
Yesterday the regents approved a
$35.2 million budget for 1992-93 that
will require a freeze on faculty salaries
and spending reductions of at least 5
percent in all departments. Regent
Chairwoman. Barbara Curey said there
will' be no spending on construction
next year, except for emergency repairs. Employees will have to pay any
increase in health-insurance' premiums.
The cost per employee could increase

by as much as $23 a month, KSU
spokesman Kenneth Miller said,
· Nonetheless, "I think think that we
are in a vecy fortunate situation" com- ·
pared with state universities where faculty layoffs are likely, .<;urry said.
The regents, who will meet again
· May 9, postponed a decision on hiring
new .faculty' members.
Because of tight state finances, KSU's
state appropriation will. decline by 7.5
percent from its original state funding
for 1991-92. Students will help take up
the slack by paying a 3.1 percent tuition
increase, a 10 percent increase in housing rates and a 20 percent increase in
the activity fee. The budget is based on
an assumed enrollment of 2,534 next
fall. KSU President Mey Smith said the
current enrollment of 2,290 is larger
than last spring's,
The regents also approved 'a three-
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Ksu board

.

year "plan of ·direction" that includes
these goals:
■ Reducing the ratio of a!lministrators to faculty members.
■ Recruiting more Kentucky students,
especially blacks.
,
■ Strengthening academic offerings
in natural sciences, leadership studies,
fine arts and· teacher education.
■ Establishing program of n international studies and a Center·of Excellence for the Study. of Kentucky Afri.
can-Americans.
The regents also approved a Distinguished Professor Award. for Richard
Taylor, who is ari English professor and
faculty regent, and honoracy doctoral
degrees for James Y. Peoples, an Illinois
educator, and Norfolk State University
President Harrison B. Wilson. Peoples
and WIison are KSU alumni.
·

a

ees will have to pay for any in-

thaeqtwr·wemouiendt. be a liberal. studies
creases in health insurance.
r
• Announced .a new rommittee
KSU, which was founded in
system. The board has previously
1886 as the state's only school for
acted as a committee of one. The
blacks, does not have a black studnew committees will be personnel,
ies program
·
finance, student affairs and academThe school hopes to hire a
ic affairs.
director early next year to develop
• Adopted a "plan of direction"
the center. .
for the university, which includes
In other action yesterday, ·the
greater emphasis on minority reBy E;rlc Gregory
board:
cruitment and retention and the
Herald-Leader education writer
• Approved the school budget,
development of an international
FRANKFORT _
Kentucky which rules out layoffs next year,
studies program.
State University aims to become a as well ·as ruling out faculty "and
• Announced the resignation of
national c~nter for black culture, staff raises.
Rodney Ratliff, a Frankfort busiresearch and history, under a plan
Operating expenses in all denessman who has several state
approved by the school's board partments will be reduced by at
leases. Ratliff was appointed by
yesterday.
least 5 percent; no state money will
, former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in
be spent on capital projects; routine
Decembe
"This is not something t~at _is maintenance will' be eliminated, exr.
.
..
.
here.only for Ken~ck~,S:ate,. said cept for emergencies; and employNo reason was given for his
President Mary Smith. Its gomg to
resignation. Ratliff could not be
.
be a center for the commonwealth
,
reached for comment. -IJQ-"'"'
...; _ · ...
'
1
of Kentucky, and hopefully beyond
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I
~~Bo .., el.~ ill ii~ ill ,,-, =i
the state."
.
'
'
. '
.
t;o· . .,.., ";r:g "i'iil :g ,:a ;II
KSU hopes to raise $5 million 6 Kentuckians are Younger Scholars
~
~ ii;
over three years 10 fund the Center LEXINGTON, Ky. - .Six Kentucky students have been named g ~ ~ ~ § ~ ~ ~; C ..
of E'!'cellence, which would a~t as a national Younger Scholars for 1992 by _the National Endowment · ii 8' ~
iii ~ o ~ ii
cleannghouse for black history. for the Humanities.
.
> ~ "' g '" !i!l a "' ;- ~ Cl
M?5t of . that would come from The students were selected in a nationwide competition of high
s ~ s i !i!l : ~ c:
pnvate_ gifts:
.
school and college S!\'dents who sl!bmitted .project proposals in , ~- g·
~ lJi •!:! ~-::,:: S
~m1t~ s'\1d donations have been hist~ry, lit~n1;tu~, philosophy, foreign languages and other hu- I , ,!i!l ;;. 8' ~ ~aa· n 5: ~ g 2j Ill
commg m smce she announced the mamties disciplines.
.
.
.
. .
· ,. '" S' c: m~ g,~ q 8' !" Ill
idea last year as one of her pet The winners are: John V. Salisbury of Bowling Green, a Jumor , gi i O :, :c,. iii~ S' ~~
projects. KSU spokesman Ken at Bowling Green High School;,Micah L. Auerback of Lexington,.a ' .?l ~ ~ ;ii"~ ., ~-iii] · ,:,
Miller said at least $2,500 has been senior at Lafay~tt~ Senior High School in,LeJC!ngt~n; Zac!tary D.
jg; a~ 0. ~ ~ :_ ~;, I -.
donated.
Berger of Louisville, a freshman. at. the ~~orrua lnsti~te of
g ~ g-q ;;. a ill _ ~ ill. 5' O
- Smith outlined the center1or the Technology; Yung-Yee Wu of Louisville, a Jumor at W~fill!gton
2. ~ 2. 1:i" .o :, .i g- ;
O
school's board ofregents yesterday. University· in St. Lo~is; ~lizabeth Buf:'lon of M?rehead, a_iU1Uor at
'""!i
= ~ ~ S' g g-?f:,:, Ill.
The plan includes: ·
. ·
M?re~ead State U_mvers1ty; an_d Jessica_ V. Rottman of Richmond,
[
~ gi 8' ; · g- ill O en:
• An archives that would house .Jl.!Uruor at Maryville College m Maryville, Tenn.
< g- g >l i;i..,
c- ~ ~ O,
n,
n, en'< c
n n, -.::i.ri ••.1
collections, artifacts and documents
0.1;; 8' 5· n
g ~ ~ Ill':
related, to black history.
q 2.., Sag" m.., g: ~ ::1
• Seminars and festivals to in.
.
~ s· ts. !!I
§" ~
OJ
crease awareness about the roles of
1f § ~ [ ~ > :! ~ ;; fir :SI
blacks in Kentucky and the world.
:g 5· ;;· i.-'" ~ !i!l i:i· :i: ~ 01
• A program in black studies
A service of the ·Office of Media ~elations~. ~
~
~~"5!

0 K5 pIan fQr
• I bIack
nat1ona
culture center

i;"

i[

I
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MSU Clip Sheet
A 11a111pllq of recent ardda of intcrat to Morehead.StateVDivenity
MEDIA RELATIONS •

Trustees
at U of L
declare·
emetge~cy
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville Board of Trustees
has declared a fiscal emergency, a
move university Presjdent Donald
Swain says will help make changes
that have been approved in principle for 1993.
·
Those changes include a detailed study of U of L's· studentadvising services, · review of the
International Center for restructuring by next year and standardizing
pay· methods for professors who
teach extra summer and evening
courses.
· ·The fiscal emergency was declared Monday because of ail 11
percent reduction in state funds for
the school this year. The board
· made the declaration as part of the
approval of a finance committee
motion to drop one program and
reduce or transfer four others.
The U of L administration is
trying to cut pay for. teaching. some
courses, lay off some untenured
faculty members and· take other
steps to pare the budget by $6.7
million.
·
LEXINGTON HERAtD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.,
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, 1992

Sue Bennett
to offer first
4-year,.degree
in business ,. ·
'

.. ,

!' "'l'
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A. ..challenge for 9olleges
.

. -~ ,

·,

ATCIDNG Kentucky makers .and college board memcolleges hack away at hers suffer from a kind of.myopia
•
their : budgets . makes that seems to make it difficult his clear: To sustain nay, impossible -.for them to see
the state's elaborate higher educa- beyond the current fiscal year.
1 tion system, tuition .will need to ·' ·
While less· severe than others,
I rise substantially. The challenge is the current recession is having a
to cover costs'While keeping high- profound effect ·on higher educaer education within reach of low- · tion nationally. For the first' time,
and moderate-income Kentucki- money appropriated for higher
ans. ·
education has dipped all across
Throughout the state college the country.- down 2 percent this
· system, presidents are haying to year. Many states have offset
cut programs, courses and· per- funding cuts ,by increasing stusonnel in order , to· make ends dents' share of costs. Between
meet. Some frills are being elimi~ 1985 and 1991, ·for .example; tu•
nated and some duties are being ition and fees for undergraduates
sensibly realigned, but many cuts rose 85 percent in the southern rethr~ate;11 the quality of higher edu- . gion. However, in Kentucky the·
cation m Kentucky. Students can't increase was only 39 percent.
be crammed into classrooms, Even so, tuition in Kentucky recourses in classics, science and mains above the median for other
health can'.t be .eliminated, and Ji. states in .the region.
·
brary budgets •can't be trimmed
Officials may conclude . that
without serious consequences.
Kentucky must sacrifice. its noteSure, the national recession is worthy tradition of pegging tuthe reason, but it's not entirely to iµon to the. average student's abilbl~e. Kentucky is paying dearly ity, to pay and move toward a sysfor mdulging in a .costly habit - · tem that links tuition to costs.
increasing its higher education What cannot be sacrificed is the
network without regard to the goal of putting a college education·
long-term costs. The state's law- within reach of all citizens. •

W
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Degree progra_m OK'd for college

a

, LONDON, Ky. - After nearly losing its identity as· private
, institution, Sue Bennett College aruiounced yesterday ,that it had
·won four-year status' for one of its degree .programs.
.
The
Kentucky
Council
on
Higher
Education
has
extended
the
1
, junior college's license to offer a bachelor of arts degi:ee in busi•
' ness administration. '
'
'
."This is a milestone in the history of Sue Bennett College," said
Sandra McLendon, vice president for academic affairs at the 96year-old school, which has 500 students. She said the school will
begin enrolling students for the new degree program this falL
Facing financial problems,. the school's board of
voted .
In late 1990 to merge with the University of Kentucky's community college system. But the United Methodist Church, which owns
the buildings and grounds; objected, and the board later rejected
the plan.
. ; ,.,a·:·•; '
' ' ' ·:,;r;, ,,~... • '

trustees
'

'

0·

~

'
I

McLendon said Sue Bennett is·
also applying to offer a two-year
nursing degree. She said, an ad•.
vanced. nursing course . would rei
- added next fall.
· . . " .. ,,.:./,,•
. The schooi. Iias 5(Xf'stud~::':,I

·CbSts'a'.ttop·co11eges

middle-class students altogether.
But part of the loss appears to be
the effect of private school tuition
rising at more than twice the rate of
· real income during the 1980s.

squeezing out mariy-'
less affluent students
Elite schools, which have bied
._CLOSE-UP:
since the '60s to select students ·
without considering family
Higher education
income, now say they have to
alter policy or risk running into
the rich.
financial trouble.
. During the last three years, the per

0

centage of students from families who
By Mary Jordan
earned at least $100,000 a year rose from
The Washington Post
, 31 percent to 37 percent at the 25 most
Johanna Fernandez, one of 253 stu- selective private schools, according to
dent protesters arrested at Brown Uni- statistics from the UCLA Higher Educaversity last week, comes from a family of · tion Research Institute.
five whose income is $22,000 - a single
Only 5 percent of all American houseyear's tuition and fees at her Ivy League holds have income of '$100,000 or more.
school.
·
The percentage of students in those
Her anger at the university's contro- schools who are from families earning
versial policy of considering how much more than $150,000 rose from 17 percent
students can pay when deciding whether to 22 percent since 1988. Those schools
to admit them drove her to join a include Harvard, Princeton,· Yale, Tufts, .
takeover of the main administration Brown, Cornell and Duke.
building last Wepnesday.. ·
The poorest students, whose families
That demonstration led to shouting earn less than $30,000, dropped slightly
matches, a ra~-.soaked gat1;ering of 6_00 from 13 percent to 12.4 percent, with
and a mass V!Slt to a ProVJdence police . those in the middle being squeezed out or
station. ,· ..;:·. ,' -;r.·.~."'.'_.i~-r·, .;·.~· ,.- ~-.-/..J:•~--::;; opting out ;:'•;;'[';f't'"'-'",••.';-!~,t~•;'.,')t •~ti·•· ., ... ,,·;;;j
"I happened _to _get accepted,:'. 5!lid .;;/!'What apparehiiy'./~"happening is the,
Fernan~ez, who excelled in a public ~gh '..iifds' from families· earning $60,000,
sch_ool m the Bronx, ~here her father_ IS a $70,000 and $80,000 have been effectively
mamtenanc_e worker. 'But ?ther _q1:3lified · priced _out," said Arthur M. Hauptman, a
students that I know back home _hke me policy·. consultant on financial aid to the
might n~q~ s~_l.~cky:'.' . , . ~~
_ Anjerii:in \:Duncil on Education, the.larg:fhe contin1!111g protest at Brown --:--::·:- est association representing colleg~ and ·
as· well. as· recent ones at Wesleyan,· universities. '· ' .· , ·.. , .,· . ·
.
Columbia, Smith, ~d-_other prestigious_ ....: .. :,'Th~y:'i;;:{~~;iit" in lletweeti They.'
sc)lools_ - ~pted over one of the most have · too · much money to qualify for.
contei_itious issues O'!. l1l8;IIY campuses . much-' in_. the _way of aid, ·;ind .too
.... _littl_e
today.themovebyagrowmg.numberof .
to
.th b"ll"
,. ,...... ,,
1
elite universities toward a long-taboo · mo!ley pay e · : . ·· • · -~
policyofconsideringhowmuchm?ne}'.a
''.1:he elite pri~te ?Jllege:i-and unistudent's family has when. choosmg its, ,; v_ers1ti,,es, are. expenen911g -'middle,_cl~
freshmen.
. -"--• .•
. · melt, .agreed Morton Owen Stjiaprro,
As the so-called nw!-blind policy an econ_omis~ at the Upj_yersity of Sou~hbegins to erode and middle class stu- em Califorma and co-author of Keeping
dents back away from costs that can run ~/lege Aff_omable. "The I?iddl~-cl~ss
to $90,000, the nation's elite schools · kid~ l,emg__ ~epla~ by nch_kic\~s.c.
appear to be beginning to· return to their
. 5':haprro said ~me of that deearlier 20th century days as bastions for
clme 1s due to the disappearance of

·~ · ·

His research shows·,that in 1978
students from middle- and uppermiddle class families: (defined in
1989 as earning between $40,000
and $75,000) accounted for 39 percent of the student body at a· group
of 32 highly select colleges and
universities, while by 1989 that
share declined to 31 percent
Many of the nation's brightest
students who 10 years ago would
have qualified for free grants at the
private elite universities, now are_
strapped with tens of thousands of
dollars of 'loans if they accept:
:..· ,l
. ·.- ,
''It is not something schools like
to. talk about," said John Burnell,
Stanford . University's admissions
director, who said he did not have
the data and doubted a :reporter
would find it in any office. - ' :
~

tha:t

"If the perceptio~ is·.
there
are schools for the affluent only
where most of the students· have
parents with incomes over $100,000,
the worry is that it- will send
message to· kids below· that income
level, that they won't fit in."

a

Edee Saada · Sahar, a Brown
University senior who grew up in a
working class. family and was .one
of those protesting last week, said
"there are definite class distinctions
at the school."
· · · · ' ·0 •
"You see it id all kinds of
ways," she said. "You walk into a
class on public· policy that is: discussing welfare, and almost no one
there has ever known anybody on
welfare or anyone who has lived in
substandard housing; The voice of
peoplewhohaveexperiencedpoverty or even known someone on
welfare is.a-whisper here.""'· ··
:·· · ;,
Robert A. Reich!ey, Brown's executive vice president, said ''no one
i'! the Bro}V11 _l]riiversitY, ~ffi;l!lunity·
disagrees · with the pnilcrple of
achieving need-blind admissions."
But, he said, "the issue 'now and in
the future remains: who will pay?"
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Foririer· KSU official who was fired
is ·a _Iea4ing candidate for PSC post
By FRAN ELLERS
·
Staff Writer
- ---·- ..

·
Lambert, a supporter of Brereton and former member of the old ener•
. - . Jones' bid. for governor,. was vice. gy regulatoiy commission.
·. _
.. -,....
· president for. university relations at- --, He· would be a,. c:ontroverslal
A former Kentucky State. Univer- KSU until the school's regents fired choice in a controversial agency and
sity official who WlL!I _pre<! ll!St fall. Jµm in October..
--3 · .. · - cabinet. · · ·
and who is suing the school's board .. ·Whether•to· keep Lambert was a
A statewide citizens group, Kenof regents is a leading candidate for source of friction between the board· tuckians ·For The Commonwealth,
directo_r ~f the state Public Se~ice: and former 'KSU,. Preside$ J~hn:. ~eied •'PSC. CoJrullll!sii>!]et;-,.E!l:
CoD11D1SS1on.
.. -:-::-:::..::..:-::-.--:··--· :' Wolfe,:.who was· forced to resign. Overbey for defeat dunng tlie . . reCommissioner Tom Dorman,.and.- I.amber! had also been11 top aide to cent· legislative session when- lawEd Ho1!nes, ~ecretary. 9!th!!. l'Ilbpc former•, KSU;,,P,resident''. ~ond:'~r,nakers were cre,b~~:wlfettler to1
Protection and' ~tio~ --~In~.. ·. Burse,, who le~, the schJ!()l,after' a;;J.&infirm his reappmntmentLJJbe;
for the Jones ailmiriistralion, con-' controversial tenure. Burse, a Louis- group said the commission had not
firmed this ,week·that Charles H.:. ville attorney and husband of state •·been:seilsitive to some consumer
Llll!lbert:ha~ ~n il!!8l'Yi~~-r!l{'~nue S~~ Kim B~e, !5 ~~09#!!!~'.duiing,·~~'teijiue'
c:ently for th" Job? ~ch the:tljree-::, l!OW !'8Pre~enting '. Lambert m his"' as chairinaJL .. ,i tl.1.2. ~ f.i! · .,
member commlss10n JS expected to.. lawswt-against KSU•. · · · •
'· , , · The leadership of the public proiill soon. l. . _. ,. - ,...,..,..":'.~~;rrLw,nbertandanatherfonilerKS(! ,,~_lj;~ine~-~ ~~~.!YI is-c:it:We n~ to make a 4,l!.tjs1_Q!l;~-off)cial who was. fired,. MacArthur sue in recent months. Jones was rehere soon," Dorman said yesterday, Parby, have filed ,fedei;al la..,,.,,;..,..,nnrt""iu3 coilsidenng" ~ -his chief
'.He Holnies saidthete•.·anrtfew-see
'more thm $ ·•' • • 'ii,:~ ~"~ • fund-raisei: ·. · , " · 1or,
,.,..,;-" "'• di"·
.... ,.. ,. ··'D-~hasb
,.,_.,Ji!P;!ll~'l,;;, ... , 1c.•1:---l!~ ·---' - ,-•~J-==IJ@I!,_ . '
~~f::c_'
~
,:.'
;
;.
"f~~:n z..~.J.Mi~'..h..,<;:8¥- · ,
as a
!!!~l l.9.!!• el!~,ii.J~. ~
-•.CO 01i.bili~fit~.1.Q>~ _o,lll!~.,s~,-IJ!I.I.J!!I
__ .. _. .

and

·:!n,""

::I'"5~ty,!J!,(

,g,~~m:

; tablish good relationships beremoved from office.
tween the school district and
The new· superintendent,
local business and industry
who would be the f"irst hired
leaders.
·
from outside the district in the
He said he would meet with · history of the school system,
teachers, administrators, par: would take office July 1. Suents and board members beperintendent Edward Stephens
Ifore. ''.sitting down to .. for- .... has said he will retire when
mutate a plan" to move the
his contract expires June 30.
district ahead.
Brown is one of five final"He wants to gef everyists chosen for the job by a
body's input," Ferguson said.
local search committee made
Under Kentucky's Education
up of an elementary teacher, a
Reform Act, superintendents
high school teacher, a princi. now do Jl),e hiring and f"iring
pal, a board member and a
in a ~cl):ppFdistric!. Board
parent.
members·:,who try to influence
Fifty-seven people from 26
his persoiineC
decisions
can
·be
states
applied for the job.
. _,_

I

.
I
I

~
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arene Co ege, .
eir son,
Blaine, a ·high school sophomore.
•
"We will know something
definite by the end of the
week," Brown said:
.
.
Board member __ l;>a','.id Ferguson s_aid he was impressed
with Brown's knowledge of all
aspects of running a school
district.
·
"From finance to curriculum to transportation he knows it," Ferguson said.
"He said he will involve the
board, the faculty and the
community in improving the
district. I liked that/'
. .
Ferguson said Brown· ''went·
door to door" in the East
Guernsey district to help get a
12.5-mill levy approved · by
voters.
,
Brown said Ea~t Guernsey
was facing financial problems
and was about to be absorbed
by a neighboring district
when he took over as superintendent three years ago. .
The Ohio district has about
1,600 students, less than half of
Greenup County's. student
population.
. ....;; ;, '..; ,__;,·
In an earlier -interview,
Brown pledged to \vorkto'esv

~ · ; . " " , ; : _ . _ , [ ; ;.• , __

MSU jri.riioi;·_-·::, . . ·
receives honor .

' 2 educators. -~~ · ...
share award·· .:t >: · .

LEXINGTON-'- Elizabeth
Burton of Morehead, a ·
junior at Morehead State
University, is one of six
Kentucky students named
national Younger Scholars
for 1992 by the National
Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH).
The students were
selected in a nationwide
competition of high school
and college students- who
submitted project proposals
in history, literature,
philosophy, foreign
languages and other
humanities _disciplines.

. HIGHLAND HEIGHTS - .
A Morehead State :,'.;;\)·.
University professor shares
an award witha:Northern.
Kentucky University; .
educator for worlt.fu.',::..\· ..
documenting threatsto.
.
academic freedom and
tenure at Lees College in
Jackson.

NEH Chairman Lynne V.
Cheney said the NEH
Younger Scholars program
offers a unique challenge to
high school and
undergraduate college
students early in their
academic careers.. . .

Michael Seeling of MSU
and John P. DeMarcus of
Northern were awarded the
Paul Oberst Award on.
Saturday ·at the annual
meeting of the Kentucky_ .
caruereiice'ofllie"Ainerican"
· Association of University ·
Professors"CAA'oPYat<: ·: . ·
Louisville.
.'.-,. : · .,..,, · ·
The award fs-·madeto'". '
' those who contribute to - a~emic freedom,; -·
:;tT)ie two spent.tlµ-ee _to
four weeks at Lees College
gathering informatjpn," ·.
said H. Lew Wallil_·cii"'_, - ..
president of the•Keiitucky-'
Conference AAUPi •..'}. ":'?:~.;

">• ·

·. :· _;. -

;

:..:4,;.~~~'i.: ~~:;4

The informatfciri'v.inl·.tie''
used in an invesj;lgiltion by.
the AAUP in Wlislimgt6n;-'
- ..

;

·--~.yJ-- '~ ·..:
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-3- fina_lists ~hose'1 __(or ACC position_:
mei:
Chancell_or m_um on. Who .
o board
he'll recommend
'
committee that
three· Ii.ad
t'

all

By ROGER ALFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

1 :

Ashland position, .which pays visory board. They hlso
money froni private sources to
from $60,000 to $70,000 a year.
with students and faculty
combat funding shortfalls.
Others considered for the during their visits to the
from the state..
job were Timothy Duszynski, campus.
.. .
Worman earned his bacheformer president of Kansas
Dassance earned his bache!or's degree from Grove City
Newman College in Wichita; !or's degree from Grove City · College in Grove City, Pa., a
and Jacqueline Addington, College in Grove City, Pa., a
master's in international af.
chief executive officer of the master's in student personnel
fairs from Florida State UniUniversity System Center- services from Michigan State
versity, and a doctorate in poGwinnett in Lawrenceville, University, and a doctorate in
litical science from Florida
Ga.
'
higher education administraState University.
All of the applicants. chosen tion:· from the University of
In his me_etings with infor interviews met with the .Virginia.
·
·
structors and students,
selection committee made up · ·· In his discussions with inWorman said he relishes poliof faculty, staff and a student. · structors, Dassance said the
tics and considers one of his
aswellasmembersofthead- college should push to raise· strengthsworkingthroughthe
T_he Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Friday, April 24, 1992

the support of the advisory
board, the faculty, staff and
students who had the op. ASHLAND - Three final- , portunity to meet witli them,"
ists, all of whom are from out : said Bruce Leslie, a Greenup
of state, have been sele~ted for : lawyer who, as chairman of
the Ashl~nd Commumty Col-1 :the advisory board, served on
lege presidency.
: the selection committee.
B~n Cai:r, chancellor of the · \ . "We feel like any of these
_Umvers_1ty of Kentucky,ithree c_andidates will be the
:Commumty College System, : type of president that can pick
a~nounced the recommend- , il.p on the tremendous prog.atJons. or an Asll!and ~earch !i-ess that the college has made
c~mm1ttee .that mter:,iewed : under the· leadership of Dr.
.. - ·
.
•·
1 011
eight peopl~ for th~ position.
: Newberry and can lead the
.
;_he finalists are.
I: ~allege in dealing with the
Charles I?assance, ~6, ; many problems· that face ·the
-:
provost of Florida Commun~ty icommunity."
· · .
•.
.i· ,., -'
College. Kent Campus m , ; Two of the eight people in-. . •.·
Jacksonville.
. ,\ terviewed for th
.T
Br J1M RolirllsoN
► Mike Worma~, 48,. presi- i I were from Kentuc:y Pi;~~:
O()'"HE Dl\llY i!'lDEPENDENT
d~nt of the ~mv_ersity of nity colleges. Alvin Marrow
· ,.,..
,,. ·
Pit►tsburgh at Titusville. . _1 dean of academic affairs at ; ··•MOREHEAD - Jailed for
~teve Markwood, 49, vice Hazard. Community College,
his Pa;ticip_ation in one of this
pre~ident.and ~ean of student and Robert Deger Jr., dean of
~ounti:y•st'_biggest political
affa1;s at M~ietta College in academic affairs at Madi~candats; Watergate con-·
Marietta, Oh10.
/
ill c
•ty C011
spirator·J~b Stuart_ Magruder
Carr said he. would make his sonv
e · ommum
ege,
is••issuing'1 his own indictm·ent
were passed
over.
recommendat10n at a June 16'
,
·
of Aineticari society,
meeting with the University of
One of the -eight, Donald
-·Iu'"ai'.speecli• at Morehead
Kentucky Board of Trustees in Green, withdrew from con-. Sta{e U11;iyersity on Thursday,
Lexington. One of the candi- tention after· visiting the Ml\g_:t'.llq~f/- 1_1ow. a,'Lexington
dates will replace Anthony campus and meeting with m_iI11St~r. s~1d th~t control_ of
Newberry, who was promoted , representatives of the college. , . t!je two l;Il3-J0r pohtical parties
to vice chartcellor for ach
Ii pect fr
b d
ademic affairs of the comniu- Green, who is vice president f as .s. P
om · ro3: -based
of academic affairs at Genesee coaht10ns to special mterest
nity college system.
Community College in Bat- Foups that c_ontrol WashCarr said he would ·not an- avia, N.Y., said he would have , mgton_ by greasmg pockets on
nounce his selection before to take a pay cut to accept the , .both sides of the aisle.
that meeting.
"All three candidates are
That, Magruder. maintains,
e'xtremely qualified, and it
led to the savings-and-loan
was the sense of the search
debacle, which he said "makes
Watergate look like a minor
scandal."
J

M-•1n1s·te·
•· .--- . r·- '-,. Magrud·er
allS .watergate
rec·'
--~~:1;_

I

political system, to. help .the
college receive more public
funding.
.
, ." ·,,
Markwood earned his, baclielor's and. master's degrees
from Bowling Green· State
University and a doctorate in 1
higher education commu' !
ni~atio!1. from- Penn :state!
Umvers1ty.
.
During. his campus visit,
Markwood promise~ tea<;hers
. that they would· have a say,so
in the way the ·school is rtin,
"but not to the point where It.
would be·regarded as a vote."

''The only thing that counts .
any more in the polltlcal
structure Is televisloii," he
said. ·
·
·
.
But he also, laid some 'of the
- . - --··
·
b.lame for what he termed
Magruder was the deputy
''.political
gridlock" on _an ap-'
cainp11ign director ..in 1972 for
athetic public concerned, only
the committee to re-elect
about Individual well-being.
President Richard Nixon and
Magruder's appearance ,:Was•
figured prominently in the
greeted
with varylngudegress
scandal over the break-In at
of
interest_.
,, .: m:,-: ,
the Democratic National
It
gave
MSU
English
. pro,
Headquarters at' the Watergate
fessor
John
McLean
.
an.:opapartment complex in Washportunity to run his .own
ington D.C. that led to Nixon's
theory
about Watergale.1 1by_
1974 resignation,'
Magruder.
McClean ,contents
Magruder pleaded guilty to
that·
Nelson
RockefeU~r i,~as
conspiracy to obstruct justice
behind Watergate, .. to _.pay_
and wiretapping in connection
Nixon back for commitments
with the break,in and ··cover- 'on which he reneged.: ·,.,-~·1,,,
up. He spent seven months In
prison ·
"I don't think Neisoii'Ifo"ck· Magro'der broached .the subefeller made Waterga(e~J~~p;
pen," l'ifagruder .s~id,"~~We
ject of Watergate only during
a half-hour question-andmade Watergate happe11:'~\,"
answer session .with the audiSusan Wilcox 2l'"ot'·· Ash:
ence after hi~ speech of nearly ' land, an MSU ju~tor';''sa:i\C~~~
an hour.
.
knew Magruder was .invdlve<I
Magruder complained that
In Watergate, but
the media, not political issues
know his specific role: ' · _.,_t•: ·
define presldentlal campaigns.'
0

~4e!;c!J!liJ.;~

"This IS Ii: g.ood'IWso.jY'J!
up-and-coming · polfticia , •
\ she said after Magrjjiter' '. e.
' Magruder said coliciH10 1 ·
, government ' siitce?Wale
, have not' chaitge1f?eiiou- . ala
prevent a stmuar"'sbli
, from liappehjng ag~ifi.: '\~t;l ,'.,::.
Magruder,'also .S!!J~~
I doubted_ the" W~tei-g~te ;. . · up could.have been· su6efs~ .
: "It probably. ~~µId'{~e
collapsed·, underi,dtSJpo:tw
weight/'
·
,:;::, . ·grrf\;l)hi •
'

:aiii

,
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Shared p·ain
Higher education in other states
;Js feeling the effects· of. budget cuts
If: it is tru_e _tha! .!ajs,~pi:.1
lpves compariy;-::-·the1rthos1r · ·
associated with Kentucky's
universities and community
colleges can take a degree of
comfort in knowing that they_
are not alone in their plight. ·
· In one way, the financial
woes of universities -in other
states could ease the damage
.ca:t1sed· by Kentucky's e·x-··-tensive higher education
cuts: It reduces the chances .
of Kentucky's universities·
falling further behind · in·
funding i.yhen compared to
similar institutions. in
neighboring states.
Twenty-nine· states cut ·a·
total of $1. 75 billion ..from
their higher-education. bud'. . Rona·1d·•'G··"'·
,·.,. who will
' become
. Eaglin,
gets last year, wiping,outtwo president of Morehead.State Uniyears of increases for 'iri- versity on July 1, will be immediflation and expansion. For ately faced with the unversity's
the first time in 32 years, money woes. Kentucky schools
annual state spending on -<!re. l}Ot_, 1!1on_e ~ii) .being• forced to
maRe cuts.
higher education declined· ····
_., .,., ....., ,.., · ··'
nationally, said Edward R. 'avoid the riegJtive impact of
Hines, senior staff member · the;. cuts on· the quality of
with the Center for Higher education' at Kentucky's pubEducation · at Illinois 'State lie universities and. commuUniversity at Normal;
·nity colleges,
.
In Kentucky, proposed
Kentucky has long lagged
steps· to trim millions of dol- behind most. neighboring
lars from their budgets vary .states in funding for higher
from university to. univer- __education. If Kentucky were ·
·sity. Western Kentucky Uri.i- · alone in milking budget cuts,
versity is. considering drop- it would, falt 1:lµt _much 'fur.
ping its money-losing football __ ther l;>ehi_nd_· itf ·neighbors,
program, <while the ·Uni:. ·and it ..:wotild :be-: more ,difvertsity ·of Louisville may ficuit for· state universities
declare a fiscal emergency to and. community cplleges to ...
justify·. administration :·t,Iifus 'attract and keep top faculty
to lay off SOil!e ~l}E!~l¼Jll,C· ; ,n~e~ber~. · · -~• ,
ulty members.
-, ·.. ;- ' ~'.
Higher. education budget
The impact of the iuts''will'•:;;cuts, il'f'.other'f'sfa'tes may
be_felt_ ?Y students af:'·a)v,;;::.sii.~ !{t!nt:{clfy's_.· urii,
un1vers1ties and commup.ity: · -v~~l!i,~~~NJ:d C?n:tr.9un1ty ~olcolleges:· Tuition· is·expected · leges simply-will 1:ie treadmg
to be increased significantly · ,water· during{these: difficult
. fewer.· classes will be offered' eccmomii:·. fii;ill!'s.- There is
and·· c1ass sizes will~l:ie.,ciii;..: :.pjo_bably little cciinfort. in
cr~as~2-: f.\t;:a?emic .l;'l,F~ij~~'\,:J!E~t- filr: tl_io.s~ :w~o. ~u·st:
that: attract relatively{;:-f~~?';'fylJlifRe. d1f(1cult d!!c1s1ons .students could be eliiniliated·~; .;il,lmut. :where to· cut and for
forcing· scime studen:tsTeillieft?&ffi'o~e.':w:qo..1·~\'.e .wprked.:.~Q;j
to. change their programs, of;. hard. to move higher educa~·
study.,qr,;t!l transfer: to o~er-_ _tiop,.Jor.,~~ct !n {!Senhicky;.;
1

! sc~~~~rt:;

~:r~ ~~~rief\~V,Jqb.:;.'~~t,Ji~}~~e:;,i~~t)
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

606-783-2030
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.U· of L trustees declare fl sea .:,. ,.,.
.,

.

.

status of librarians who now are
considered faculty members. ~ t
week the trustees' finance comnut•
tee had voted to lake faculty status
I.
. . ' .. ·
awayfromlibrarlanswhohadn't;feeelved tenure but were htre8 ~xContinuedfr~m Page One
The steps approved yestenlay in• peeling to be eligible for it.
elude laying off the equivalent of-33
Jacquelyn Reid, chaitwoman •of
in an emergency or under lhe most full-time employees _by July 1, In• · the faculty senate and a trustee,
extreme dicumstances."
duding more than five non-tenured said at the meeting lbat she and her·
. Making U of L's financial condi- faculty members and 28 non-faculty_ colleagues· were concerned about
tlon clear now, and authorizing employees. More than· 100 other po- the proposal.
.
·
Swain to adjust budgets and modify silions will be e~nated by J~ 1 . · The librarians will ba\11! to ~
pay plans, may redu~ questions in through canceltng vacant. ~obs, out the same duties even if their stathe future, Lyons said.
.. :
about 10 retirements, and elim1~at- tus changes, Reid said, reising quesRobert Kreiser, an official of lhe ing lhe equivalent of 17 full-time lions of fairness, and the change
. American Association. of University teaching positions by cu"!ng money probably will prompt many s!w!ed
.Professors in Washmgton, D.C., available to pay for_part-lime te~ch- librarians to leave because they ex_.said many sch::x,1s ~ecen1ly have ing or extra teaching by full-lime peeled to be eligible (or tenure. · .
used language like "finanaal emer- faculty.
She asked the trustees to let- 11gency" to take steps that don't alBy July 1, ts93, a total of 154 posi- brarians already on the payroll but
ways meet their own guidelines or · ttons will have been cut. 'Ihat in• not yet tenured have a charia! fot
standards set by the ass~iation..
eludes laying off 10 non-tenured tenure. ,
Kreiser said he wasn t familiar faculty members, some of whom·are
Trustee Burt Deutstb, chairman
With U _of L's plans. But ~UP ~- teaching part time, so that the of the finance committee, said he
· dards, which are recognized widely equivalent of 7.4 faculty positions opposed Reid's request.
· .
. by universities, • including U cf L, will be eliminated that way.
He said the committee had sought
~enerally call "for unJversity adm!n•
Nearly seven olher tenured facul- more information about librarians
istrations to C?nsult _closely. '!'Ith ty af!! retiring and won't be re- and he wanted to consider addition•
faculty groups •!i making decisio?JS placed, and nearly 33 non-faculty at information in future committee
lhat affect teaching and scholarship. emplo~s will be laid off; and the meetings. The committee could then
That includes laying off professo;s. equivalent of 25 positions will be recammend changes if it deciiledLyons said he doesn't believe the· cut by eliminating money used to untenured librarians should have
administration and trustees need to pay part-time teacheis or farulty faculty status.
·: : '
declare a fiscal ,emergency to cut teaching extra 4XlUISeS.: .
•
··'Jhe ·board voted to remove lan~
extra pay and take other s!eps that
Some ol .the cuis made by U1is guage aoout librarians rrom budget
have been appro~. He sru.d he be-.. Ju).y 1 Q1$.y be reve.rsed .by July ·l, . ·proposals it approved yesterday; delieves state Ja~ gwes lhe tnmees 1!)00. : . _. . _.
•. ._ • ·. . · · ferring adion on the status. of Iiand the adanrusttation lhe authority
Toe trustees also voted to elimi- brarillllS until next month's bl:eetfor such action.
, ,, . : nate the Perceptual Alternatives i!ig. . . •
· . . · .,-,
' ·'
-...-.-.......~ ~-~~ratory, wbich Wllll ~~t~ bJ! , : :1)1.e 1rustees also:.···, ,.. ,,.j '
i,, a p_sycbol~ profe~or who is refu• . ,•Yotscl _, ~ lhO ~ • ~
~
1'1 ii.tg; and l!flproved cutbac1!3 In !]le .,.,.. ~ > t ~ ~ ~ ~ O B
.Division of Allied Health, mcluding ="t:i$11A.,lladUPlre~ttt
r...lts proP.ms In Exercise Physiology . --,.
..
,," .'1' ilnd H~allb Promotion and Well- ~"':'
, ness, and in the Kent School of So- 19114 81 llo$pllawnlffls a1 ~ -o...
"-dal Work. ·· · · · · · ·
· · · · · ~ <fflg8d lloSp1lal ~ tiad ~ "'lli..._ trust·
A•-- -.""
.....ed· to......,__
11'111ilfailn!)tocllag,c<!ef,-soon,~)•]li,,a
. '
I ue
ees
""°"
t""'•
10 ~ and ~ b!;ir, ~
.;. ___ -~.. •--tn tt.<>t Wfllllit 11ffl!ct the T...,,. ..... -.nl ~ l;:.;

emergency to a.d •·n budget cuts
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WKU to decide
today whether
to play or pay
to end footbal I
By Bill Estep
South-central Kentucky bureau

BOWLING GREEN - The fu.
ture of football at Western Kentucky University will. become clearer today when regents decide
whether to give the program money
next fall to play or cover shutdown
costs.
' Regents will consider proposals
to cut $6.1 million from Western's
budget - money lost to state
budget cuts and· higher operating
CQSts. At a discussion meeting yesterday, President Thomas C. Meredith presented a budget-balancing
proposal that includes higher student-health fees; higher fees for offcampus classes; higher dorm-room.
rates; elimination of 51 jobs, 26 of
which are already vacant; and
greater workloads for professors.
"We are going to be a leaner
institution," said Steve Schnacke, a
Western administrator and member
of the budget committee. "The
question is where."
·
The budget committee recommended suspending the football
program, which loses money. There
is, however, an alternative budget•
proposal under _which the team
could keep playing if !lieschool can
raise about $350,000 through increased ticket sales, ·concessions
and corporate sporisorsliipffo augment university money. ·••'rb.' · ,,
Eitherway;· Western will give
the foo,tball program $450,000. That
would save $437,976, according to
the proposed budget
If the regents vote to suspend
football, that money will cover the
cost of salaries, scholarships and
game guarantees to other schools
while phasing out the program.
A vote to continue the program
would mean a recurring cost for the
school in the future.
The athletic department and
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation are
working to increase football ticket
sales and membership.
Supporters are trying to sell
5,000 season tickets. The school
sold 1,400 last year.
Robert Hansen, an- accounting
professor and member of the budget committee, said there seemed to
be little support on campµs for the·
football program.
· ... "••
But regents Chairman Joe Iracane, a supporter· of the program,
said many people· had .expressed
support for football to him;
lracane sought to delay today's
scheduled meeting.. until a week
from tomorrow.
·
By then, he said, a special audit
of some university accounts will be
finished and could provide insights
on ways to reduce the budget
Iracane also asked that the
budget committee have·· time ··to·
study whether money could be
diverted from Athletic Director
Marciani's of£~ to. f~t!>@;1 whel!1• 1
· er reserve money-could lie-used m
the budget; . whether .. W~tern•!i'

Lou

A 1nn,n;

Aff.:11T',cf, .nnhH,-.- · riol'!:l't-innc:,,•

and development offices could be
combined to save inoney; and
whether the College Heights Herald,
Western's student newspaper, could
be made self-sufficient.
Regents voted 6-3 against delaying today's vote on the budget
Iracane said later that he want,
ed the newspaper to be self-sufficient and wanted the savings to the
school diverted to the journalism
department.
Bob Adams, publications director and adviser to the newspaper
and yearbook, said the newspaper
pays its production costs and has
bought much of the equipment in

the publications office. It does not
pay the salaries of two advisers and
a secretary who work with the
newspaper and the Talisman, Westem's yearbook.
It was unclear exactly what
lracane wanted done with the paper, but Adams said he did not
think the newspaper could be self.
sufficient if it had to pay those
salaries.
·
Meredith said the budget committee did its best to protect academics in making recommendations
for the painful cuts.
"What happens in the classroom is the bottom line," he said.
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Would-be- law· student.. .-,,~~~es profeSSQr over exam
thiit'led
to his· dismissal
,·
..
·'

_.,,..,.. '.
'
By.'.TODD MURPHY
Staff, Writer

.,

•

'":.

j

· question and ·made it impossible to
make sense of the question, Megen. ity said..
·
,: · ,,_,,·
the law school.test ques''Very simply, the professor got
tio/t. that screwed up Mark Megeni- confused and changed the names
ty'§_life. · •
• ·· · ·· ··: . and places around," Megenity said.
"'l\ri~ after• two years of Jousting "There was no way to address the
wi_,tfi';the law school bureaucracy question."
..
ovel'.'-it, the prospective lawyer is
Megenity said several confused
still· looking in from the outside - students questioned the professor,
anjl'.11ow looking for help through a Robert L Stenger, about the quesvagnely familiar weapon: a lawsuit. ' tion during the test, and he did
-Megenity has sued a University of afterwards.
Lo~e law school professor,
But Stenger would not acknowl~ g that the profess!lr con- edge any problem, Megenity said
stJ:U.!;!ed a final t~ qu~stion ~at . Other students got poor grades on
was- falally flawed_ and_ IIDP:D:5Stble the test because of the confusion,
to: answer. Megemo/s mability t~ Megenity said. "But no on else was
answer the qu~on, ~e swt in the position I was, where bµt for
charges, caused him to. get a bad . this one flaw in this exam, ,they .
grade on the test.• Which caused would have been in law school biID: to get a bad_ grade in f!ie ~lass. . but are now out of.law school," he
Which caused him to ~ <!i5nussed said.
fro~ the law school within weeks · , Megenity got a D on the test, a D
after the test....... •
in the class, and - with a resulting
.That was more _than. two y~ars 1.964 grade point average - a quick
agoT.od M
•ty" • · still.. tryin-.' g. ·t . •. dismissal from the law school
0
· ay, egem IS •
But a lawsuit?
find his way ~ack . mto the. law. Megenity said he has tried everyschool - and still trying, he satd, !0 thing else available in a U of L refind someone at the school who will •
• h bee
read the test question and see it for view_ process f!iat he sat~ as
n
its senselessness..
unfatr and_ w~1ghted against a stu7'lt's turned my life upside down,".· de~t questiomng ~ eJCl!lll~egenity, a Crawford County, Ind.,
I honestly don t,,believe anyone
gi,ade-school teacher, said yester- ~as p~ed ,!hat t~st . and looked at
day, the day after his lawsuit was ti, he satd. I d~n t . ~ anyo~e -~
filed
. ..,
, .
. . had the gumption.
. ... , • ..
:n ·all started 'in Domestic Rel a- Megenity's lawsuit, which names
!ions/ ·,
.. , ,
S~enger and _other law school offi:M.egenity, who was laboring near etals he considers to be part of the
the- l!.O cumulative grade-point aver- appeals process as d~~endants, asks
age · necessary to avoid academic for actual and Pll}lllive ~ges.
disinissal took the class in the fall But what he espeetally wants IS to
senwster 'of 1989.
:
be re-admitted, he said • .
· As :is the case in most law school
"I have never had my day in court
class.Ill!, students' grades were based _to question this ~ - SQ as a reentll'e,ly ·on the grade they got on . suit, I am .spe':1~g literally a,,tortheir',final test, Megenity said. The tu':1e to bnng tt into question,. )le ·
domestic-relations final had three·" ,satd.
·
lof11(guestlons. Megenity·walr:doing _;,;: 'Stenger .said yesterday that he
after the first two, iie;·thought•" had not seen ~e _la~t and .did n_or,
Thenli:ame tlie third. ,11.,.:. "'"··"'·'•' know the details behind Megenity's
It was a page and a halffong. And"' charges, and he said it thus was init made no sense,- Megenity said.
appropriate to. talk about the suit ."I
People and places and' situations 1 guess all you can say is, people can
iri thi! last part of the question bore , file lawsuits," he said.
::1.J ,,,,: '
no relation to the people and places,. · Claims mad~. in .filing. a· Iawsui!
and situations
in the first- part
case,;-'· ..1
.
.. -··of.the. give only one'side:of-the
.,,,
- .

·-x,:was

well

.

'
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Recruit Kentuckians
The University of Kentucky's recently
released recruiting class for men's basketball contained not a single Kentuckian.
This is amazing and disappointing due to
the success the 1991-92 team had with several Kentucky players.
The main purpose of the University of
Kentucky should be the education of Kentuckians. If young students are recruited
from Kentucky, they will, in all probabilj ity, stay in Kentucky, and their education
i would ben~fit Kentucky.
: Is the purpose of- the University of
' Kentucky athletic teams to furnish play. ers for the pro teams or is it to educate
Kentuckians?
Several in my family -have graduated
from the University of Kentucky, and I do
enjoy the men's basketball and .football
games _on the radio and 1V. It would be
nice to hear Kentucky hometowns mentioned when the teams are introduced. It
would be good publicity for Kentucky.
How about an editorial about Kentuckt.s state-supported colleges and universities giving more athletic scholarships
to Kentuckians.
MARY KEY BODKIN
Bowling Green, Ky, 42101
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Stafford endows Georgetown chair
,. GEORGETOWN - Marjorie Bauer Stafford of Carrollton has
donated money to establish a Chair of Equcation in her name at'
Georgetown College.- , .•
Stafford, a 1937 graduate of the college, began her 43-year
teaching career at Locust School in Carroll County.
After her husband's death in 1973, she created the Elmer Stanley
,"Shucks" Stafford Agricultural Scholarship at the University of
-Ii:entucky. She also provides a Rotary Scholarship for Carroll County
- ~dents to attend college.
.
. · · '
~ In 1978 she endowed the Bauer Scholarship at Georgetown in
emory of her brothers and a cousin. It benefits three to six students
• each year.
- ,
' , O'Georgetown College has been in my vocabulary· since I was 2
)!years old," Stafford said. "That was when my brother Bill and my
fci>usin Lillian enrolled as freshmen at the college."
{~ The college honored Stafford on April 23 at · a banquet to
:~Ificially name the endowed chair of education.

,
rr
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GTE operation donates $9,100 to college
0

,

GEORGETOWN - GTE. Telephone Operations-South Area has
rriacie a $9,100 corporate matching gift to Georgetown College. .
The gift will go toward general support of the Kentucky Baptist
college, President William H. Crouch said.
.
.
.
The gift was presented April 22 by Fass,! Gabremanam, VJce
president-finance for GTE..

